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1. Introduction 
 
This report describes the work completed over a two and one half year effort sponsored by the US 
Department of Energy.  The goal was to demonstrate the technology needed to produce a highly efficient 
engine enabled by several technologies which were to be developed in the course of the work.  The 
technologies included: 
  

1. A low-pressure direct injection system 
2. A mass air flow sensor which would measure the net airflow into the engine on a per cycle 

basis 
3. A feedback control system enabled by measuring ionization current signals from the spark 

plug gap 
4. An infinitely variable cam actuation system based on a pneumatic-hydraulic valve actuation 

 
These developments were supplemented by the use of advanced large eddy simulations as well as 
evaluations of fuel air mixing using the KIVA and WAVE models.  The simulations were accompanied 
by experimental verification when possible.  
 
The next sections describe the details of this effort 
 
2. Development of a Forward-Backward Mass Air Flow Sensor (FBMAFS)  
 
The goal of this component of the investigation is to develop a mass air flow sensor (MAFS) that is 
capable of measuring unsteady direction, reversing mass flow rate. The following information reviews 
these accomplishments. 

 
2.1. Accomplishments 

Three different Forward-Backward Mass Air Flow Sensor (FBMAFS) concepts were evaluated based on 
the use of hotwire velocity sensors. The first concept is based on the use of a Michigan State University, 
(MSU) patented idea [1] where an oscillating hotwire (OHW) is employed to detect the flow velocity 
magnitude and direction. The second concept, referred to as the dual-sensor concept, was conceived 
during the investigation and it employs two hotwire sensors that are mounted behind one another with 
very small spacing along the flow direction. The final idea, which was also created during the course of 
this study, employs a variable-area insert as a ‘fluidic rectifier’ to detect the flow direction. A patent 
application on this idea [2] (abbreviated as VI-FBMAFS) is currently pending. All sensor concepts were 
realized and evaluated in the laboratory under steady and unsteady flow conditions. The evaluation took 
place in the 14" x 14" wind tunnel and 1" jet facilities in the Flow Physics and Control Laboratory, as 
well as in the unsteady air-intake test facility in the MSU, Automotive Research Experiment Station 
(ARES), Energy and Automotive Research Laboratory (EARL). The results showed that both the OHW 
and VI-FBMAFS concepts were successful when implemented, using fast, laboratory hotwires. The 
advantage of the VI-FBMAFS over the OHW approach is that the former is inexpensive, robust and has 
no moving parts. Hence, the VI-FBMAFS is well suited for use in real applications. The bottle neck, 
however, for technology transfer is the availability of robust, hotwire sensors that have faster response 
than existing ones. Future research should focus on the development of such sensing technology, as well 
as further optimization of the fluidic rectifiers of the VI-FBMAFS.  
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2.2. Oscillating Hotwire FBMAFS 

The OHW oscillates at high frequency (a few kHz) and small amplitude (a few micrometers) with/against 
the flow.  The imposed oscillation results in sinusoidal modulation of the hotwire output voltage at the 
oscillation frequency.  The phase of this modulation signal, relative to the oscillating motion of the wire, 
provides the flow direction, while the magnitude of the un-modulated signal yields the velocity, and 
hence, flow rate information.  A piezoelectric based OHW that fits within an existing Ford MAFS was 
designed and constructed.  Figure 1 displays the sensor module, before insertion, into a Ford MAFS. 
Proper magnitude and direction response of the sensor was verified under steady and unsteady direction-
reversing flow conditions.  The unsteady response is demonstrated in Figure 2. 

 

 

housing 
hotwire 

 
Figure 1. Image of the oscillating hotwire sensor used for engine research.   

Direction of oscillation is shown using orange, double-headed arrow. The oscillating  
mechanism is based on a cantilever piezoelectric mount that is embedded in the housing. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. MAFS sensor output during one-cylinder, cold-engine operation at 810RPM: (a) conventional 
hotwire; (b) oscillating hotwire.  Note the high-frequency (1675Hz) modulation signal seen in the 

oscillating sensor output.  Close up view of this signal (top of part b) shows 180 degrees phase reversal 
(red line) relative to oscillation-driving signal (blue line) when the flow changes direction. 
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2.3. Dual-Sensor FBMAFS  
In this concept, two hotwire sensors are mounted behind one another with very small spacing along the 
flow direction, as shown in Figure 3.  Being in the wake of the upstream sensor, the downstream hotwire 
experiences less cooling by the airflow, generating a smaller output voltage than the upstream sensor.  
Thus, the sign of the difference between the voltage outputs from the two sensors can be used to provide 
the flow direction.  On the other hand, the sum of the two voltages will be insensitive to the flow direction 
(assuming that the sensors are identical), and hence, it can be used to obtain the flow velocity magnitude.  
This concept remedies the need for the large-bandwidth sensors required by the OHW.  More specifically, 
the OHW sensor oscillates at a frequency that is ten times larger or more than the frequency of 
unsteadiness of the intake air.  To pick up these oscillations, the hotwire bandwidth needs to extend 
beyond 500Hz to properly measure the airflow unsteadiness at the fundamental frequency of an engine 
running at 3000RPM.  Since the dual-sensor concept does not require such oscillations for its 
implementation, the hotwires’ bandwidth needs to only extend beyond 50Hz.  

Flow

 
Figure 3. Dual-sensor concept 

 

The dual-sensor idea worked quite well for measurement of the average-flow-velocity magnitude and 
direction (see Figure 4). Unfortunately, the same was not true when measuring the instantaneous velocity.  
The unsteady wake influence of the upstream sensor on the downstream sensor caused large variation in 
the instantaneous output of the downstream sensor. These variations were sufficiently large to cause 
errors in detecting the flow direction, as well as the velocity magnitude.  There were two types of adverse 
wake effects: 1) thermal (caused by temperature fluctuations in the wake of the upstream sensor), and 2) 
hydrodynamic (caused by flow unsteadiness in the wake).  It was possible to remedy thermal wake effects 
by incorporating a “shield” between the two sensors (Figure 5).  However, the shield introduced its own 
hydrodynamic wake influences.  To offset these, we experimented with various twists on the dual-sensor 
design, but none of these were successful. 

Hotwire 1Hotwire 2
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Figure 4. Steady response of the robust, dual-sensor probe: magnitude (top)                                                  

and direction (bottom) response.  Note the “flip” in sign of the difference between                                              
the two sensor outputs in response to flow-direction change. 

 
Figure 5. A picture of a dual-sensor probe fitted with provision to remedy thermal wake effects. 

 

2.4. VI-FBMAFS 

Here a ‘fluidic rectifier’ is employed to detect the flow direction. The rectifier consists of a nozzle (or 
diffuser, depending on the flow direction) that is fitted with a hotwire sensor at the center of the large area 
of the nozzle/diffuser.  Figure 6 shows that if the flow is from right to left, the flow separates at the 
entrance of the diffuser (because of the steep angle of the diffuser) forming a jet.  The hotwire is placed at 
the exit of the diffuser, which is typically about one diameter (d) downstream of the entrance; i.e., within 
the potential core, and hence the wire senses a velocity that is equal to or slightly faster than the free 
stream velocity.  On the other hand, if the flow is from left to right, the flow accelerates through the 
nozzle.  Since the velocity at the exit of the nozzle is approximately equal to the free stream velocity, the 
flow at the entrance will be lower than the free stream velocity by a factor equal to the area ratio (in the 
ideal case).  For example, if an area ratio of 10 is utilized, the velocity sensed by the hotwire in the 
forward (left to right) will be more than order of magnitude smaller than in the backward direction; i.e., 
practically rectifying the flow through the nozzle/diffuser.  The hotwire signal can be further conditioned 
to yield a 0/1 signal for forward/backward flow without ambiguity for flow velocities that are larger than 
10% of the peak velocity.  Larger area ratio could be used to lower the ambiguity threshold as desired.  
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The development effort of the VI-FBMAFS focused on optimizing the nozzle/diffuser geometry in order 
to achieve near perfect rectification.   
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Figure 6. Illustration of the VI-FBMAFS concept. 

For the purpose of optimizing the nozzle/diffuser geometry, three key parameters were considered. See 
Figure 7 for the schematic geometry showing these parameters. 
 
• Area ratio (AR): AR = D2/d2 = 2, 4 and 8 were tested while keeping L = 5mm (where D is the large-

area diameter, and L is the nozzle/diffuser length). 
• Device length (L): L = “0” (washer), 2mm, 5mm and 10mm while keeping AR = 8 were tested. 
• Straight extension on the large-area side: keeping AR = 8, a straight extension of 5mm length was 

used for devices with L = 5 and 10mm. 

D d

Extension

Area Ratio: 
AR = D2/d2

L

  
Figure 7. Geometry of the fluidic rectifier’s nozzle. 
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The efficiency of the different nozzle/diffuser configurations in slowing down; i.e., rectifying, the flow in 
the forward direction, was tested. Figure 8 displays a plot of the velocity distribution along the 
streamwise direction on the centerline of the device for a steady flow in the direction of decreasing area.  
The vertical axis gives the measured velocity normalized by the free stream velocity (approx. 15m/s), and 
the horizontal one provides the streamwise distance (x) upstream of the small area, normalized by the 
small-area diameter. As expected, all results show deceleration of the flow to a minimum velocity 
followed by acceleration.  The key question is: What is the smallest velocity (i.e., most effective slowing 
down of the flow) attained by each of the configurations?  First, consider the red circles, blue triangles 
and purple diamonds.  These cases represent nozzles with area ratio of 8, no extension, and length of “0”, 
5 and 10mm respectively.  It is obvious that the longer the nozzle, the better the deceleration.   

 

 
Figure 8. Streamwise distribution of the velocity on the centerline of the nozzle/diffuser. 

 
However, even for the case with most deceleration, the minimum velocity remains higher than the 
theoretical minimum velocity of 1/AR, or 0.125 in this case.  The theoretical minimum can be approached 
by adding a 5mm extension, as seen in the cases represented by the black squares and green asterisks, 
where the minimum velocity is about 20% of the free stream velocity.  Most interestingly, the data also 
show that the extension at the entrance may be more significant than the length of the nozzle, where the 
5mm and 10mm long nozzles (black squares and green asterisks) perform equally well when both have an 
extension.  Without the extension, the 10mm nozzle outperforms the 5mm nozzle (purple diamonds vs. 
blue triangles).  All together, the results suggest that to attain the best possible rectification for a given 
area ratio, optimization of the nozzle profile is significant.   

 
To examine the ability of the nozzle/diffuser to rectify the flow under unsteady, flow reversing 
conditions, experiments were conducted in the unsteady, air-intake facility.  Sample time series are shown 
in Figure 9 for zero mean flow conditions (i.e. where the magnitude of the flow velocity through the 
facility is the same in the forward and backward direction).  The time traces shown in this figure are 
obtained from nozzles with area ratio of 2 (red), 4 (blue) and 8 (black).  As anticipated, the rectification 
effect of the device is evident when the peak velocity measured in one half of the cycle is lower than in 
the other half.  It is also evident that the smaller peak gets smaller and the larger peak gets bigger; i.e., the 
rectification is enhanced, with increasing area ratio, demonstrating the controllability of the rectification 
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effect through area ratio change.  Furthermore, by adding a 5mm extension at the entrance of the 
rectifier’s nozzle, the rectification is further improved (see Figure 10) 
 

 
Figure 9. Sample hotwire signals under unsteady, direction-reversing flow conditions:                     
Effect of the fluidic rectifier’s area ratio. Area ratio - 2 (red), 4 (blue) and 8 (black). 
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Figure 10. Sample hotwire signals under unsteady, direction-reversing flow conditions:                             
Effect of the fluidic rectifier’s extension length. 

 
3. Injector Spray, In-Cylinder Fuel Mixture and Flame Combustion Visualization 
 
The effect of spray pattern on fuel mixture preparation in a single-cylinder optical GDI engine under 
realistic speed and load conditions was documented. Four injector spray patterns were evaluated (Figure 
11).  Crank angle resolved images were taken using a newly acquired high-speed imaging system.  Based 
on extensive image analysis, an optimal spray pattern was identified, which provided a good overall fuel 
distribution with minimal fuel impinged on the cylinder wall. A technical paper, based on the 
aforementioned research results, was written and submitted to the 2007 SAE World Congress [3].  
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Figure 11. In-cylinder fuel mixture formation at 2500 RPM / WOT  

/ 30 Bar Fuel Pressure/SOI at 300° CA BTDC. 
 

In addition, high-speed visualization of in-cylinder flame distribution was achieved in a preliminary 
investigation.  The color imagery allows the spray distribution, flame propagation, and fuel impingement 
to be studied in details. Both in-cylinder ionization and pressure data were also obtained in 
synchronization with the combustion images. The entire combustion event can be clearly visualized; from 
the beginning of spark ignition to flame propagation and to flame quenching at the cylinder wall.  We 
believe that this is the first time that this specific combination of test data has ever been collected and 
evaluated simultaneously. We also developed a custom GUI (Graphical User Interface) to process the 
images.  In Figure 12, the red line in the plot displays the image number (which can be related to crank 
angle) of the instantaneous combustion image with the corresponding pressure and ion voltage. The 
image depicts the premixed flame front (blue) propagating across the cylinder, with some small fuel-rich 
clusters (orange) scattered on the left side of the cylinder. Other test data can be extracted for further 
analysis. 
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Figure 12.  A schematic of custom-built GUI for flame image analysis.   
The combustion image with its corresponding pressure and ionization voltage  

data can be collected and evaluated simultaneously. 
 

4. Large Eddy Simulation of Two-Phase Turbulent Reacting Flows in IC Engines 
 
A new mathematical/computational methodology is developed and tested for large eddy simulation (LES) 
of turbulent flows in internal combustion (IC) engines. In this methodology, the filtered compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations in curvilinear coordinate systems are solved via a generalized, high-order; multi-
block, compact differencing scheme and various subgrid-scale (SGS) stress closures. Both reacting and 
nonreacting flows with and without spray are considered. For nonreacting flows, the LES models have 
been applied to three flow configurations: (1) a fixed poppet valve in a sudden expansion, (2) a simple 
piston-cylinder assembly with a stationary open valve and harmonically moving flat piston, and (3) a 
realistic single-cylinder engine with moving intake and exhaust valves. The first flow configuration is the 
simplest one and is considered for studying the flow around the valves in IC engines and for the 
validation of LES and its SGS models. During the intake stroke of engine operation, large-scale unsteady 
turbulent flow motions are developed behind the intake valves that have significant effects on the flow 
field, mixing and combustion in the cylinder. The physical features of these turbulent motions and the 
ability of LES to capture them are studied and tested by simulating the flow around a fixed valve in the 
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sudden expansion geometry. The second flow configuration is closer to that in IC engines but is based on 
a single stationary intake/exhaust valve and relatively simple geometry. Nevertheless, it helps in better 
understanding of the effects of piston motion on the in-cylinder unsteady fluid motions and is considered 
here for further validation of our LES model. The third flow configuration includes all the complexities 
involved in a realistic single-cylinder IC engines such as the complex geometry and the moving valves 
and piston. The flow statistics predicted by LES are shown to compare well with the available 
experimental data. For the past few months we have worked on the modeling and simulation of spray and 
combustion in the MSU 3-valve engine. The spray combustion is simulated with the two-phase Filtered 
Mass Density Function (FMDF) method. Sample results obtained with LES/FMDF are presented in the 
report along with a brief description of the method. 
 

4.1. Characterization of IC Engines 

Internal Combustion (IC) engines are usually characterized by complex geometries, highly unsteady 
turbulent flows, shear layer and boundary layer instability, acoustic waves, spray and combustion. 
Additionally, the three-dimensional (3D) time-dependent in-cylinder turbulent flows in IC engines usually 
exhibit significant cycle-to-cycle variations [4]. Accurate numerical simulation of such flows requires a 
high fidelity turbulent flow solver with the ability to model complex geometries and deforming 
computational grids. Most of numerical results in the literature for in-cylinder flow/spray/combustion 
simulations have traditionally been based on Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models. RANS 
based models resolve the mean flow only and may not allow the prediction of cycle-to-cycle variations 
and phase-averaged flow statistics with usually simple (isotropic) turbulence models.  Shortcomings of 
this type of models have been reported by some authors (see papers by EL Tahry and Haworth [5] for 
engine application of RANS models). However, due to transient nature, inherent unsteadiness, significant 
density/temperature variations and the presence of large-scale coherent vortical structures in these flows, 
large-eddy simulation (LES) models seem to be more promising than RANS models. In fact, more than 
25 years ago Reynolds [4] suggested that the models based on spatial filtering is the best approach and 
should be used for in-cylinder flow/combustion calculations. However, it was not until 12 years after 
Reynolds suggestion that Naitoh et al. [6] reported the first application. In their simulations, Naitoh et al. 
used a coarse grid and a first-order Euler scheme for time differencing, a third-order upwind scheme for 
convective terms, and second-order central differencing for all other terms. The calculated SGS 
turbulence intensity was reported to be roughly 50 per cent of total turbulence intensity, indicating that 
their grid resolution was not sufficient for LES. Despite the limitations of their simulations, Naitoh et al. 
were able to capture the dynamics of large coherent structures. Other LES of IC engines have been 
reported by Haworth et al. [7]. Their simulations were performed using the Node-Centered Unstructured 
Topology, Parallel Implicit Advection (NO-UTOPIA [8]) scheme, which is at best second-order accurate 
in time and  space. They used the standard SGS Smagorinsky model in their IC engine simulations. The 
simulated engine geometry was relatively simple, composed of an axisymmetric piston-cylinder assembly 
with a non-moving central valve and a low piston speed of 200RPM. Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) 
measurement of flow statistics for this simple engine was done by Morse et al. [9]. In another LES work, 
Haworth [10] used the boundary body force method [9] with orthogonal grids and several SGS stress 
models to simulate a two-valve Pancake-Chamber motored four stroke engine and the Morse et al. 
experiment [9]. Incompressible flow equations were discritized using second order spatial and third order 
temporal accuracy. Verzicco et al. [12, 13] used the boundary body force method in cylindrical grids to 
simulate Morce et al. experiment [9] at different Reynolds numbers. More recently, LES of an unsteady 
mixing process in a direct injection engine was conducted by Menon et al. [14] with a subgrid scale 
mixing model based on the one-dimensional linear-eddy model [15] and KIVA-3V [16] flow solver. In 
their simulations, liquid fuel mixing in the cylinder without combustion was investigated. The results 
obtained by LES were compared with those obtained by RANS and experimental data [9], and were 
found to be comparable with experimental data. Lee et al. [17] used the same SGS stress model to do LES 
of turbulent flow in a diesel engine. Moureau et al. [18] reported the application of the parallel 
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unstructured LES code to IC engines. It is second order finite volume and third order finite element 
convective schemes combined. In their first attempt, they simulated cold flow in a piston cylinder 
assembly. More recently, Dugue et al. [19] used industrial Star-CD code to study cycle-to-cycle variations 
in realistic IC engine configurations using both RANS and LES. They performed simulations for 5-10 
cycles via RANS and LES and showed that volume averaged resolved turbulent kinetic energy calculated 
by LES increases in each cycle and slowly converges, but in RANS, as all turbulence is modeled, it is 
close to zero in all cycles. Rutland et al. [20] simulated turbulent combustion in an IC engine via a KIVA-
based LES model. In their simulations, the KIVA-3V flow solver was used together with the one-equation 
SGS stress model of Menon [15], the dynamics structure model, and a CHEMKIN-based combustion 
model. Their simulations of flow in a CAT 3401 engine indicate that the LES models are able to predict 
some cycle to cycle variations, which the RANS model is unable to do. They also compared the heat 
release rate profiles as obtained by LES and RANS with the corresponding experimental data, and found 
that the LES results were closer to experimental data than those obtained by RANS. For more information 
on previous LES of IC engines see the recent review by Celik et al. [21].   
 
In this work, three test cases were simulated with our newly developed high order LES model. Validation 
of the developed LES solver in complex geometries with moving grids was done in the first two test 
cases, and comparison of LES results for the last test case with experimental data will be presented in 
future papers. The Eulerian velocity field is calculated by generalized multi-block fourth order compact 
differencing for spatial derivatives and third order Runge-Kutta for the temporal derivatives. The 
predicted SGS turbulent viscosity in LES, which is smaller than the value estimated by RANS, can be 
highly affected by numerical viscosity. Numerical viscosity can become a serious issue in low order and 
especially in upwind schemes. For this work, we have only used high order schemes. The first test case 
considered is the flow around a poppet valve in axisymmetric sudden expansion geometry. This case 
helps in understanding the complex flow around and behind an intake valve during the intake stroke of 
real IC engines and is considered here for validation of LES model. Thobois et al. [22] used a second 
order Lax-Wendroff central differencing LES solver to simulate this problem. The second test case 
considered is the one simulated by Haworth et al. [7] and described briefly above. The geometry is 
somewhat closer to the first test case, but because of having a moving piston, it may be considered to be 
closer to realistic IC engines. The last test case considered is the flow in a 3-valve laboratory direct-
injection spark-ignition (DISI) engine, built at the MSU, Automotive Research Experiment Station 
(ARES). This type of engines has been considered for the potential of generating low emission. Work is 
in progress to develop experimental data with the controlled and well-defined flow conditions for model 
validation.  
 

4.2. Without Spray and Combustion - Governing Equations 

The conservative form of filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations in curvilinear coordinates system 
can be written in the following compact form 
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HGF ,, are convection, diffusion and pressure terms, and is the source term. The subgrid stress 

terms, which are appeared in equations after filtering, were closed by the Smagorinsky model. Total stress 
tensor is: 
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For dynamic computation of , the smallest resolved scales are sampled [20]. SGS stress part dC
of total stress tensor in equation (2) is written as: 
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In order to avoid computational instability due to large value of calculated , some averaging is 
necessary. Germano et. al. [23] averaged denominator and numerator of their derived equation for Cd 
over plates parallel to lower boundary to avoid singularity. And for general cases, they recommended 
local time and space averaging. In work, in addition to parallel plates averaging, local filtering of 
denominator and numerator of equation (7) was done and obtained results for both methods were 
compared. 
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The first term in the left hand side of equation (1) can be calculated using chain rule as: 
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Time derivative of Jacobian in fixed grid system is zero, but in the case of moving grid system this term 
should be added to governing equations to eliminate metric cancellation [22]. In order to calculate this 
term geometric conservation law (GCL) [22,23] was adopted: 
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                                (11) 
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),,( τττ zyx  is the grid speed vector which can be calculated analytically based on piston or intake/ 
exhaust valves speed. 
 

4.3.  Test Cases 

As mentioned before, the LES model was applied to three flow configurations: (1) a fixed poppet valve in 
a sudden expansion, (2) a simple piston-cylinder assembly with a stationary open valve and harmonically 
moving flat piston, (3) a realistic single-cylinder engine with moving intake and exhaust valves and 
pistons, built at Michigan State University, Engine Research Laboratory. For each test case, schematic 
configuration and generated grids are illustrated and comparison of the predicted results and available 
experimental data are presented and discussed. 
 

4.4.  Flow Around a Poppet Valve 

During the intake stroke in an IC engine, high vortical flow motions, which develop behind the intake 
valves have, significant effect on the flow field in the cylinder. As a first test case, the LES ability to 
capture these fluid motions was tested by simulating the flow in sudden expansion geometry with a fixed 
popper valve with 10 mm lift. The geometry details are shown in Figure 13. LDA data for this flow 
configuration are available [27]. For this problem, a 5-block grid system was generated. The 3D and 2D 
cross section of the grid is shown in Figure 14. Mean streamlines in a 2D cross section at the center line 
are shown in Figure 15. In order to avoid singularity in the center line of the cylinder a rectangular block 
was fitted. The mass flow rate was kept constant at 0.05kg/s and the Reynolds number was fixed at 
30,000. Simulation was done with both dynamic and static Smagorinsky models. The results shown in 
Figure 15 confirm the generation of two large-scale vortical structures behind the valve. To make a 
quantitative comparison with the experimental data, the mean axial velocity and the root mean square 
values of the axial velocity at two locations, 20 and 70mm from the cylinder head were calculated and 
compared with the experimental data in Figure 16. Mean velocity values were calculated by time-
averaging of the filtered velocities for about 0.03 second of physical time. Figure 16 shows that the mean 
axial velocity obtained with the dynamic model and local filtering of equation (8) was in good agreement 
with the experimental data. The RMS of axial velocity calculated with the same procedure also compares 
reasonably well with the LDA laboratory data in the middle of the cylinder and behind the poppet valve 
as shown in Figure 16 (between r/R=0 to r/R=0.5). The differences in the region close to the cylinder wall 
(between r/R=0.5 to r/R=1.0) can be attributed to not using a wall function and insufficient averaging 
process. Mean and rms values computed with constant coefficient Smagorinsky model with Cd = 0.12 in 
both distances from cylinder head are dissipative in compare with LDA data. 
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Figure 13. The geometrical details of the first test case (sudden expansion with fixed valve)  
considered in this study for validation of LES model. There is no piston and the valve is fixed. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Two-dimensional top view and three-dimensional side view  
of the 5-block grid system for the sudden-expansion plus valve flow configuration. 

 

 
Figure 15. Two-dimensional view of mean streamline profiles 

of the flow around the popper valve in sudden-expansion configuration. 
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Figure 16. Mean axial velocity and RMS of axial velocity normalized with the bulk velocity.  
Solid lines and dashed lines are LES results with dynamic and static  

Smagorinsky (Cd = 0.1) respectively, and symbols are LDA data. 
 
4.5. Simple IC Engine with One Intake/Exhaust Valve 

As a second test case, the in-cylinder flow field in a piston-cylinder assembly was simulated via LES. The 
geometrical features of this idealized engine are shown in Figure 17. The piston is not shown. The engine 
is made of a fixed intake/exhaust valve with a piston that moves with simple harmonic motion and low 
RPM of 200. Average piston speed (Vp) is 0.4 m/s and the Reynolds number is 2000. Morse et al. [9] 
measured the radial profiles of the phase-averaged mean and RMS of axial velocity by LDA method. As 
mentioned in introduction, LES of this problem was conducted by some authors with a method very 
different from ours. Here, we have simulated the flow in this idealized flow configuration for further 
validation of the LES flow solver and SGS stress models. The generated 4-block grid system for this 
problem is shown in Figure 14. Simulation was initiated with zero velocity and continued for five cycles.  
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Figure 17.  Morse et al.[9] Geometrical details of the second test case (cylinder-piston  
assembly with fixed valve) considered for validation of LES model. The piston is not shown. 

 
Devesa et al. [28] used some initial conditions to avoid multiple cycle simulation. They simulated 
jet/tumble interaction as a phenomenon in IC engine. Here, we started with stationary condition and let 
the perturbations generated by the governing equations during the cycles. Constant pressure was set as 
inlet boundary condition. As piston started to accelerate downward, flow around the fixed valve 
accelerates and enters the cylinder like a jet flow. As the flow reaches the wall, the major portion of the 
jet is reflected downward toward the piston and a substantial fraction of that is recirculated back to the 
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cylinder head. Another smaller recirculating flow appears at the upper corner of the cylinder. This smaller 
vortex, which rotates in the opposite direction, persists until some crank angle before piston reaches to 
bottom dead center (BDC). As piston decelerates near BDC, the vortices become unstable and break up. 
Because the piston and therefore grids are moving, mean (time-averaged) velocity and its rms are 
obtained by averaging filtered velocity samples from specific crank angle over several cycles. Required 
data for any position in a specific crank angle in a cycle were gathered, and then mean velocities were 
calculated by ensemble or phase averaging of every cycle. Because of high computational cost, the 
number of simulated cycles is limited. This limits the accuracy of the averaging process. In this problem, 
the axisymmetric geometry configuration permits averaging in the azimuthal direction as well. For any 
radial position in each cycle, mean axial velocity and its fluctuations were calculated by azimuthally 
averaging filtered velocity. Ensemble or phase averaging of calculated values over some cycles produces 
mean axial velocity and its rms. The radial profiles of azimuthally and phase averaged axial velocity and 
rms of axial velocity at locations of 10, 20 and 30mm from the cylinder head are shown in Figure 19.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 18. Two-dimensional (left) and three-dimensional (right)  
view of the 4-block grid system for the second test case. The piston is not shown. 
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Figure 19. Mean axial velocity (a) and rms of axial velocity (b), normalized by the mean piston speed,  

at crank angle of 36o. Solid lines and dashed lines are LES results with dynamic procedure  
and constant coefficient Cd = 0.1, respectively, and symbols are LDA data. 
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The crank angle is 36
o
. The mean axial velocity computed with both static and dynamic Smagorinsky 

model are in good agreement with the experimental data. The dynamic procedure predicted the rms values 
better than the static Smagorinsky and they are in good agreement with LDA data. Also, in Figure 20, the 
mean and rms values of the axial velocity at every 10mm from cylinder head when crank angle was 144

o
 

are shown. Predicted axial mean velocities are in good agreement with LDA data. The LES is also able to 
capture the variation in the rms of the axial velocity. The two test cases reported above have some 
geometrical and flow features of realistic engines and are simulated here to assess the capabilities of the 
LES flow solver and its moving mesh technique. It is clear that the LES method is indeed able to predict 
the flow in these configurations. This gives us enough confidence to apply the model to more complex 
and more realistic engines. 
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Figure 20. Mean axial velocity (a) and rms of axial velocity (b),  
normalized by the mean piston speed, at crank angle of 144o. Solid lines  

and dashed lines are LES results with dynamic procedure and  
constant coefficient Cd = 0.1 respectively, and symbols are LDA data. 

 
 
4.6. Flow in a Real Internal Combustion Geometry 

Here, we have considered the in-cylinder flow in a 3-valve IC engine that is built by our experimental 
group. This engine configuration is shown in Figure 21. It is a DISI engine which works with two intake 
and one bigger exhaust valve. In order to improve mixing during the intake stroke, intake valves were 
tilted. The same job was done for exhaust valve for helping the better discharge of burnt gases. This 
engine is tested in the fixed RPM equal to 2500. Mean piston speed during one stroke at that RPM is 
8.82m/s. The maximum valve lift for intake and exhaust valves is 11 and 12mm respectively. To have a 
high quality grid for a moving piston, complex cylinder head and moving valves, a unique multi-block 
grid system is developed for the MSU 3-valve laboratory engine. A high quality grid system is required 
for accurate LES calculations. Inside the cylinder, the grid was made out of 31 initial parts. The 31 parts 
were then merged to form a nine block grid system, as shown in Figure 22 (left). In this grid system, each 
valve has a separate block to move in/out and there are three blocks for three intake/exhaust valves and 
the corresponding manifolds. Adding the valves and manifolds grid to cylinder grids, 18-block grid 
system was made, as shown in Figure 22 (right). Also, in order to show the grid for the valves and the 
position of the valves in the 18-block grid, cross sections of the grid at intake valve section and at center 
plane are shown in Figure 10 (center). In real engines, valve lifting is done by cam shaft. In this process, 
valve shanks cross the manifolds walls and come out as shown in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21. MSU 3-valve IC engine configuration. 

 

 
 

Figure 22. Two-dimensional top view (left), side view (center) and three-dimensional view (right) 
of the 18-block grid system for MSU 3-valve IC engine configuration. 

 
 

For both keeping the grid quality high and simplicity, valve shanks were considered short. This 
simplification is shown in Figure 22 (center). As valves moves up and down, their corresponding blocks 
moves with different velocity (relative velocity of valve and piston) than the surrounded blocks which 
move with the piston speed. Therefore, overlap grids are no longer aligned and some interpolation for 
transferring the data between blocks is required. For standard car engines, the integral scale is about 1 mm 
at TDC [30, 31]. Accurate LES simulation of IC engines should have filter sizes smaller than those length 
scales. Here, it was tried to generate grid to have the satisfactory filter size. Dugue et al. [19] calculated 
Kolmogorov time scale in an IC engine with k-ǫ method, and found out that 5.56.10−6 is considerably 
lower than Kolmogorov time scale. In this problem, time steps were calculated based on CFL condition 
equal to one. Averaged time step during one cycle is about 1.5.10−7. A close examination of the 2D and 
3D contours of velocity, vorticity, pressure, and temperature fields indicate that the results generated by 
the 18-block grid-system and the LES flow solver are physically sound and reliable. In Figures 23-26 
contours of axial velocity in two planes (a): horizontal cross section with 20mm distance from cylinder 
head, (b): vertical cross sections from one intake valve center line.) are shown when the crank angles are 
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110
o
, 145

o
, 270

o
 and 560

o
 respectively. In this crank angle the intake valves are in maximum lift position. 

When crank angle is 110
o
, valves are in maximum lift position, and in crack angle equal to 145

o
, piston is 

decelerating downward while valves are closing; flow is still coming into the cylinder with high 
momentum. In both crank angle 110

o
 and 145

o
, two vertical flow are present below the two intake valves, 

and maximum velocity of the flow are in the space between cylinder wall and intake valves rim. Two 
vortical flow structures are still present during the mid-compression stroke (Figure 25). Figure 26 shows 
the mid-exhaust stroke, in-cylinder flow is accelerating out of cylinder by piston passing through the 
exhaust valve and manifold. 

 
Figure 23. Axial instantaneous velocity in two-dimensional cross sections  

when crank angle is 110o, (a): Y-Z plane in a distance 20 mm from cylinder head and,  
(b) X-Z plane from one intake valve center line.  

 
Figure 24. Axial instantaneous velocity in two-dimensional cross sections when crank angle is 145o, (a): 
Y-Z plane in a distance 20 mm from cylinder head and, (b) X-Z plane from one intake valve center line. 
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Figure 25. Axial instantaneous velocity in two-dimensional cross sections  

when crank angle is 270o, (a): Y-Z plane in a distance 20mm from cylinder head 
 and, (b) X-Z plane from one intake valve center line. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 26. Axial instantaneous velocity in two-dimensional cross sections  
when crank angle is 560o, (a) Y-Z plane in a distance 20mm from cylinder head  

and, (b) X-Z plane from one intake valve center line. 
 
4.7. Spray and Combustion - LES/FMDF for Two-Phase Turbulent Reacting Flows 

As mentioned before, the two-phase LES/FMDF model is based on an Eulerian-Lagrangian-Lagrangian 
mathematical/numerical methodology and can handle the two-way interactions between particle and fluid 
phases. The two-way and particle-particle interactions for low particle to fluid volume fraction ratio are 
also included. Figure 27 shows various elements of the model and its computational flow solver in a 
block diagram. The gas-phase part of the model is based on a high-order compact finite-difference 
numerical scheme. The subgrid gas-liquid combustion is modeled with the two-phase scalar Filtered Mass 
Density Function. The spray is simulated with a non-equilibrium Lagrangian model and stochastic SGS 
closures on mass, momentum, and energy coupling between phases are implemented through series of 
source/sink terms. The LES/FMDF employs variety of different fuels based on two combustion models: 
(1) a finite rate, reduced chemistry model for non-equilibrium flames, or (2) a near equilibrium model 
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employing detailed kinetics. In (1), system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is solved 
together with the FMDF equation for all the scalars (mass fractions and enthalpy). Finite-rate chemistry 
effects are explicitly and “exactly” included in this procedure since the chemistry is closed in the 
formulation. In (2), the LES/FMDF is employed in conjunction with an equilibrium fuel-oxidation model. 
This model is enacted via “flamelet” simulations which normally consider a laminar counterflow 
(opposed jet) flame configuration. For two-phase flow calculations only non-equilibrium models based on 
(1) are used. 
 

 
 

Figure 27. A block diagram showing different components of the LES/FMDF 
and its Lagrangian-Eulerian-Lagrangian flow solver. 

 
The two-phase LES/FMDF model has been used for detailed and large-scale simulations of various 
droplet-laden turbulent systems with and without droplet evaporation and combustion. Figure 28 shows 
the vorticity and mass fraction contours and droplet distribution in one of the experiments we have 
simulated. In this experiment, a lean premixed preheated air-decane flame is controlled by injection of a 
relatively small amount of liquid n-decane fuel.  Also shown in this figure are the interactions between 
Eulerian grid points, Lagrangian droplet phase and Monte Carlo Particles. There are basically three 
interacting fields: (i) the Eulerian finite difference field, describing the gas dynamic variables, (ii) the 
grid-free Lagrangian Monte Carlo field, describing gaseous species and temperature through Filtered 
Mass Density Function, and (iii) another Lagrangian field, describing liquid-fuel droplets and spray. 
 
In “conventional” LES methods, the “resolved” flow variables are obtained by solving the filtered form of 
the compressible Navier-Stokes, energy and scalar equations with the filtered equations being closed by 
appropriate SGS stress and scalar flux models. In reacting flows, additional models are normally required 
for source/sink terms. Here, we use the FMDF, which has been implemented in two ways: (Formulation I) 
to consider only the SGS scalar quantities, and (Formulation II) to consider the SGS (velocity-scalar-
pressure) quantities. Formulation I is more manageable computationally and Formulation II is more 
rigorous from the statistical standpoint. However, possible advantages or drawbacks of the joint velocity-
composition (-pressure) FMDF formulation over the formulation which considers the composition FMDF 
alone for compressible reacting flows is not fully established at present time.  Most of our previous 
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contributions are based on formulation I which considers the joint scalar (species and energy) FMDF. For 
two-phase flows, the modified version of the scalar FMDF is employed. 
  

 
 

Figure 28. Contours of the instantaneous vorticity magnitude, droplet & Monte Carlo  
particle fields and grid layout in a spray-controlled dump combustor as obtained by LES/FMDF. 

 
4.7.1 Filtered Mass Density Function (FMDF) 

In conventional LES methods, the filtered equations for the scalars are solved together with other 
equations. In these equations, the filtered chemical source/sink terms are not closed and need modeling. 
Here, the subgrid combustion model is based on the FMDF methodology and the temperature and mass-
fraction fields are obtained from the FMDF. The chemical source/sink terms are determined exactly with 
the knowledge of FMDF. 
 
The scalar FMDF is the joint probability density function of the scalars at the subgrid-level and is defined 
as: 
                                        xdxxGtxtxtxPL ′−′′ΦΨ′=Ψ ∫
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where  denotes the filter function and G ξ  is the “fine-grained” density [31]. The scalar field, 

1,.....,2,1=, +≡Φ sNαφα , represents the mass fractions of the chemical species and the specific enthalpy 
( 1, += sNαφα ), and is obtained from the joint scalar FMDF. The final form of the FMDF transport 
equation for a two-phase reacting system as derived from the original (unfiltered) governing equations is 
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In Equations (13) and (14), , Ψ, and Ωm denote the production rate of species α, the “composition 
space” of scalar array Φ and the SGS mixing frequency, respectively. The molecular diffusivity 
coefficient and the SGS diffusivity coefficient are denoted by D and Dt. The effects of molecular/SGS 
mixing and SGS convection are modeled with closures similar to those used in LES/PDF methods [31-
34].  

αS

 
4.7.2. Numerical Solution Method for FMDF 

The filtered Eulerian carrier-gas equations are solved together with diffusivity-type closures for the SGS 
stress and the SGS scalar flux terms. The discretization procedure of the carrier fluid is based on the 
“compact parameter” finite difference scheme, which yields up to sixth order spatial accuracies. The time 
differencing is based on a third order low storage Runge-Kutta method. Once the fluid velocity, density 
and temperature fields are known, the droplet transport equations are integrated with second order time 
differencing. The evaluation of the fluid velocity at the droplet locations is based upon a fourth order 
accurate Lagrangian interpolation scheme. Also, for the droplet phase, a stochastic velocity model is 
considered by which the residual or subgrid velocity of the carrier fluid at the droplet location is 
constructed. The combined large- and small-scale fluid velocity is then used for calculations of droplet 
location and velocity.  
 
From an operational standpoint, PDF or FMDF methods are implemented via stochastic differential 
equations. The full FMDF equation is a partial differential equation in physical, velocity and composition 
space. The connection to stochastic differential equations is via the Fokker-Planck equation: the Fokker-
Planck equation of the stochastic model is a transport equation for the FMDF. Rather than solving that 
partial differential equation, and then computing statistics, the statistics can be obtained far more 
economically by averaging functions of the stochastic process. Hence, in FMDF modeling one actually 
solves a set of stochastic differential equations (SDEs), with the partial differential equations being a 
point of reference. The most convenient means of solving the SDE equations (Equation (14)) is via the 
“Lagrangian Monte Carlo” procedure [35]. With the Lagrangian procedure, the FMDF is represented by 
an ensemble of computational “stochastic elements” (or “particles”) which are transported in the 
“physical space” by the combined actions of large scale convection and diffusion (molecular and 
subgrid). In addition, changes in the “composition space” occur due to chemical reaction, SGS mixing, 
and droplet evaporation. Again, all of these are implemented via a stochastic process described by a set of 
SDEs. These SDEs are fully consistent with the original FMDF transport equation. The Lagrangian 
FMDF represents the gas scalar and energy fields and is used to evaluate the local values of the 
temperature, density and species mass fractions at droplet location. The droplets in turn modify the 
species concentration and temperature values of the Monte Carlo particles or FMDF due to mass and 
energy coupling. Hence, the three-way coupling between the Carrier gas velocity field, FMDF scalar field 
and droplet field are included in the computations. 
 

4.8. Numerical Simulation of Spray 

The analytical methods that have been developed for two-phase turbulent flows are generally based on 
three different approaches: (i) Eulerian-Eulerian approach, (ii) Eulerian-Lagrangian approach, and (iii) 
Lagrangian-Lagrangian approach. In the first approach, the continuum transport equations for both phases 
are solved. These equations are somewhat similar and are often obtained by some sort of volume 
averaging which is conceptually different than the ensemble averaging in RANS or space averaging in 
LES. In the second approach, the continuum carrier fluid equations are solved in its “instantaneous” form 
in DNS or in its “averaged” form in RANS or LES over a fixed Eulerian grid system. However, the 
“dispersed” phase (particles, droplets, and micro bubbles) are described by a set of modeled Lagrangian 
equations which determine the position, velocity, temperature, and other properties of the dispersed phase.  
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In the third method, both phases are described in the Lagrangian context. The Eulerian-Eulerian and 
Eulerian-Lagrangian models have been employed for RANS, LES and DNS of a wide range of two-phase 
or two-fluid turbulent flows including free surface flows, or dispersed turbulent flows [36-39]. In 
comparison, there are limited numbers of models based on Lagrangian-Lagrangian approach.  
 
Most of LES models are for isothermal two-phase turbulent flows; the application of LES models to non-
isothermal flows with evaporating/reacting droplets was somewhat limited [40-48] and it has been only 
recently that LES models for realistic combustion systems are developed and tested. Among the limited 
number of LES studies on two-phase turbulent flows involving droplet evaporation and combustion,  we 
refer here to the works by Okong'o & Bellan [49], Leboissetier et al. [50], Sankaran and Menon [51];  
Patel et al. [52] Ham et al.[53] Mahesh [54], Afshari et al.[55] and Li & Jaberi [56], Cuenot et al. [57]. In 
the first two papers, [49-50] the DNS data for a temporal mixing layer laden with evaporating droplets are 
used to assess (a priori and a posteriori) different  SGS models for carrier gas, droplet and evaporated 
vapor. It is shown that with the scale-similarity models for the carrier gas velocity, the predicted droplet 
distribution by LES compare reasonably well with that obtained from DNS data. However, the mass, 
momentum and heat transfer between evaporated droplets and carrier gas are not accurately represented 
by the proposed deterministic closures. The two-phase reacting LES model in References [51-52] is based 
on the Euelrian-Lagrangian approach. In this model, the carrier gas equations are solved for a fixed three-
dimensional (3D) grid system. However, the mixing and reaction are implemented in one-dimensional 
(1D) domain via linear eddy model (LEM). The spray is based on a Lagrangian droplet model which 
includes empirical evaporation and secondary break-up submodel. The reaction is modeled with a global 
multi-step mechanism. The two-phase reacting LES model in Reference 20 is based on a similar hybrid 
Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. Here, the zero Mach number Navier-Stokes equations are solved on an 
unstructured grid system in the Eulerian part and the spray is modeled with Lagrangian method and some 
empirical droplet evaporation and break up submodels. The combustion is simulated with a 
flamelet/progress variable reaction submodel. The two-phase reacting LES model of Cuenot et al. [57] is 
fundamentally different than the above models as it solves the Eulerian equations for both phases. Our 
two-phase reacting LES/FMDF model [55-56] is also different than the other models mentioned above. It 
is based on an Eulerian-Lagrangian-Lagrangian methodology that is described in greater detail below.  
 
In this work, the droplet field is obtained via a Lagrangian method. In this method, the evolution of the 
droplet displacement vector, the droplet velocity vector, the droplet temperature, and the droplet mass is 
governed by a set of non-equilibrium Lagrangian equations. The source terms appearing in the filtered 
carrier gas equations are evaluated based on the volumetric averaging of the Lagrangian variables and 
interpolation. Governing Lagrangian equations of transient position , velocity , temperature 

 and mass  of a single droplet are: 
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Where subscript ‘d’ is the values for droplet and ‘G’ is for Carrier Gas field. In the equations, 
 is particle time constant,  is the droplet diameter,  is the latent head of 

evaporation and  is the heat capacity of liquids. Drag of droplets is empirically corrected by the  
correlation function and  is an analytical evaporative heat transfer correction function. , , P

)18/(2
GLd D μρτ =

LC
D vL

1f

2f Nu Sh r and 
 are Nusselt, Sherwood, Prandtl and Schmidt numbers of carrier gas respectively. Finally,  is the 

mass transfer number and is calculated using the non-equilibrium surface vapor function. 
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Mutual effects of droplets and carrier gas field on each other are considered via source terms (coupling 
terms) is continuity, momentums, energy and scalar field of carrier gas equations as: 
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where subscript ‘I’ is for continuity and scalar equations, and ‘II’ and ‘III’ are for momentum and energy 
equations respectively.    
 

4.9. Test Cases 
In this section, we use the LES/FMDF methodology to simulate three single-phase and two-phase reactive 
flows in the MSU 3-valve engine configuration. First test case is premixed gaseous flame propagation in 
the cylinder using compressed turbulent flow, second is the evaporation of randomly distributed liquid 
fuel droplets using the same flow field as first test case, and the third case is concerned with the 
simulation of spray during the intake stroke in the engine. More cases are being simulated now but are not 
considered in this report. 
 

4.10. Single-Phase Premixed Flame 

In this case, the intake and compression stroke of the MSU engine without spray was simulated and the 
results of the flow field when the crank angle is 345 degrees (15 degrees before TDC during the 
compression stroke) were taken as initial condition. Then, it was assumed that there is a perfectly 
premixed propane mixture in the cylinder. Monte Carlo (MC) particles were distributed uniformly in the 
domain. Ignition was implemented by adding a source term to MC particle energy equations in the middle 
of cylinder on the cylinder head to increase the local temperature. Values of temperature predicted with 
both finite difference and Monte Carlo at different times were compared in Figure 29 at three different 
times. Figure 18 also shows comparison of instantaneous finite difference and MC predictions at the same 
time. Also, mean gas temperature in the cylinder is shown in Figure 29. Combustion starts at initial 
temperature of 620K, and then it was enhanced by increasing the temperature to 1100K with ignitor, and 
continues afterwards until all available fuel was burned.  Evidently, there is a good consistency between 
the two methods which shows that both are accurately computed in LES/FMDF.  
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(a)                                                                      (b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 29. Propane premixed flame, (a)  sec after ignition,  5102 −×
(b)  after ignition and (c) sec. after ignition. 5106 −× 4102.1 −×

 
4.11. Two-Phase Reaction  

In this case, similar to previous test case, the results of flow field, when crack angle is 3450, were taken as 
initial condition. Then, about  decane droplets with initial temperature of 300K were randomly 
distributed in the domain. Average temperature in the cylinder was 620K at the initial time, causing 
droplets to evaporate in the cylinder as gas temperature was higher that boiling temperature of the 
droplets.  To check the consistency between finite difference and Monte Carlo values, the temperature 
and mass fraction of the evaporated fuel mass fraction predicted with these two methods were compared 
in Figures 32-34. In Figure 32, the contours of evaporated fuel are shown. In Figure 33.a, the mean 
temperature in the cylinder is shown during the evaporation. As droplets evaporated and received their 
energy from the carrier gas, the mean temperature in the cylinder was decreased. In Figure 33.b, good 
comparison of finite difference and Monte Carlo predictions of evaporated fuel mass fraction again 
indicate that the both methods are accurate. 

6103.2 ×
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Figure 30. Comparison of finite difference and Monte Carlo prediction of temperature  
for propane premixed flame, (a) sec after ignition,  5102 −×

(b)  after ignition and (c) sec. after ignition. 5106 −× 4102.1 −×
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Figure 31. Mean in-cylinder temperature for propane premixed flame. 
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Figure 32. Evaporated fuel mass fraction contours. 
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Figure 33. (a) Mean in-cylinder temperature during the evaporation  

of randomly distributed decane droplets and  
(b) comparison of evaporated fuel mass fraction as predicted  

by finite difference and Monte Carlo methods. 
 
4.12. Simulation of Spray During the Intake Stroke 

Simulations of spray and combustion in the MSU 3-valve, gasoline engine is an ongoing effort. Work is 
in progress to conduct complete simulations of burring engine with spray and combustion. In direct 
injection spark engines, fuel is injected into the cylinder during the intake stroke at sufficiently early 
times so that the fuel gets evaporated, mixed and compressed before ignition. The MSU, 3-valve engine, 
fuel injection is started when the crank angle is 79 and goes on up to 148 degrees. So, for this case, the 
flow after crank angle 79 is simulated with spray. In Figure 34, contours of axial velocity with streamlines 
around one of the intake valves together with fuel droplets are shown. During the intake the carrier gas 
temperature is around 300K and there is no considerable fuel evaporation. Fuel droplets are injected from 
the cylinder head with average initial velocity of 50m/s and a specified droplet size and velocity 
distribution. After a few crank angles, the droplets reach the piston. Here, two methods were applied to 
consider the interaction of the droplets with the piston. In these methods, the droplets can either stay on 
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the piston surface and make a liquid film or bounce back into the cylinder. Figure 34 shows that some of 
the droplets, which were bounced backed from the wall, are still close to piston. Currently, we are looking 
at the effects of turbulence on mixing and combustion for different fuels and flow conditions.   

 

 
Figure 34. The spray pattern of fuel droplets during the intake stroke of the MSU 3-valve  

direct-injection gasoline engine (contours of axial velocity and streamlines are also shown). 
 

5. Control System Development for Electro-Pneumatic Valve Actuator (EPVA) - System 
Modeling 
 
The valve actuator’s main function is to provide variable valve timing and variable lift in an automotive 
engine. The design of the combination of pneumatic and hydraulic mechanisms allows the system to 
operate under low pressure with an energy saving mode. A system dynamics analysis is provided and is 
followed by a mathematical model. This modeling approach uses Newton’s law, mass conservation and 
thermodynamic principles. The air compressibility and liquid compressibility in the hydraulic latch are 
modeled. The discontinuous nonlinearity of the compressible flow due to choking is carefully considered. 
Provision is made for the nonlinear motion of the mechanical components due to the physical constraints. 
Validation experiments were performed on a Ford 5.4 liter 4-valve V8 engine head with different air 
supply pressures and different solenoid pulse inputs. Results of the experiments were satisfactory and the 
simulation responses agreed with the experimental results. 
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5.1. EPVA Control System Development for Intake Valves 

 Electro-pneumatic valve actuators are used to eliminate the cam shaft of a traditional internal combustion 
engine. They are used to control the opening timing, duration, and lift of both intake and exhaust valves. 
A control oriented model was developed to reduce computational throughput for real-time 
implementation. The developed control oriented model was validated by experimental data. An adaptive 
valve lift control strategy was developed to improve lift repeatability. A model reference adaptive system 
identification technique was employed to calculate system parameters needed for generating closed-loop 
control signals. The convergence of the derived adaptive parameter identification algorithm was verified 
using the valve test bench data. The bench test data covers engine speed from 1200RPM and 5000RPM. 
Parameter identification convergence was achieved within 40 cycles. The closed-loop lift control 
algorithm was developed and implemented in a prototype controller, and validated on a valve test bench 
with multiple reference valve lift set points at both 1200RPM and 5000RPM engine speeds. The 
experiment results showed that the actual valve lift reached the reference lift within 0.5mm of lift error in 
one cycle at 1200RPM and in two cycles at 5000RPM. The maximum steady state lift errors are less than 
0.4mm at high valve lift and less than 1.3mm at low valve lift. Furthermore, the closed-loop valve lift 
control improved valve lift repeatability with more than 30% reduction of standard deviation over the 
open-loop control. 

 
5.2. EPVA Control System Development for Exhaust Valves 

 Variable valve actuation of internal combustion engines is capable of significantly improving their 
performance. It can be divided into two main categories: variable valve timing with cam shaft(s) and 
camless valve actuation. For camless valve actuation, research has been centered in electro-magnetic, 
electro-hydraulic, and electro-pneumatic valve actuators. This research studies the control of the electro-
pneumatic valve actuator. The modeling and control of intake valves for the Electro-Pneumatic Valve 
Actuators (EPVA) was shown in early publications and this paper extends the EPVA modeling and 
control development to exhaust valves for the lift control, which is the key to the exhaust valve control, 
since an accurate and repeatable lift control guarantees a satisfactory valve closing timing control. Note 
that exhaust valve closing timing is a key parameter for controlling engine residual gas recirculation. The 
exhaust valve lift control challenge is the disturbance from the randomly varying in-cylinder pressure 
against which the exhaust valve opens. The developed strategy utilizes model based predictive techniques 
to overcome this disturbance. This exhaust valve lift control algorithm was validated on a 5.4 liter 3-valve 
V8 engine head with a pressurized chamber to imitate the in-cylinder pressure. The experimental results 
demonstrated that the exhaust valve lift tracked the step reference in one cycle with the lift error under 
1mm and the steady state lift error was kept below 1mm. 

 
6. Engine Control Development for HCCE Engine - Baseline Engine Controller Development 
 
The development of our Opal-RT based prototype engine controller has been completed. It has been 
*validated in both our engine HIL (Hardware-In-the-Loop) simulation and in the engine dynamometer. 
The baseline engine controller contains the following control features: 
 

 Dual fuel control system for both PFI (Port Fuel Injection) and DI (Direct Injection) fuel systems. 
 Ionization detection ignition control and feedback. 
 Crank synchronized EPVA (Electro-Pneumatic Valve Actuator) control reference generation. 

 
6.1. Decentralized Engine and EPVA Control Development 

Communication between Opal-RT engine and EPVA controllers has been established and validated. The 
basic control principle is that the Opal-RT engine controller sends the crank synchronized desired valve 
lift, opening and closing signals to the EPVA Opal-RT controller; and the EPVA controller conducts the 
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valve lift, opening and closing timing control, based upon the reference signals from the engine controller, 
in a closed loop.  
 
Both engine and EPVA controllers have been validated using our engine HIL simulation station and 
EPVA test bench, see diagram in Figure 35. EPVA valve control strategy is under development using this 
setup. Dynamometer validation tests of both engine and EPVA control strategies are the last task to be 
completed. 
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Figure 35. Decentralized engine and EPVA control architecture. 

 
7. Publications and Patent Activity 
 
Patent activity and publications that have resulted from this effort are listed below: 
 
Patent: Jia Ma, George Zhu, Harold Schock and Tom Stuecken, “Method and Apparatus for Enhancing 
the Performance of a Camless Valve Actuator,” Application made November 1, 2007. US Patent pending. 
 
Patent: A.M. Naguib, A. Aditjandra, B. Trosin, H.J. Schock, T.R. Stuecken, and E. Timm, “Mass Air 
Flow Sensor,” US Patent pending (MSU ID#07-019F). 
 
Hung, D.L.S., Zhu, G., Winkelman, J., Stuecken, T., Schock, H., and Fedewa, A., "A High Speed Flow 
Visualization Study of Fuel Spray Pattern Effect on a Low Pressure Direct Injection Gasoline Engine," 
SAE Technical Paper No. 2007-01-1411, 2007. SAE World Congress, Detroit Michigan, April 2007. 

 Zhang, Y., Schock, H, and Hung, D.L.S., "Numerical Study of the Mixture Preparation Process in a 5.4L 
V8 GDI Engine," ILASS-Americas, 20th Annual Conference on Liquid Atomization and Spray Systems, 
Chicago, IL, 2007. 
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Ma, Jia and Schock, H., Michigan State University, Carlson, U., Hoglund, A., and Hedman, M. Cargine 
Engineering AB, Helsingborg, Sweden. “Analysis and Modeling of an Electronically Controlled 
Pneumatic Hydraulic Valve for an Automotive Engine,” SAE Paper No. 2006-01-0042, SAE World 
Congress, Detroit, Michigan, April 16-19, 2006. 
 
Ma, Jia, Stuecken, T., and Schock, H., Michigan State University, Zhu, G. and Winkelman, J. Visteon 
Corporation, “Model Reference Adaptive Control of a Pneumatic Valve Actuator for Infinitely Variable 
Valve Timing and Lift,” SAE Paper No. 2007-01-1297, SAE World Congress, Detroit, Michigan, April 
3-6, 2007. 
 
Ma, Jia, Zhu, G., Schock, H., and Winkelman, J. “Adaptive Control of a Pneumatic Valve Actuator for an 
Internal Combustion Engine,” Proceedings of 2007 American Control Conference, New York, NY, July 
11-13, 2007. 
 
Ma, Jia, Zhu, G., Hartsig, A., and Schock, H., “Model-Based Predictive Control of an Electro-Pneumatic 
Exhaust Valve for Internal Combustion Engines,” Proceedings of 2008 American Control Conference, 
Seattle, WA, June11-13, 2008. 
 
Ma, Jia, Zhu, G., Stuecken, T., Hartsig, A., and Schock, H., “Electro-Pneumatic Exhaust Valve Modeling 
and Control for an Internal Combustion Engine,” Proceedings of ICES 2008 ASME 2008 International 
Combustion Engine Spring Technical Conference, ICES2008-1653, April 21-23, 2008, Chicago, IL. 
 
8. Summary 
 
In this effort a solid base has been established for continued development of the advanced engine 
concepts originally proposed.  Due to problems with the valve actuation system a complete demonstration 
of the engine concept originally proposed was not possible.  Below are the highlights that were 
accomplished during this effort: 
 
 1.  A forward-backward mass air flow sensor has been developed and a patent application for the 
device has been submitted.  We are optimistic that this technology will have a particular application in 
variable valve timing direct injection systems for IC engines. 
 

2. The biggest effort on this project has involved the development of the pneumatic-hydraulic valve 
actuation system.  This system was originally purchased from Cargine, a Swedish supplier and is in the 
development stage.  To date we have not been able to use the actuators to control the exhaust valves, 
although the actuators have been successfully employed to control the intake valves.  The reason for this 
is the additional complication associated with variable back pressure on the exhaust valves when they are 
opened.  As a result of this effort, we have devised a new design and have filed for a patent on a method 
of control which is believed to overcome this problem.  The engine we have been working with originally 
had a single camshaft which controlled both the intake and exhaust valves.  Single cycle lift and timing 
control was demonstrated with this system. 
 

3. Large eddy simulations and KIVA based simulations were used in conjunction with flow 
visualizations in an optical engine to study fuel air mixing.  During this effort we have devised a metric 
for quantifying fuel distribution and it is described in several of our papers. 
 

4. A control system has been developed to enable us to test the benefits of the various technologies.  
This system used is based on Opal-RT hardware and is being used in a current DOE sponsored program. 
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10. Acronyms   
 
AR  area ratio 
ARES  Automotive Research Experiment Station 
BDC   bottom dead center  
BTDC.  Before top dead center 
CA  crank angle? 
CAT 3401  Caterpillar engine 
Cd  constant coefficient 
CFL  Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 
d  diameter 
D  large area diameter 
DISI  direct-injection spark-ignition  
DNS  direct numerical simulation 
E  volts 
EARL  Energy and Automotive Research Laboratory  
EPVA  Electro-Pneumatic Valve Actuator 
FBMAFS  Forward-Backward Mass Air Flow Sensor 
FMDF  Filtered Mass Density Function  
GCL  geometric conservation law 
GUI   Graphical User Interface 
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HIL   Hardware-In-the-Loop 
Hz  hertz (unit) 
IC  internal combustion  
K  Kelvin 
kg/s  kilograms per second 
kHz  kilohertz 
k-ǫ  turbulence model of two equations 
L  divice length 
LDA  Laser Doppler Anemometry 
LEM  linear eddy model  
LES  large eddy simulation 
MAFS   mass air flow sensor  
MC  Monte Carlo (particles) 
mm  micrometer 
ms  millisecond 
m/s  meters per second 
MSU  Michigan State University 
NO-UTOPIA  Node-Centered Unstructured Topology, Parallel Implicit Advection  
ODE   ordinary differential equation 
OHW  oscillating hotwire  
PDF  probability density function 
PFI   Port Fuel Injection 
RANS  Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes  
RMS  root mean square 
RPM  rate per minute 
SDE  stochastic differential equation 
SGS  subgrid-scale 
SOI  start of ignition 
TDC  top dead center 
VI  variable-area insert 
VI-FBMAFS variable-area insert - Forward-Backward Mass Air Flow Sensor 
Vp  average piston speed 
WOT  wide open throttle 
x  streamwise distance 
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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the design and detailed modeling of a
novel electronically controlled, pneumatic/hydraulic valve ac-
tuator (EPVA) for both the engine intake and engine exhaust
valves. The valve actuator’s main function is to provide vari-
able valve timing and variable lift in an automotive engine.The
design of the combination of pneumatic and hydraulic mech-
anisms allows the system to operate under low pressure with
an energy saving mode. A system dynamics analysis is pro-
vided and is followed by a mathematical model. This mod-
eling approach uses the Newton’s law, mass conservation and
thermodynamic principles. The air compressibility and liquid
compressibility in the hydraulic latch are modeled. The dis-
continuous nonlinearity of the compressible flow due to chok-
ing is carefully considered. Provision is made for the nonlinear
motion of the mechanical components due to the physical con-
straints. Validation experiments were performed on a Ford 5.4
liter 4-valve V8 engine head with different air supply pressures
and different solenoid pulse inputs. Results of the experiments
were satisfactory and the simulation responses agreed withthe
experimental results.

INTRODUCTION

In a camless valvetrain, the motion of each valve is controlled
by an independent actuator. There is no camshaft or other mech-
anisms coupling the valve to the crankshaft as in a conventional
valvetrain. This provides the possibility to control the valve
events, i.e. timing, lift and duration, independent of crankshaft
rotation. Various studies have shown that an engine using vari-
able valve timing allows the reduction of pumping losses, con-
trol of the internal residual gas recirculation (RGR) and NOx
emissions, along with improvement of performance over a wide
operating range. All of these factors contribute to a consider-
able potential improvement in fuel economy. J.W.G.Turner et
al. studied the strategies of camless valvetrain implementation
[1]. Research has been conducted on different types of valve

actuators, including electromagnetic, hydraulic and pneumatic
actuators. Chihaya Sugimotoet et al. [2], Mark A.Theobald et
al. [3] and F.Pischinger et al. [4] developed electromagnetic
actuators. H.P.Lenz et al. [5] developed a hydraulic actuator.
W.E.Richeson et al. presented a pneumatic actuator incorpo-
rated with a permanent magnet control latch in [6]. The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of a pneumatic actuator over a hy-
draulic actuator were addressed by John P.Watson and Russell
J.Wakeman [7]. In their article, a pneumatic valve actuatorwith
a physical motion stopper was presented and the simulationsof
the valve actuation system were shown. In [8], James E.Bobrow
and Brian W.McDonell modeled a variable valve timing engine
and discussed an engine control strategy. In order to provide an
insight into the pneumatic actuator design and the control re-
quirements, mathematical modeling was performed to a variety
of actuation systems. In [9], J.M.Tressler et al. analyzed and
modeled the dynamics of a pneumatic system consisting of a
double-acting or single-acting cylinder and servovalve. Amath-
ematical model of a pneumatic force actuator was presented by
Edmond Richer and Yildirim Hurmuzlu in [10].

In this article, electronically controlled pneumatic/hydraulic
valve actuators (EPVA) are employed to replace the traditional
camshaft in an internal combustion engine. The EPVA is ca-
pable of varying valve lift height, valve timing and valve open
duration as desired in a variable valve timing engine. In addi-
tion, the EPVA is designed to extract the maximum work from
the air flow by incorporating a hydraulic latch mechanism to re-
duce the power consumption. A hydraulic damper mechanism
is also added to produce a desirable slow and smooth seating
velocity when the valve returns to the seat. Mathematical mod-
eling was completed to give an insight of the design and control
criteria.

The organization of this paper is as follows. First, the dynam-
ics of the system are analyzed in the system dynamics section.
Next, the model is derived in the mathematical modeling sec-
tion. Third, the experimental setup is presented in the simula-
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tions and experiments section where the experimental responses
and the simulation results are compared. Finally, conclusions
are drawn.

SYSTEM DYNAMICS

The EPVA consists of two solenoids, two spool valves, two port
valves, an actuator piston, an actuator cylinder and a hydraulic
latch/damper system. An actuator piston pushes the back of
the poppet valve stem, causing the valve to open. Solenoid-
controlled spool valves are used to control the flow of the air
that enters and exits the actuator cylinder. In order to reduce
the energy consumption, EPVA uses a hydraulic latch which al-
lows the actuator to extract the full expansion work out of the
air that is drawn into the actuator cylinder. Meanwhile, theac-
tuator is still capable of holding the valve in an open position to
obtain full variation of valve open duration. A hydraulic damp-
ing mechanism is added to provide a slow seating velocity for
the valve. According to the events taking place in the actuator
cylinder, the system dynamics are divided into three stages: air
charging, expansion and dwell, and air discharging stage. Fig-
ure (6) illustrates their equivalent stages on the valve lift profile.

Figure 1: System dynamics at the air charging stage

Air Charging Stage Figure (1) depicts the system dynamics
when the actuator cylinder is at the air charging stage. The red
color represents the high pressure (supply pressure) air, the blue
color represents the low pressure (atmospheric pressure) air, the
yellow color represents the oil in the hydraulic latch/damper.S1
andS2 are two check valves that are corresponding to solenoid
1 and solenoid 2. When a solenoid is energized, its corre-
sponding check valve is able to function as a one-way flow
valve. When that solenoid is deactivated, then the check valve
is held off its seat allowing two way flow. Green is an energized
solenoid while blue is an de-energized solenoid.

During the charging stage, solenoid 1 is energized pushing the
spool valve 1 slightly to the right. In this spool valve position,
the high pressure air is sent to two places, the left of the outlet
port valve and the right of the inlet port valve. The low pressure
air is sent to the left of the inlet port valve. Therefore, thehigh
pressure air closes the outlet port valve and opens the inletport

valve. The supply air now charges the cylinder, the actuatorpis-
ton starts moving down and opens the poppet valve. Although
the right side of the outlet port valve is then subject to highpres-
sure air, it remains closed due to the area difference between the
two sides of the port valve. The check valveS1 is activated at
the moment when solenoid 1 is energized. This only allows
the oil to flow down the passage and prevents it from returning
to the reservoir. The oil supply pressure is the same as the air
supply pressure.

Figure 2: System dynamics at the expansion and dwell stage

Expansion and Dwell Stage In the expansion and dwell stage
as shown in Figure (2), solenoid 2 is energized as well. The time
delay between the activation of two solenoids is usually chosen
from 2ms to 5ms depending on the desired valve lift height.
The spool valve 2 is pushed slightly to the left so that the high
pressure air can be sent to the left of the inlet port valve through
the second spool valve. The check valveS2 is activated at the
same time when solenoid 2 is energized to prevent the high pres-
sure air from escaping to the atmosphere through the first spool
valve. The inlet port valve is closed due to its area difference at
two sides. Meanwhile, solenoid 1 remains energized, therefore,
the outlet port valve remains closed. The air that was drawn into
the actuator cylinder during the previous (air charging) stage is
able to expand completely. The actuator piston and poppet valve
both reach their maximum displacement. The high pressure oil
(yellow color) trapped in the hydraulic latch (check valveS1 is
still on) balances the valve spring force and keeps the poppet
valve open at its maximum lift height as long as it is needed.
This is also called energy saving mode. It allows the system to
extract the full expansion work from the air which has entered
the cylinder without losing the capability to vary the valveopen
duration.

Air Discharging stage In the air discharging stage, the air
leaves the actuator cylinder and the valve returns to its seat. As
displayed in Figure (3), both solenoids are de-energized. Con-
sequently, both check valves,S1 andS2, are de-activated. The
air flow and the oil flow can travel in two directions. Since both
solenoids are off, the springs inside the two spool valves can
return the spools to their original positions. The high pressure
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Figure 3: System dynamics at the air discharging stage

air is then sent to both sides of the inlet port valve. The area
difference between two sides of this port valve causes it to re-
main closed. Meanwhile, the low pressure air is on both sides
of the outlet port valve. Because the oil in the hydraulic latch is
now able to flow back up to its reservoir, there is no resistance
for the valve spring to return the actuator piston. The actua-
tor piston comes back and the volume of the air in the actuator
cylinder is then reduced. This results in an increase of the air
pressure in the actuator cylinder and an increase of the air pres-
sure at the right side of the outlet port valve. Therefore, the
outlet port valve is pushed open, the air in the actuator cylin-
der is able to discharge and its pressure decreases immediately.
The poppet valve now returns to the seat. The hydraulic damper
starts to function when the poppet valve moves close to its seat.
Due to the decreasing flow area where the oil leaves the pas-
sage, the velocity of the valve is reduced greatly to providea
smooth return.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING

The purpose of this section is to derive governing equations
of the individual components of the pneumatic/hydraulic valve
acutator, which consists of the actuator piston, the hydraulic
latch/damper, the inlet and outlet port valves, two solenoids and
two spool valves as displayed in Figure (1). These equations
were used to simulate the behavior of the valve under different
sets of operating conditions.

Actuator Piston In this section, energy conservation, mass
conservation and Newton’s second law were used to determine
the following variables: the rate change of the gas pressurein-
side of the cylinder chambeṙPp, the rate change of density of
the gasρ̇p and the acceleration of the actuator pistonÿ. A sud-
den reduction in pressure occurs at the inlet port when it opens.
This causes the air flow to expand in an explosive fashion. The
flow is choked and the pressure at the port stays constant. The
difference between the cylinder pressure and the supply pres-
sure decreases as the pressure in the cylinder chamber builds up
over time. The air then becomes unchoked and flows through
the inlet with decreasing pressure. The flow exiting the outlet

switches between a choked and unchoked pattern as well for the
same reason. This discontinuous nonlinearity of the flow hasto
be taken into consideration in the actuator piston model. As

Figure 4: Actuator piston model

shown in Figure (4), considering the control volume above the
actuator piston in the cylinder chamber including the inletand
outlet, the first law of thermodynamics can be written as:

Q̇ − Ẇ + ṁi(hi +
v2

i

2
) − ṁe(he +

v2

e

2
) =

∂E

∂t
(1)

where,

- Q̇ is the heat transfer rate into the control volume

- Ẇ is the work rate delivered by the control volume to the
actuator piston

- ṁi is the mass flow rate entering the control volume

- ṁe is the mass flow rate exiting the control volume

- ḣi is the enthalpy of the gas entering the cylinder chamber

- ḣe is the enthalpy of the gas exiting the cylinder chamber

- ∂E
∂t

is the rate of change of the total energy of the control
volume.

• Evaluation ofẆ

The rate of the work done on the actuator piston by the control
volume is:

Ẇ = ApPpẏ (2)

where,Ap is the area of the actuator piston,Pp is the pressure
of the control volume (the pressure on the actuator piston) and
ẏ is the velocity of the actuator piston movement.

• Evaluation ofhi +
v2

i

2
andhe +

v2
e

2
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The supply air entering the cylinder chamber from the inlet can
be viewed as a gas coming from a reservoir. The gas in the
reservoir has zero velocity, therefore, its enthalpy is stagnation
enthalpy of the inlet supply airhin. For the same reason, the
air leaving the cylinder chamber from the outlet can be viewed
as a gas leaving a reservoir, which is the control volume inside
the chamber. Hence, the enthalpy of the air leaving the chamber
can be represented by the stagnation enthalpy of the air in the
actuator cylinderhp.

hi +
v2

i

2
= hin = CpTin (3)

he +
v2

e

2
= hp = CpTp (4)

Treating air as an ideal gas, we have:

P = ρRT (5)

ReplacingTp in Equation (4) with Pp

Rρp
:

he +
v2

e

2
=

CpPp

Rρp

(6)

where,

- Tin is the temperature of the air at the inlet which equals
to the ambient temperatureTatm = 295K

- Cp is the specific heat of the air at constant pressure

- R is the gas constant of the air

- ρp is the density of the air in the cylinder chamber above
the actuator piston

- Pp is the pressure of the air in the cylinder chamber above
the actuator piston

- Tp is the temperature of the air in the cylinder chamber
above the actuator piston

• Evaluation ofṁi andṁe

In order to draw the equations for the mass flow rate when the
air flow enters the inlet or leaves the outlet, we need to consider
two cases, choked and unchoked gas flow. The proof of the
derivation of the mass flow equation is shown by J. M. Tressler
et al. in [9]. We assume that the gas flow in the valve actuator is
adiabatic (̇Q = 0) for now, and a term proportional tȯW will be
subtracted from the total power that is delivered to the actuator
piston to compensate the heat loss [10]. We also assume that
the flow is isentropic everywhere except across normal shock
waves.

Considering the mass flow ratėmi at the inlet, the flow patten
depends on the cylinder pressurePp and the supply pressure
Psupply as follows:

ṁi = γin

√

k

RTin

PsupplyAin (7)

If Pp > 0.53Psupply , the unchoked case:

γin =

√

2

k − 1
(

Pp

Psupply

)
k+1

2k

[

(
Pp

Psupply

)
1−k

k − 1
]

1
2 (8)

If Pp ≤ 0.53Psupply , the choked case:

γin = 0.58 (9)

where,k =
Cp

Cv
is the specific heat ratio,Cv is the specific heat

of air at constant volume.Ain is the area of the inlet. Since the
port valves open and close very fast, the effective flow areaAin

can be approximated as:

Ain = πr2

1
, w > 0 (10)

Ain = 0, w = 0 (11)

where,r1 is the inner radius of the inlet port valve. We can
derive the mass flow ratėme equation similarly as follows:

ṁe = γout

√

k

RTp

PpAout (12)

If Pout > 0.53Pp, the unchoked case:

γout =

√

2

k − 1
(
Pout

Pp

)
k+1

2k

[

(
Pout

Pp

)
1−k

k − 1
]

1
2 (13)

If Pout ≤ 0.53Pp, the choked case:

γout = 0.58 (14)

where,Aout is the area of the outlet, it follows the same expres-
sion asAin except that it is dependent onz. TheAout expres-
sion can be given as below:

Aout = πr2

1
, z > 0 (15)

Aout = 0, z = 0 (16)

where,r1 is the outer radius of the outlet port valve.

• Evaluation of∂E
∂t

The rate of change of the total energy of the control volume
is the summation of the rate of change of the internal energy,
the kinetic energy and the potential energy. The kinetic and
potential energy of the control volume are negligible. Hence,
the change of the total energy is approximated as the rate of
change of the internal energy:

∂E

∂t
=

∂U

∂t
=

d

dt
(mCvTp) (17)

m is the mass of air in the control volume andCv is the specific
heat of air at constant volume. The expression forṁ is:

ṁ = ρpApẏ (18)

Expanding Equation (17), and using Equation (18) and Equa-
tion (5) results in:

∂E

∂t
=

ApCv

R
(Ppẏ + Ṗpy) (19)
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The expression forṖp can be derived by substituting Equa-
tion (2), (3), (6), (7), (12) and (19) into Equation (1):

Ṗp =
1

Apy
[CdinAin(w)Psupplyγin

√

k3RTin (20)

−CdoutAout(z)γout

√

k3P 3
p

ρp

] − αpk
Ppẏ

y

where,Cdin andCdout are the flow discharge coefficients at the
inlet and outlet.αp is multiplied by the rate change of work̇W
because it is assumed that part of the work is dissipated as heat
loss from the system.αp is chosen to be between 0 to 1 depend-
ing on the actual heat loss during the process. This formulation
is studied by Edmond Richer and Yildirim Hurmuzlu in [10].

Applying the law of mass conservation to the control volume
above the actuator piston in the cylinder results in:

ṁi − ṁe = Ap(ρpẏ + ρ̇py) (21)

Replacingṁi andṁe by Equation (7) and (12) to obtain the
expression forρ̇p:

ρ̇p =
1

Apy
[CdinAin(w)γinPsupply

√

k

RTin

(22)

−CdoutAout(z)γout

√

kPpρp] −
ρpẏ

y

Now we invoke Newton’s second law to obtain theÿ equation:

Mÿ + Cf ẏ + Kp(y + δp) = ApPp + AcapPoil (23)

−(Ap + Acap)Patm

M = Mpiston + Mvalve +
1

3
Mspring + Mcap

where,

- Mpiston is the mass of the actuator piston

- Mvalve is the mass of the intake valve

- Mspring is the mass of the valve spring. The effective
spring mass equals one third of the total spring mass [11]

- Mcap is the mass of the cap on the top of the valve stem

- Acap is the area of the cap on the top of the actuator piston
stem

- Ap = πr2

p − πr2

oil with rp as the radius of the actuator
piston androil as the radius of the oil passage

- Cf is the damping coefficient approximating the energy
dissipation due to the friction

- Kp is the stiffness of the valve spring

- δp is the preload of the valve spring

Rearranging Equation (23):

ÿ =
1

M
[ApPp+AoilPoil−(Ap+Aoil)Patm−Cf ẏ−Kp(y+δp)]

(24)

Hydraulic Latch/Damper Another mechanism that has a di-
rect impact on the dynamics of the actuator piston is the hy-
draulic latch/damper. The compressibility of the fluid in the hy-
draulic latch is considered and the mechanism of adjusting the
valve seating velocity is modeled in detail. Figure (5) illustrates

Figure 5: Hydraulic latch/damper model

this function. The oil sits on the top of the actuator piston stem
with the supply pressure as the back pressure. Fluid enters or
exits through areaAoilin/Aoilout. When the air that is drawn in
at the air charging stage is fully expanded in the actuator cylin-
der, the actuator piston reaches to its maximum displacement.
The check valveS1 is activated by solenoid 1 to prevent the
oil from returning. (Recall system dynamics at the air charging
stage, and expansion and dwell stage.) The pressurized oil is
trapped in the passage and keeps the actuator piston at the max-
imum displacement until solenoid 1 is turned off. (Recall the
air discharging stage). Hence, this hydraulic latch provides an
adjustable valve open duration. Another function of this mecha-
nism is to provide a low seating velocity for the valve. When the
actuator piston approaches the original position, the cap on the
top of the stem will partially block the exit area A. The actuator
piston encounters a large resistant force due to the reducedflow
area, which decreases the velocity tremendously. The smaller
the area A, the lower the valve velocity.

Figure (6) shows a valve lift profile with the solenoid action
chart. The solenoid itself has about2ms to 3ms delay upon
activation. These delays were not shown in this chart. As
was explained earlier, one valve cycle consists of three stages:
air charging, expansion and dwell, and air discharging stage.
They will be called stage I, stage II and stage III in this section.
Solenoid 1 is on at the beginning of stage I and off at the end of
stage II. Solenoid 2 turns on before stage II. Solenoid 2 runson
the same frequency and the same duty cycle as solenoid 1 with a
time delay. Both inlet and outlet are closed during the overlap of
solenoid 1 and 2. The oil is modeled as an incompressible flow
at stage I and III, while in stage II it is modeled as a compress-
ible flow under high pressure with high incompressibility. The
slight compressibility is what causes the volume change in the
oil passage, hence the swing on the top of the valve lift profile.

• Stage I Air Charging (Incompressible Flow Model)
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Figure 6: Valve lift profile with the solenoid action chart

qoil = Cdoilin
Aoilin

√

Psupply − Poil

ρoil

= Acapẏ (25)

Therefore, the pressure of the oil at air charging stage is:

Poil = Psupply −
( Acapẏ

Cdoilin
Aoilin

)2

ρoil (26)

where,

- qoil is the volumetric flow rate of the fluid

- Cdoilin
is the discharge coefficient as the fluid enters the

passage

- Aoilin is the area where the fluid enters the passage (it is
calculated later)

- Psupply is the air supply pressure

- Poil is the oil pressure and is at the same pressure as air
supply

- ρoil is the density of the fluid

• Stage II Expansion and Dwell (Compressible Flow Model)

The state equationPV c = K = constant is used here by
choosing c very large to represent the high level of incompress-
ibility.

PoillockV c = PiV
c
i (27)

SubstitutingV = Acapy andVi = Acapyi into Equation (27) to
obtain:

Poillock =
Piy

c
i

yc
(28)

Where,

- Poillock is the pressure of the oil at the dwell (lock) stage

- yi is the maximum valve displacement

- Vi is the volume of the fluid at the maximum valve dis-
placementyi

- Pi is the oil pressurePoil at the peak valve lift heightyi

• Stage III Air Discharging (Incompressible Flow Model)

Similarly, the equation of motion for stage III was obtainedas
follows:

qoil = Cdoilout
Aoilout

√

Poil − Psupply

ρoil

= Acapẏ (29)

Rearrange Equation (29):

Poil = Psupply +
( Acapẏ

Cdoilout
Aoilout

)2

ρoil (30)

where,

- Cdoilout
is the discharge coefficient as the fluid exits the

passage

- Aoilout is the area where the fluid exits the passage
Aoilin=Aoilout=A

Evaluation ofA:

A = 2πr2

pass + (Aoil − Acap), y ≤ p1 (31)

A = 2π(
y

2
)2 + (Aoil − Acap), y < p1 (32)

The variablesrpass, Aoil, Acap andp1 are shown in Figure (5).
The seating velocity is largely reduced while the stem enters the
area wherey < p1. By adjustingp1, we can alter its timing of
entering the region wherey < p1 and consequently the slope of
the response.

Figure 7: Inlet port valve model
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inlet port valve As illustrated in Figure (7), the inlet port
valve is modeled as a mass-spring-damper system driven by
the air flow from the spool valve with pressurePcupR and the
supply with pressurePsupply . PcupR alternates between at-
mosphere and supply pressure which is regulated by the spool
valve. Due to the difference between the areas on whichPcupR

and Psupply act, the port valve remains closed whenPcupR

equalsPsupply and the supply air pushes it open whenPcupR

reaches atmosphere pressure. The supply air is treated as a
stagnant flow with constant pressure. We obtain the equation
of motion by Newton’s second law as below:

mcRẅ + CcRẇ + KcRw = PsupplyAinlet − PcupRAcR (33)

0 ≤ w ≤ wmax, Ainlet = πr2

2
− πr2

1
, AcR = πr2

2

- mcR is the mass of the inlet port valve

- CcR is the damping coefficient compensating for the fric-
tion loss of the valve

- KcR is the spring constant

- w, ẇ, ẅ are the displacement, velocity and the acceleration
of the inlet port valve

- wmax is the maximum distance which the inlet port valve
is allowed to travel. The discontinuous nonlinearity in the
port valve dynamics caused by this physical limitation was
considered.

- r2 is the outer radius of the inlet and outlet port valve (see
Figure (4)).

Rearranging Equation (33) to obtain expression forẅ:

ẅ =
1

mcR

(AinletPsupply−PcupRAcR−CcRẇ−KcRw) (34)

outlet port valve The outlet port valve functions in a similar
way as the inlet port valve, except that the air that pushes the
port valve open has the actuator cylinder pressure. The pressure
in the actuator cylinder is unsteady, thus, the flow dynamics
were modeled. The modeling process is similar to the actuator
piston. The control volume used here is shown in Figure (8).
Applying conservation of energy as shown in Equation (1), we

evaluateẆ , ∂E
∂t

, hi +
v2

i

2
he +

v2
e

2
ṁi andṁe as follows:

Ẇ = AcLPoutż (35)

AcL = πr2

2

where,Pout is the pressure on the outlet port valve in the control
volume.

∂E

∂t
=

∂U

∂t
=

d

dt
(mCvTout) =

AcLCv

R
(Poutẏ+ ˙Pouty) (36)

wherez is the displacement of the outlet port valve,Tout is
the gas temperature in the control volume andPout is the gas
pressure in the control volume. The ideal gas law, Equation (5),

Figure 8: Outlet port valve model

was used to derive Equation (36). Treating the air flow from the
actuator cylinder and the ambient air as stagnant flow we have:

hi +
v2

i

2
= hp = CpTp =

CpPp

ρpR
(37)

he +
v2

e

2
= hatm = CpTatm (38)

ṁi = γinL

√

k

RTp

PpAout = AoutγinL

√

kρpPp (39)

whereAout is the inlet area of the control volume. As it is drawn
in Equation (15) and Equation (16),Aout can be approximated
as:

Aout = πr2

1
, z > 0 (40)

Aout = 0, z = 0 (41)

If Pout > 0.53Pp, the unchoked case:

γinL =

√

2

k − 1
(
Pout

Pp

)
k+1

2k

[

(
Pout

Pp

)
1−k

k − 1
]

1
2 (42)

If Pout ≤ 0.53Pp, the choked case:

γinL = 0.58 (43)

ṁe = γoutL

√

k

RTout

PoutAL = ALγoutL

√

kρoutPout (44)

where,

- Tout is the temperature of the gas in the control volume

- Pout is the is the pressure of the air in the

- ρout is the density of the air in the control volume

andAL is the outlet area of the control volume and is also a
function of geometry and the displacement of the outlet port
valve.

AL = 2πr1z (45)

If Patm > 0.53Pout, the unchoked case:

γoutL =

√

2

k − 1
(
Patm

Pout

)
k+1

2k

[

(
Patm

Pout

)
1−k

k − 1
]

1
2 (46)
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If Patm ≤ 0.53Pout, the choked case:

γoutL = 0.58 (47)

Here, the gas was assumed ideal and the nonlinearity of the flow
was considered in Equations (42), (43), (46) and (47). One can
obtain the equation of ˙Pout in the following form by substituting
Equation (35)-(47) into Equation (1) and lettinġQ = αLẆ as
it was treated in the actuator piston model:

˙Pout =
1

AcLz
[CdinLAout(z)PpγinLkPp

√

kPp

ρp

− CdoutL (48)

AL(z)γoutLRkTatm

√

kρoutPout] − αLk
Poutż

z

Here, αL is a number from 0 to 1 depending on heat loss,
andCdinL andCdoutL are the discharge coefficients. Apply-
ing mass conservation law to the control volume results in:

ṁi − ṁe = AcL(ρoutż + ˙ρoutz) (49)

Replacingṁi with Equation (39) and replacinġme with Equa-
tion (44) in the equation above,̇ρout equation can be written as
below:

˙ρout =
1

AcLz
[CdinLAout(z)γinL

√

kρpPp (50)

−CdoutLAL(z)γoutL

√

kPoutρout] −
ρoutż

z

Finally, Newton’s Second Law yields the equation of motion of
the outlet port valve:

mcLz̈ + CcLż + KcL = AoutletPout − AcLPcupL (51)

0 ≤ z ≤ zmax, Aoutlet = πr2

1
, AcL = πr2

2

- mcL is the mass of the outlet port valve

- CcL is the damping coefficient compensating for the fric-
tion loss of the valve

- KcL is the spring constant

- z, ż, z̈ are the displacement, velocity and the acceleration
of the outlet port valve

- zmax is the maximum distance which the outlet port valve
is allowed to travel. The discontinuous nonlinearity in the
port valve dynamics was considered in the simulation.

Rearranging Equation (51) to obtain an expression forz̈ results
in:

z̈ =
1

mcL

(AoutletPout − PcupLAcL − CcLż − KcLz) (52)

All the discharge coefficients that are involved in the flow equa-
tions were determined numerically and experimentally.

Figure 9: Spool valve model

Spool Valve The armature of the solenoid pushes the stem of
the spool valve with the magnetic forceFs when the solenoid is
energized and a pre-compressed spring returns the spool valve
when the solenoid is de-energized. The spool valve is pressure
balanced at two ends as shown in Figure (9). The equation of
motion of the spool valve is:

mspoolẍ + Csẋ + Ks(x + δs) = Fs, 0 < x < x0 (53)

Wheremspool is the mass of the spool valve,Cs is the damp-
ing coefficient modeling the frictional loss,Ks andδs are the
stiffness and preload of the spring.

Figure 10: Solenoid model

Solenoid A solenoid can be modeled as an RLC circuit as
shown in Figure (10). The Kirchoff law writes:

Vin − iR − L
di

dt
= 0 (54)

Where,Vin is the pulse input voltage,i is the current,R and
L are the resistance and the inductance of the solenoid. The
relationship between the currenti in the coils and the magnetic
forceFs on the armature is assumed to take the following form:

Fs = L +
bi2

1 + x
a

(55)

Here,a andb are chosen to curve fit the empirical data provided
by the manufacture.

SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Setup Figure (11) displays the devices that
were used in the experiments. A Ford 5.4 liter 4-valve V8
engine head was used for the valve test. The camshaft was
removed on the intake valve side and an EPVA was installed
above one of the intake valves. A Micro-Epsilon optoNCDT
1605 point range laser sensor was used to measure the displace-
ment of the test intake valve. The laser sensor was mounted on
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an angle such that the laser beam from the emitter of the laser
sensor would be perpendicular to the surface of the end of the
valve stem. A dSPACE DS1104 PCI board was used for con-
trol and data acquisition. A switching circuit made of IGBT’s
(insulated gate bipolar transistor) amplified the signal from the
computer and served as a driving circuit for the solenoids. Two
STP2416-015 small push-pull solenoids were used to drive two
spool valves in the EPVA. A DC power supply from Extech
Instruments model 382203 was used to provide the electrical
power for both the sensor and the circuit.

Figure 11: Experimental setup

The experiments were conducted under the combinations of var-
ious control parameters:

- 30psi and40psi supply pressure

- 100ms, 40ms and24ms solenoid durations that were cor-
responding to1200rpm, 3000rpm and5000rpm engine
speeds

- 30% and25% solenoid duty cycles

- 5ms and3ms time delays between the first solenoid and
the second solenoid

As given in Table 1, the experiment matrix listed18 combina-
tions of parameter sets under which the experiments were con-
ducted, and the responses were compared with the simulation
responses in the next section. The EPVA is aimed to tailor the
engine intake flow without throttling. Therefore, in the exper-
iments and simulations, the engine intake manifold pressure is
considered to be close to atmospheric pressure. Since it is the
intake valve that is being studied in here, no pressure loadsare
included on the valve head. In future studies where the exhaust
valve will be studied, the valve will have to open against a high
engine cylinder pressure. This model is capable of this type
of simulation, but it is not included here since no experimental
data is available for validation at this time.

Simulation The equations of motion derived previously were
written in state space form and programmed inSimulinkTM .

Figure (12) shows the schematic diagram programmed in
SimulinkTM . The simulations were performed under the same

Figure 12: Schematic diagram of the model inSimulinkTM

parameter sets as were the experiments. The eighteen exper-
iment and simulation responses are presented in Figure (13)
through Figure (21). The dotted lines represent experimental
responses and the solid lines represent the simulation responses.
Figure (13) shows the responses under30psi supply pressure,
100ms solenoid period with30% duty cycle and5ms vs. 3ms
delay between two solenoids. The100ms solenoid period cor-
responding to the engine speed at1200rpm. The response with
5ms delay had about6ms rising time and the response with
3ms delay had about5ms rising time. The maximum valve lift
height was6mm for the response with5ms delay and3.8mm
for the response with3ms delay. The swing motion on the top
of the profile shows that the valve is in the dwell stage when
the hydraulic latch is utilized to hold the valve open. The slight
compressibility of the oil in the hydraulic latch causes theos-
cillation of the valve response which damps out eventually.The
hydraulic damper is initiated at3.7ms, where the slope of the
response is largely decreased and the response approaches to the
original position gradually afterwards. The responses in Fig-
ure (14) were obtained under the same operating conditions as
those in Figure (13) except that the solenoid period was reduced
to 40ms, corresponding to3000rpm. The rising time of the re-
sponse with5ms and response with3ms were6ms and5ms.
As the solenoid period is reduced, the dwell stage is shorter.
The maximum valve lift height is6mm for the response with
5ms delay and4mm for the response with3ms delay. The
solenoid period then was reduced to24ms, corresponding to
5000rpm. The responses are shown in Figure (15). In this case,
the maximum valve lift is5mm and the rising time is6ms for
the response with5ms delay. The maximum valve lift is4mm
and the rising time is5ms for the response with3ms delay. The
maximum valve lift height in the5ms delay case is decreased
from 6mm to 5mm. This happens because the solenoid is de-
energized before the actuator piston can fully expand to itsmax-
imum displacement; the valve has to return without reachingits
maximum lift. Moreover, the valve never enters the dwell stage
in this pair of responses. The solenoid period is so short that
the valve entered the air discharging stage immediately after the
air charging stage. Hence, the swing motion disappears on the
top of the profile. The experiment and simulation responses at
40psi pressure supply with30% and25% solenoid duty cycles
are presented in Figure (16) through Figure (21). The response
rising time of the valve varies from4ms to 6ms. The maxi-
mum valve lift is around8mm for the response with5ms delay
and6mm for the response with3ms delay in this case. As was
expected, the valve lift height could be controlled by regulating
the supply pressure or varying the delay between two solenoids,
and the valve open duration could be controlled by controlling
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Control Parameters The combinations of parameter sets Parameters
Supply Pressure (psi) 30 40
Solenoid Period (ms) 100 40 24 100 40 24

Solenoid Duty Cycle (%) 30 30 30 30 25 30 25 30 25
Time Delay Between Two Solenoids (ms) 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5

In total 18 experiments were conducted under various combinations of parameter sets.

Table 1: The Experiment Matrix

the activation duration of the solenoid. The mathematical model
was able to capture the dynamics of the EPVA closely.

CONCLUSIONS

This article presented a dynamic model for an electrically con-
trolled pneumatic/hydraulic valve actuator. This model will be
incorporated to develop criteria for both design and control of
the valvetrain in a camless internal combustion engine. Two
solenoids and two spool valves, a single acting cylinder, aninlet
port valve, an outlet port valve, a hydraulic latch/damper and an
intake valve with its valve spring were included in this model.
The mathematical model employed Newton’s law, mass conser-
vation and principle of thermodynamics. The nonlinearity of
the flow, incompressibility and compressibility of the hydraulic
fluid and the nonlinearity of the motion due to the physical con-
straint was carefully considered in the modeling process. The
control parameters were studied. The model was implemented
in Simulink/MatlabTM under different combinations of op-
eration conditions. Validation experiments were performed on
a Ford 5.4 liter 4-valve V8 engine head with various air sup-
ply pressures, solenoid periods, solenoid duty-cycles andtime
delay between two solenoids. The numerical simulation results
were compared with the experimental data and showed excel-
lent agreement.
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Figure 13: Simulation and experiment responses;30psi pres-
sure supply;100ms solenoid period;30% solenoid duty cycle;
5ms and3ms time delay between two solenoids

Figure 14: Simulation and experiment responses;30psi pres-
sure supply;40ms solenoid period;30% solenoid duty cycle;
5ms and3ms time delay between two solenoids

Figure 15: Simulation and experiment responses;30psi pres-
sure supply24ms solenoid period;30% solenoid duty cycle;
5ms and3ms time delay between two solenoids
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Figure 16: Simulation and experiment responses;40psi pres-
sure supply;100ms solenoid period;30% solenoid duty cycle;
5ms and3ms time delay between two solenoids

Figure 17: Simulation and experiment responses;40psi pres-
sure supply;40ms solenoid period;30% solenoid duty cycle;
5ms and3ms time delay between two solenoids

Figure 18: Simulation and experiment responses;40psi pres-
sure supply;24ms solenoid period;30% solenoid duty cycle;
5ms and3ms time delay between two solenoids

Figure 19: Simulation and experiment responses;40psi pres-
sure supply;100ms solenoid period;25% solenoid duty cycle;
5ms and3ms time delay between two solenoids

Figure 20: Simulation and experiment responses;40psi pres-
sure supply;40ms solenoid period;25% solenoid duty cycle;
5ms and3ms time delay between two solenoids

Figure 21: Simulation and experiment responses;40psi pres-
sure supply;24ms solenoid period;25% solenoid duty cycle;
5ms and3ms time delay between two solenoids
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Abstract

Electro-pneumatic valve actuators are used to eliminate the cam
shaft of a traditional internal combustion engine. They areused
to control the opening timing, duration, and lift of both intake
and exhaust valves. A physics based nonlinear mathematical
model called the level one model was built using Newton’s law,
mass conservation and thermodynamic principles. A control
oriented model, the level two model, was created by partially
linearizing the level one model for model reference parame-
ter identification. This model reduces computational through-
put and enables real-time implementation. A model reference
adaptive control system was used to identify the nonlinear pa-
rameters that were needed for generating a feedforward control
signal. The closed-loop valve lift tracking, valve openingand
closing timing control strategies were proposed. The closed-
loop lift control algorithm was developed and implemented in
a prototype controller, and validated on a valve test bench with
multiple reference valve lift set points at both1200rpm and
5000rpm engine speeds. The experiment results showed that
the actual valve lift reached the reference lift within0.5mm
of lift error in one cycle at1200rpm and in two cycles at
5000rpm. The maximum steady state lift errors are less than
0.4mm at high valve lift and less than1.3mm at low valve lift.
Furthermore, the closed-loop valve lift control improved valve
lift repeatability with more than30% reduction of standard de-
viation over the open-loop control.

INTRODUCTION

The implementation of variable intake and/or exhaust valvetim-
ing and lift (VVT and VVL) in an Internal Combustion (IC) en-
gine can significantly improve the fuel economy, emissions,and
power output. A significant amount of research has been con-
ducted to demonstrate the advantage of Variable Valve Actua-
tion (VVA) over the traditional cam-based valve-train of both
gasoline and diesel engines. The investigation of intake valve
timing control of a Spark Ignited (SI) engine was conducted in

[1]. It was found that at low and partial load conditions, engine
pumping loss was reduced between20% and80% due to throt-
tless operation. Fuel consumption was improved up to10% at
idle. Through simulation and experiments, reference [2] shows
that SI engine efficiency can be improved up to29% due to
Variable Valve Timing (VVT), compared to a classic (throttled)
engine. The engine torque output is also improved by up to8%
at low speed with wide open throttle. Research carried out in
[3] demonstrates how VVT and VVL (Variable Valve Lift) af-
fect the partial load fuel economy of a light-duty diesel engine.
In this case, the indicated and brake-specific fuel consumptions
were improved up to6% and19% respectively. The operation
of an Otto-Atkinson cycle engine by late intake valve closing to
have a larger expansion ratio than compression ratio was studied
in [4]. A significant improvement of CO and NOx was obtained.
Reference [5] also shows that the operational range of a Homo-
geneously Charged Compression Ignition (HCCI) engine can be
expanded to both high and low load ranges through the adoption
of VVT and VVL. The advantages of VVT and VVL engines
lead to the development of their optimization over engine opera-
tional range. For example, reference [6] developed the VVT and
VVL optimization methodology for an I4 2.0L camless ZETEC
engine at various operational conditions including cold starts,
cylinder deactivation, full load, idle and transient operations.

VVA or VVT and VVL can be achieved with mechanical
(cam-based), electro-magnetic (electric mechanical), electro-
hydraulic, and electro-pneumatic valvetrain mechanisms.The
cam based variable valve actuation is able to provide either
a multiple stepping or a continuously changing valve timing
phase shift. The Honda mechanism [7] is a multiple-step ac-
tuator that allows switching between two cams. The Toyota
system [8] allows the intake and exhaust cams to shift contin-
uously without the flexibility of varying the valve lift and du-
ration. BMW’s valvetronic system [9] combines variable cam
phasing with a continuously variable valve lift and duration ac-
tuation.
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Infinitely variable valvetrain, often referred to camless valve-
train, includes electro-magnetic, electro-hydraulic, and electro-
pneumatic actuation. The electro-magnetic systems, such as
GM Magnavalve [10], FEV [11], Aura [12] and Visteon [13]
systems, are capable of generating variable valve timing and
duration but with fixed lift operation. The electro-hydraulic sys-
tems, such as the Sturman system [14], Ford and GM ”camless”
systems ([15] and [16]), provide infinitely variable valve timing,
duration, and lift. The electro-pneumatic valve actuator (EPVA)
[17] utilizes the supplied air pressure to actuate either the intake
or exhaust valve by electronically controlling two solenoids.
For both electro-hydraulic and electro-pneumatic valves,there
is a potential issue of having a repeatable valve lift over the en-
gine operational range and the life of an engine.

Valve lift control for electro-hydraulic valvetrain actuation has
been investigated by number of researchers. Adaptive peak lift
control was presented in [18], a digital valve technology was ap-
plied to control an hydraulic valve actuator in [19], and a slid-
ing mode control method was utilized to vary valve timing in
[20]. This paper proposed an adaptive valve lift and timing con-
trol schemes for an electro-pneumatic valve actuator (EPVA) to
improve its transient and steady state responses. A controlori-
ented electro-pneumatic valve model was developed to be used
for adaptive parameter identification; and a PI (Proportional and
Integral) closed-loop control strategy of valve lift and timing
tracking was developed utilizing the identified parametersfor
feedforward control. The algorithm was implemented in a pro-
totype controller and validated on a valve test bench using a
5.4 liter 3-valve V8 engine head modified for the EPVA valves.
The detailed model reference adaptation technique used in the
control system can be found in [21].

The paper is organized as follows. First, a physics based nonlin-
ear model is introduced. A control oriented model is described
in the Modeling section. Next, the adaptive parameter identifi-
cation and the closed-loop valve lift and timing control strate-
gies are discussed in the Control Strategy section. Third, the
experimental responses of the open-loop valve operation atboth
low and high engine speeds are presented with their statisti-
cal analysis in the Experimental Implementation section. Then,
the experimental results of the closed-loop valve lift control al-
gorithm are shown and discussed at both low and high engine
speed in the Closed-loop Valve Lift Control Experimental Re-
sponses section. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

MODELING

Two valve actuator models were developed prior to the con-
troller design. First, a physics based mathematical model,called
a level one model, was built component by component, where
the air flow and oil fluid dynamics were considered. This is a
sophisticated nonlinear valve model which requires heavy com-
putational throughput and would be almost impossible to be im-
plemented in a real time controller. But it provides a profound
understanding of the pneumatic-mechanical system. This leads
to the development of a control oriented second model, called
a level two model. This control oriented model was utilized in
real time implementation.

SYSTEM DYNAMICS Figure (1) is a schematic diagram of
the valve actuator dynamics. EPVA consists of an actuator pis-
ton, a hydraulic latch (damper), inlet and outlet port valves, two
solenoids and two spool valves. The actuator piston is driven by
compressed air. It sits on the back of the valve stem, hence, its
motion is equivalent to the valve motion.
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Figure 1: Level two model simulation and experiment responses

The system dynamics illustrated here focuses on the interrela-
tion between the solenoid control commands and the actuator
piston motion. As shown in Figure (2), the valve response can
be divided into three stages. They are the open stage (I), dwell
stage (II) and close stage (III). During the open stage, solenoid
1 is activated; the valve is pushed open by high pressure air.
Solenoid2 is then activated with a time lagδ1 to stop air charg-
ing the cylinder, and at the same time, the controlled check
valveS2 changed its state from a bypass valve to a check valve
due to the activation of solenoid2. Note that the interplay be-
tween two solenoids indeed results in a pulse force input from
the supply air to the actuator system. The high pressure air en-
closed in the cylinder expands until it balances with the valve
spring force. During this period, the valve continues to open
and reaches its reference valve lift. At the end of this period,
the valve is held open and the system enters the dwell stage.
The mechanism that holds the valve open is the hydraulic latch
S1. It is a one-way check valve when solenoid1 is active and
a bypass valve when solenoid1 is inactive. This means that
in both opening and dwelling stages, the oil can flow from the
reservoir into the passage above the piston stem but it can not
flow back out. Thus, the pressurized oil applies to the back of
the piston stem and holds the valve open at its reference lift. At
the end of the dwell stage, solenoid1 is deactivated to discharge
the piston pressure. The hydraulic latch is switched from a one-
directional check valve to a bypass one. It allows the oil to
travel in and out of the passage. This begins close stage where
the valve is returned by the spring force. The close stage canbe
divided into two sub-stages: during the first substage, the valve
returns due to the valve spring force and creates a free vibration
response with nonzero initial displacement; and in the second
substage, the hydraulic damper is activated. It generates ahy-
draulic force against the piston return, and that consequently re-
duces the valve velocity while it approaches the seat. However,
there are time delays between the activation of solenoids and
the physical movement of the valve actuator. The diagnosticof
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system delays and the effects of the system delays on the control
commands are described in the level two model response sec-
tions. When the engine speeds up to a certain point, the solenoid
period becomes so small that solenoid1 deactivates before the
valve reaches the equilibrium open position. The cylinder is dis-
charged before the hydraulic latch has a chance to be engaged.
Then the valve would not have a dwell stage or holding period
and the lift profile would have a bell shape in this situation .
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Figure 2: Valve lift profile with the solenoid action chart ex-
cluding system delays

LEVEL ONE MODEL The purpose of this section is to de-
pict the technique used to derive the governing equations ofthe
level one model. The complete formulation process and the val-
idation of this level one model can be found in [17]. Control
volumes are drawn and the mass conservation and thermody-
namic principles are used to model the flow and fluid behavior
in the individual components of the pneumatic/hydraulic valve
actuator, which consists of the actuator piston, the hydraulic
latch/damper, the inlet and outlet port valves, two solenoids
and two spool valves (see Figure (1)). Although the hydraulic
latch/damper mechanism is one component, it is essentiallya
hydraulic latch in dwell stage to hold the valve open and a hy-
draulic damper to slow down the valve seating velocity at the
end of close stage. These two functionalities have to be mod-
eled differently. The fluid in the hydraulic latch is modeledas
an incompressible flow at the open and close stage but a com-
pressible flow with low compressibility at the dwell stage due
to a high pressure during this stage. This captures the swingon
the top of the valve lift profile (see Figure (2)). At the end of
the close stage, the hydraulic damper kicks in as the valve ap-
proaches the seat where the fluid is treated as an incompressible
flow. The air is modeled as a compressible flow in all stages.
Newton’s law is used to model the physical motion of every
moving part involved in the individual components.

The modeling of the actuator piston cylinder is highlightedhere
to illustrate the points. The rest of the component were modeled
in a similar manner. A control volume is drawn on the top of the
piston in Figure (3)). The following variables: the rate change

of the gas pressure inside of the cylinder chamberṖp, the rate
change of density of the gaṡρp and the acceleration of the ac-
tuator pistonÿ need to be determined. Equations (1), (2) and
(3) are written based on the first law of thermodynamics, prin-
ciple of mass conservation and Newton’s law. After evaluating
every element in the three fundamental equations with the only
unknowns asPp, ρp, y and their derivatives, Equations (4), (5)
and (6) are obtained. A sudden reduction in pressure occurs at
the inlet port when it opens. This causes the air flow to expand
in an explosive fashion. The flow is choked and the pressure
at the port stays constant. The difference between the cylinder
pressure and the supply pressure decreases as the pressure in
the cylinder chamber builds up over time. The air then becomes
unchoked and flows through the inlet with decreasing pressure.
The flow exiting the outlet switches between a choked and un-
choked pattern as well for the same reason. This discontinuous
nonlinearity of the flow are taken into consideration when the
mass flow rate termṡmi andṁe in Equation (4) are evaluated.
As shown in Figure (3), considering the control volume above
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Figure 3: Actuator piston model

the actuator piston in the cylinder chamber including the inlet
and outlet, the first law of thermodynamics can be written as:

Q̇ − Ẇ + ṁi(hi +
v2

i

2
) − ṁe(he +

v2

e

2
) =

∂E

∂t
(1)

where,

- Q̇ is the heat transfer rate into the control volume

- Ẇ is the work rate delivered by the control volume to the
actuator piston

- ṁi is the mass flow rate entering the control volume

- ṁe is the mass flow rate exiting the control volume

- ḣi is the enthalpy of the gas entering the cylinder chamber

- ḣe is the enthalpy of the gas exiting the cylinder chamber
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- ∂E
∂t

is the rate of change of the total energy of the control
volume.

ṁi − ṁe = Ap(ρpẏ + ρ̇py) (2)

Mÿ + Cf ẏ + Kp(y + δp) = ApPp + AcapPoil (3)

−(Ap + Acap)Patm

where,

- M is the sum of the actuator piston mass, the intake valve
mass, one-third valve spring mass (or effective spring
mass, see [22]), and the valve top cap mass.

- Acap is the area of the cap on the top of the actuator piston
stem

- Ap = πr2

p − πr2

oil with rp as the radius of the actuator
piston androil as the radius of the oil passage

- Cf is the damping coefficient approximating the energy
dissipation due to the friction

- Kp is the stiffness of the valve spring

- δp is the preload of the valve spring

Ṗp =
1

Apy
[CdinAin(w)Psupplyγin

√

k3RTin (4)

−CdoutAout(z)γout

√

k3P 3
p

ρp

] − αpk
Ppẏ

y

where,Cdin and Cdout are the flow discharge coefficients at
the inlet and outlet;k =

Cp

Cv
is the specific heat ratio,Cv is

the specific heat of air at constant volume.αp is chosen to be
between 0 to 1 depending on the actual heat loss during the
process.

ρ̇p =
1

Apy
[CdinAin(w)γinPsupply

√

k

RTin

(5)

−CdoutAout(z)γout

√

kPpρp] −
ρpẏ

y

Rearranging Equation (3):

ÿ =
1

M
[ApPp+AoilPoil−(Ap+Aoil)Patm−Cf ẏ−Kp(y+δp)]

(6)
The resulting equations were used to simulate the behavior of
the valve under different operating conditions. The compar-
isons of the level one model responses and the valve bench test
responses were presented in [17].

LEVEL TWO MODEL The level two model is divided into
the open, dwell and close stages. It removes the flow and fluid
dynamics from the level one model and is simplified to be a lin-
ear second order mass-spring-damper system at the open and
close stages with two unknown damping coefficientsCf1

and
Cf2

. A model reference adaptive identification system is de-
signed to estimate these two parameters in real time and they
are employed to construct control signals. The input to the sys-
tem at the open stage is simplified to be a pulse force. However,
it incorporates the hydraulic latch model in dwell stage andhy-
draulic damper model at the end of the close stage from the level
one model.

Governing Equations Used in the Control SystemThe de-
tailed derivation and validation of the level two model can be
found in [23]. Only the governing equations at the open and
close stages are summarized in Equation (7) and (9) since they
are going to be used for model reference adaptive closed-loop
control.

Open stage

Mÿ + Cf1
ẏ + Kp(y + δp) = F (t) − F (t − δ1) (7)

F (t) =

{

0, if t < 0
ApPp − (Ap + Acap)Patm if t ≥ 0

wherePp = Poil ≈ Psupply , Cf1
is the damping ratio approx-

imating energy dissipation due to flow loss and frictional loss,
δ1 is the lag between the activation of solenoid2 and solenoid1
without system delays as illustrated in Figure (2), andδ2 is the
time needed for valve to return to the seat.

Close stage
Dynamics in the close stage was divided into two sub-stages
(sub-stages III-1 and III-2) as illustrated in Figure (2). Substage
III-1 can again be separated into two segments. The first seg-
ment is from point3, where the piston starts returning, to point
4; and the second segment is from point4 to point5 where the
hydraulic damper becomes effective. In the first segment, pis-
ton motion is a free return, however, in the second segment, the
piston returns against certain pressure generated by compressed
residual air. For simplicity, both segments were modeled asfree
returns. In substage III-2, the piston returns against largely in-
creased hydraulic damping force that acts on the piston stem.
The governing equations at this stage are in Equations (8) and
(9). Equation (8) describes the response from point3 to 5 (see
Figure (2)).

Mÿ + Cf2
ẏ + Kpy + Kpδp = 0 (8)

wherey(0) = ymax, andẏ = 0. The response beyond point5 in
hydraulic damping region follows the response of Equation (9).

Mÿ + Cf2
ẏ + Kp(y + δp) = ApPp + AcapPoil (9)

−(Ap + Acap)Patm

wherePoil is a constant in substage III-1. But it is a function
of flow out area in the hydraulic damper in substage III-2. For
detailed derivation ofPoil, see [17].
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Level Two Model Response Figure (4) compares the simula-
tion response of the level two model with its experimental re-
sponse. The thin valve response is the experimental response;
and the thick one is the simulated response. Damping ratioCf1

at open stage and damping ratioCf2
at close stage vary sig-

nificantly and nonlinearly with respect to the temperature,fluid
viscosity, and engine operational conditions. The adaptive iden-
tification of these two parameters can compensate the variation.
The two curves close to the time axis are the measured solenoid
currents, where the solid line is the dwell current of solenoid 1
and the dash line is that of solenoid2. These solenoid current
feedbacks are used to detect the delays from the activation of
solenoids to the start of valve mechanical motions. As shownin
Figure (4), total delays of each solenoid rises in two steps.Tak-
ing solenoid1 current as an example, the first rise is from the
starting point to the first peak which represents the electrical de-
lay; and the second rise is from the first peak to the second peak
which represents the magnetic delay. The total delay associated
with solenoid1 and solenoid2 are defined as∆t1 and∆t2 re-
spectively. Algorithms were developed to identify∆t1 and∆t2
at each cycle to be used for not only adjusting the opening and
closing timing but also modifyingδ1 as a part of the valve lift
control. The effect of the system delay,δ1, and implementation
of it in the control system are illustrated in the Control Strategy
section.
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Figure 4: Level two model simulation and experiment responses

CONTROL STRATEGY

The goal of VVT and VVL control is to control valve open-
ing timing, duration, and lift, or in other words, to controlthe
valve opening, closing timing, and the valve lift. The strategy
of achieving this goal is addressed in this section. An adap-
tive parameter identification algorithm using model reference
technique and MIT rule [21] are used to estimate the two damp-
ing coefficients at both open and close stages. The identified
parameters are used to modify the feedforward control of the
closed-loop PI controller. Some approximations are used toob-
tain analytical solutions of control input in terms of the esti-
mated parameters. Only stages I and III of the level two model
were used in the real time controller to reduce the computational
efforts. (see Figure (2)). The closed-loop control scheme aimed
at real time implementation is discussed in this section.

VARIABLE DEFINITION Figure (5) defines the variables
involved in the control strategy. At low engine speed, the valve
lift profile has all three stages as shown in Figure (5), wherethe
holding period exists. As engine speed increases, the holding
period reduces. At certain engine speed, the holding perioddis-
appears, and the valve lift profile consists of only the open and
close stages. In this case, solenoid1 is deactivated shortly after
its activation. It discharges the cylinder and allows the valve to
return before the hydraulic latch can be engaged. In these two
cases, both solenoids1 and2 are needed to control the valve
event and the air supply pressure remains unchanged through-
out the process. There is another special case in which only
solenoid1 is used. The cylinder is simply charged with supply
air when solenoid1 is energized and discharged when solenoid
1 is de-energized. This occurs when the engine speed is so high
that the activation duration of solenoid1 becomes very small.
The valve lift control needs to be accomplished through reg-
ulating air supply pressure. This special case is not the sub-
ject of discussion in this paper. As displayed in Figure (5),the

DefA

DefB

control variables (with holding)

voltage

time

24V

solenoid 1

solenoid 2

1

2

time

I opening stage III closing stageII dwell stage

force input

1 2

21

y

Figure 5: Control variable definition

control pulses for solenoids1 and2 are generated based upon
crank synchronizedDefA andDefB pulses from the engine
control microprocessor. The rising and falling edges ofDefA
andDefB pulses occur at the reference crank angle degrees.
When the controller needs to utilize both solenoids1 and2, the
DefB pulse is active over theDefA window, and when only
solenoid1 is used, theDefB is not active.DefA andDefB
pulses carry the control information and they are convertedto
two solenoid pulses that actually control the valve actuator by
the valve control microprocessor. The two time based solenoid
pulses are synchronized with the crank angle after the transfor-
mation. Since the crank angle synchronized calculations and
the time based algorithms are performed in separate CPU’s, the
convention of this transformation is defined as follows. Thefirst
rising and falling edges ofDefA correspond to the activation of
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solenoids1 and2 respectively; and the second rising and falling
edges ofDefA correspond to the deactivation of solenoids1
and 2. The first pulse width ofDefA is denoted aŝδ1 and
the second pulse width ofDefA is denoted asδ2. δ̂1 is the
time delay between the activation of two solenoids. The second
falling edge ofDefA, which is also the falling edge of solenoid
2 pulse, is defined to be the reference valve closing timing.δ2

represents the time needed for the valve to return after the de-
activation of solenoid1 (at valve return point). Activation of
solenoids1 and2 begins their impact on the system after time
delays∆t1 and∆t2. The air pressure in the piston cylinder in-
creases and forms a pulse force input to the system with a pulse
width of δ1. Therefore,̂δ1 associates withδ1 through the ex-
pressionδ̂1 = δ1 + (∆t1 − ∆t2), given the fact that∆t1 is
always greater than∆t2. The reference valve opening, closing
timing and reference valve lift are given by engine operational
conditions. The timing of the first rising edge ofDefA, the re-
turn timeδ2 and the lag between the activation of two solenoids,
δ̂1, are the controlled variables. The fist rising edge ofDefA
is modified based on∆t1.δ̂1 andδ2 are modified based on the
identified parameterCf1

andCf2
. The control variable con-

ventions for the other cases are similar to this case and are not
repeated.

ADAPTIVE PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION The archi-
tecture of the model reference adaptive system (MRAS) for pa-
rameter identification is illustrated in Figure (6), whereGm(S)

Gm(S)

Gp(S)

zm

z θ=−γ e

∆

C
f

e 1

s

u Cfm Cfe

model reference adaptive parameter estimator

MIT rule

plant

model

Figure 6: Model reference adaptive parameter identification
scheme

is the level two model andGp(S) is the physical plant (EPVA).
This adaptive estimator is applied to identify the damping ratios
Cf1

andCf2
, whereCf1

is for the open stage andCf2
is for

the close stage. The errore between model and plant outputs
reduces as the estimated parameters converge. The excitation
forceu is a pulse input with PE of order infinity that meets the
persistent excitation condition. The MIT rule uses the error be-
tween the model and plant outputs to generate an estimatedCf1

(or Cf2
), whereCf1

(or Cf2
) is updated at every time step. The

adaption laws at open and close stages were established and the
parameter convergence were verified using bench data in [23].
Both equations are summarized below:

Open stage







Ċfm1
= −γ1p(t)e

ṗ(t) = 1

M

(

zm(t) − Cfm1
p(t) − Kp

∫

p(t)dt
)

e = z − zm = y − ym

whereγ1 > 0 is the selected adaptive gain andCfm1
is the

model damping ratio (or estimatedCf1
). The adaptive algo-

rithm utilizes the sampled data between point1 and the first
peak over the valve response shown in Figure (2).

Close stage







Ċfm2
= −γ2q(t)e

q̇(t) = 1

M

(

zm(t) − Cfm2
q(t) − Kp

∫

q(t)dt −
∫

z(0)dt
)

e = z − zm = y − ym

whereγ2 > 0 is the selected adaptive gain andCfm2
is the

model damping ratio (or estimatedCf2
). The adaptive algo-

rithm uses the sampled data between points3 and4 shown in
Figure (2) due to free return characteristics of the valve re-
sponse.

CLOSED-LOOP VALVE LIFT AND TIMING CONTROL
The closed-loop valve closing timing and lift control schemes
are created based upon the identified damping ratiosCf1

and
Cf2

. The closed-loop valve opening timing control is a function
of the detected solenoid1 delay,∆t1. The purpose of control is
to make the system opening timingy track the reference input
yref . δ̂1o

andδ2o
are the nominal values of̂δ1 andδ2. They are

computed from the estimatedCf1
andCf2

.

Two first order systems are employed to approximate the second
order systems for both open and close stages in the region of in-
terest since the system damping ratios are between over-damped
and slightly under-damped cases based upon the identified val-
ues. Hence, the analytical solutions ofδ̂1o

(Cf1
) andδ2o

(Cf2
)

are developed based on the first order system. The formulas of
computingδ̂1o

in terms ofCf1
are provided by Equations (10),

(11) and (12).

δ̂1o
= δ1 − (∆t1 − ∆t2) (10)

δ1 =
2

σ
ln(

a

a − ymax

) (11)

a =
f0

Kp

− δp (12)

wheref0 = ApPp + AcapPoil − (Ap + Acap)Patm is defined
by Equation (7). The formula of solvingδ2o

in terms ofCf2
is

provided in Equation (13).

δ2o
=

100

Cf2
σ

ln(
δp

ymax + δp

) (13)

In Equations (11) and (13),σ is derived accordingly for three
cases as follows:

σ =















Cf

2M
, C2

f < 4KpM underdamped
Cf

2M
, C2

f = 4KpM critically damped

|
−Cf+

√

C2
f
−4KpM

2M
|, C2

f > 4KpM overdamped

with Cf = Cf1
at open stage orCf = Cf2

at close stage.
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Closed-loop lift control The architecture of the closed-loop
valve lift control is depicted in Figure (7). System inputs in-
clude reference valve displacement, solenoids1 and2 current
measurements from the solenoid driving circuit (see Experi-
mental Implementation section), air supply pressure, and oil
pressure. The valve lift height is the output. The lift control
consists of two parts, the open-loop parameter identification for
feedforward control and the closed-loop lift control usinga PI
scheme. The system starts with a short period of open-loop
valve operation whereCf1

is estimated using a high adaptive
gain to achieve fast convergence. A subroutine checking the
convergence ofCf1

switches the system from open-loop oper-
ation to closed-loop control as soon as the identification error
stays below a given tolerance for a reference number of cy-
cles. The open-loop identification period can take around50
cycles. The open-loop identification scheme and the closed-
loop lift tracking scheme are displayed in the upper and lower
dotted line blocks respectively.

The open-loop parameter identification scheme includes the
plant, the model plant, and a driving circuit. The inputs of
the driving circuit are the solenoid command pulses from the
prototype controller’s D/A. The outputs of it are the amplified
solenoid commands and the solenoid current feedbacks. More-
over, the parameter identification scheme comprises an algo-
rithm that creates aCf1

identification zone where the adaptive
algorithm is active and the displacement error is detected to be
used by the adaptation law. The open-loop scheme also con-
tains the model reference adaptive system involving the MIT
rule with a high adaptation gainγ1. The direct force input to
the model plant is computed from the solenoid pulses by a sub-
routine. It guarantees that the model plant output starts atthe
same point as the plant output. These subroutines complete
Cf1

identification. Meanwhile, theDefA andDefB pulses are
generated by a pre-determinedδ̂1i

. They are converted to two
solenoid pulses amplified by the driving circuit for the EPVA
actuators.

In addition to the subroutines used in the open-loop parameter
identification period, additional algorithms were developed for
the closed-loop valve lift tracking control. There are algorithms
that compute the feedforward nominal control input (δ̂1o

), de-
tect system delay∆t1 and∆t2 and compute critical points in-
cluding maximum valve lift, valve opening and closing loca-
tions, peak displacement, and so on. In this block, the model
reference adaptive system (MRAS) uses a low adaptation gain
γ1 to maintain parameter convergence due to a sudden change
of the valve displacement in a transient operational condition.
The feedforward nominal control inputδ̂1o

calculated fromCf1

needs to be sufficiently accurate to minimize the transient re-
sponse time and the tracking error. The actual valve lift is a
feedback signal to the system and it is subtracted from the ref-
erence valve lift to form the lift error. This error is the input
of a proportional and integral (PI) controller withKp as a pro-
portional gain andKi as an integral gain. The PI controller is
updated every engine cycle. The output of the PI controller is
then added onto the feedforward nominal inputδ̂1o

to generate
δ̂1 as a controlled input to the system. The integral action is
used to achieve the zero steady state tracking error. TheDefA
pulse is generated based onδ̂1. TheDefA andDefB pulses

are converted into solenoid commands. They are amplified by
the solenoid driving circuit for the valve actuators.

As discussed in the Control System Hardware Configura-
tion section, there are two CPU’s in the prototype controller.
CPU#1 operates at a relatively slower rate (1 ms) than CPU#2,
but its outputs can be synchronized with the engine crank an-
gle. CPU#2 is dedicated to valve operation at a sample rate
of 40 microseconds since the valve control algorithms require
fast sample rate. The CPU#2 also takes care of the conversion
from theDefA andDefB pulses to the solenoid pulses. The
PI controller is operated per engine combustion event. It isim-
plemented in CPU#1 to reduce the computational throughput
of CPU#2. DefA andDefB pulses are generated in CPU#1
since they are crank synchronized.

Closed-loop opening timing control In order to track the ref-
erence valve opening timing calculated by the engine control
CPU#1, the valve control system needs to detect the magnetic
delay of valve solenoid1 ∆t1 which is equivalent to the time lag
between the activation of solenoid1 and the actual valve open-
ing. With known∆t1, the control system can track the refer-
ence opening timing by compensating the delay∆t1. The main
task of this control scheme is the system delay detection andits
closed-loop PI controller. The solenoid delay∆t1 is calculated
using solenoid1 current obtained from the solenoid driving cir-
cuit. It is used as feedforward control. The true valve opening
timing is used as a feedback to the closed-loop controller, and
it is subtracted from the reference valve opening timing to form
an error signal of the PI controller. The output of the PI con-
troller combined with feedforward control∆t1 produces the fi-
nal control input to the engine control system which updatesthe
DefA pulse. Most algorithms are implemented in CPU#2, ex-
cept for the crank angle synchronizedDefA andDefB pulse
generation and the combustion event based PI controller that are
implemented in CPU#1.

Closed-loop closing timing control The closed-loop valve
closing timing control and valve lift control schemes sharethe
similar approach. Figure (9) shows the open-loop parameter
identification for detectingCf2

and the closed-loop valve clos-
ing timing controller. The adaptive gainγ2 is high in the open-
loop operation and low in the closed-loop operation. A pre-
determinedδ2i

controls the valve closing timing in the open-
loop operation. The system switches from open-loop to closed-
loop control based upon the convergence criterion of the esti-
matedCf2

which is the same as the opening case. The feed-
forward controlδ2o

is computed from the identifiedCf2
, and

the system control outputδ2 consists of the feedforward control
and the PI control output. Information fromδ2 is then used to
generateDefA pulse. TheDefA andDefB pulses are sam-
pled by CPU#2 and converted to solenoid control commands
that are sent to the valve driving circuit. Again, the PI control
algorithm and the formation ofDefA andDefB pulses are
implemented in CPU#1, and the rest of the algorithms are im-
plemented in CPU#2. The closed-loop timing control scheme
allows the actuator to track the reference closing timing.
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EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

CONTROL SYSTEM HARDWARE CONFIGURATION A
real time modular control system was employed as a prototype
controller for the EPVA bench tests. The system consists of:

- Two 3.2GHz CPU’s

- An IEEE 1934 fire wire serial bus with the data transfer
rate at 400MHz per bit

- Two 16 channel A/D and D/A boards with less than 1µs
conversion rate

- One 16 channel digital I/O board at 50ns sampling rate

CPU#1 CPU#2

3.2GHz

engine

control

valve

control

3.2GHz

16 D

I/O

50 ns

16 ch

A/D

1 us

16 ch

D/A

2 us

16 ch

A/D

1 us

16 ch

D/A

2 us

1 ms 40 us

IEEE 1934 firewire
400MHz/bit

ignition timing

fuel control

cam phaser

charge motion control

injector

Def A

Def B

valve displacement

solenoids

actuator charging

manifold pressure

cam position

crank angle

gate signal

(syn)

throttle position

mass air flow

manifold pressure

and temperature

coolant

temperature

air fuel ratio

UEGO

Engine Control

(Visteon)

Valve Control

(ARES)

solenoid currents

Figure 10: Modular control system configuration

Figure (10) displays the hardware configuration of the system.
CPU#1 is used for engine controls and CPU#2 is dedicated to
the valve actuator (EPVA) control. An IEEE 1934 fire wire se-
rial bus is used for communication between CPU#1 and CPU
#2. CPU#1 is configured to be updated every1ms and ex-
ecute the engine control every combustion cycle. This means
that this CPU updates input and updates analog outputs every
1ms, but calculates the engine control parameters every engine
combustion event. The digital outputs of CPU#1 are synchro-
nized with the engine crank angle with one-third crank degree
resolution. The crank angle calculation is completed within the
digital I/O card of CPU#1 utilizing digital inputs from cam
sensor, gate and crank signals from an encoder. The CPU#1
digital outputs are spark pulse, fuel injection pulse, charge mo-
tion control, and intake and exhaust valve timing pulses, espe-
cially the valve controlDefA andDefB pulses. The inputs of
the 16 channel analog I/O board include ionization signal, pres-
sure signal, throttle position, mass air flow rate, coolant tem-
perature, manifold pressure and temperature, and air fuel ratio
from universal exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO) sensor.

The valve control CPU#2 is configured to operate at40µs sam-
ple rate, which is close to one crank angle degree at4000rpm.
CPU#2 executes most of the valve control algorithms and gen-
erates the control signals for the pneumatic valve actuators. A
16 channel A/D board readsDefA andDefB pulse signals
from CPU#1, valve lift signal from valve lift position sensors,
solenoid current signals from their drive circuits, and supply air
pressure signal. The solenoid control pulses and supply airpres-
sure regulation signal (which is needed to control valve lift for
the special case where only solenoid1 is used) are the output
from a 16 channel D/A board.

VALVE ACTUATOR DRIVING CIRCUIT The solenoid
driving circuit was designed to amplify the signal from the D/A
controller outputs. Besides, it measures the solenoid current.
The circuit is required to have a short solenoid release time
and fast switching capability with low noise. A single chan-
nel driving circuit drawing is shown in Figure (11). This circuit
consists of a switching MOSFET (Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
Field-Effect Transistor) and a NPN BJT (Bipolar Junction Tran-
sistors). The solenoid current is measured across a0.5Ω resistor
in serial with the source of the MOSFET.

Opal-RT
+ 6 / 0 volts

Q: 2N4401

5 volts

Mos: IRF640N
Vgs(th) = 4volts

24 volts  20 PF

D1: 2A

D2: 24v 1w

L-solenoid

R-solenoid  = 16ohm

Rg = 1ohm

5~10mA

200mA peak 

Rd = 220ohm

Rs = 1.2ohm

Rss = 0.5ohm current feedback

Figure 11: Solenoid driving circuit

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF OPEN-LOOP VALVE BENCH
DATA Before the closed-loop valve lift and timing control
bench tests were conducted, a statistical study focusing onthe
valve response repeatability was performed on test bench at
both high and low engine speeds. The test bench uses the EPVA
actuators installed on a 5.4 liter 3-valve V8 engine head. Results
of this study will be used to compare with those of the closed-
loop valve lift test data to evaluate the steady state closed-loop
lift control performance in Closed-loop Valve Lift ControlEx-
perimental Responses session. The valve repeatability hasa
great impact on the adaptive estimation and steady state re-
sponse. The operational conditions that were used in the open-
loop parameter identification in valve lift tracking tests were
the same for both the low and high engine speeds. They were
applied to collect these sample data. This means that the lag
between the activation of solenoids1 and2 is set to be a con-
stant valuêδ1i

used in the open-loop period in the lift tracking
tests. The solenoid pulse period and pulse width, the air supply
pressure and the oil pressure were held constant in both types
of experiments.

Low Engine Speed Open-loop Valve Bench DataFive bench
tests were conducted using80psi air supply pressure,90psi oil
pressure,100ms solenoid period, which corresponds to the en-
gine speed at1200rpm, with 25% pulse duty cycle and a lag of
5ms between the activation of two solenoids. The valve lift was
targeted to be9mm and there was a holding period on the valve
lift profile under this experiment configuration (see Table 1).
Two hundred-cycle data was collected from each experiment.
The purpose of running these tests is to analyze statisticalchar-
acteristics of the valve responses. Their histograms were plotted
and the mean and standard deviation of responses were calcu-
lated. Taking data group#3 as an example, Figure (12) shows
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the histogram of data group#3, where the top plot is the valve
lift histogram which reflects the valve lift repeatability and the
bottom one is the histogram of the valve lift integral duringthe
valve opening which indicates the repeatability of the engine
charged air. For the valve lift diagram, the horizontal axisis
the valve lift ranging from8.4mm to 9.8mm and the vertical
axis is the number of occurrence for each valve lift; and for the
bottom diagram, the horizontal axis is the integral area andthe
vertical axis is the number of occurrence. The meanµ and the
standard deviationσ were calculated, and the mean of integral
area of the valve lift was normalized to one. The3σ value was
used to indicate95% occurrence.
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Figure 12: Histogram of open-loop valve lift bench test data
points for9mm target lift at1200rpm in 200 cycles

The statistical analysis results of five data groups were summa-
rized in Table 1. For the valve lift, group#5 has the largest
valve lift mean at9.55mmm and group#2 has the smallest
mean at8.83mmm. The largest3σ valve lift, 0.86mm, is from
data group#3. The smallest3σ valve lift (0.44mm) was from
data group#1. Regarding the analysis of the integral area of
every cycle, the mean values were normalized to one, the3σ
values were calculated associated to normalized data and in-
terpreted as percentage. Among the five data group,#3 has
the largest3σ value of10.06%. Group#3 data provided the
largest variation in both valve lift and the integral area. The
corresponding histogram was displayed in Figure (12) and it
will be compared with the closed-loop histogram of the largest
variation operated with a9mm reference lift to show the valve
lift repeatability improvement at the same operational condition
due to closed-loop control.

High Engine Speed Open-loop Valve Bench DataSimilar to
the low engine speed case, five bench tests were conducted
using 80psi air supply pressure,90psi oil pressure,24ms
solenoid period (which corresponds to the engine speed at
5000rpm) with a 25% pulse duty cycle and a lag of5ms be-
tween the activation of two solenoids. There is no holding pat-
tern displayed in the valve lift profile when the engine is op-
erated at5000rpm. In this case the valve returns before the
hydraulic latch is engaged to hold the valve open (recall thedis-

cussion in the System Dynamics section). The desired valve
lift was also set to be9mm for this experiment (see Table 2).
Two hundred-cycle data was collected for each experiment. The
meanµ and the standard deviationσ were calculated. The mean
of the valve lift integral was normalized to one as well. Again,
the3σ values were used to cover95% sample data points.

Table 2 summarizes the statistical analysis results of five data
groups. For the valve lift, data group#1 has the largest mean
valve lift at 9.14mm and group#5 has the smallest mean
valve lift at 8.59mm. The largest3σ valve lift was from data
group#4 at 0.63mm which is less than the largest3σ valve
lift ( 0.86mm) at low engine speed (1200rpm). The smallest
valve lift 3σ value of0.17mm was found from data group#2.
It is less than the largest valve lift3σ value (0.44mm) from
the1200rpm tests. This indicates that the valve lift repeatabil-
ity improves at high engine speed. For the integral area, data
group#4 has the largest3σ value of11.7%. The group#4
test results show the largest variation in both valve lift and the
integral area of the valve lift. Their histograms are shown in
Figure (13), where the top histogram is for the valve lift and
the bottom one is for the integral area. For the top diagram, the
horizontal axis is the valve lift ranging from8.9mm to 9.5mm
and the vertical axis is the number of occurrence of each valve
lift. For the bottom diagram, the horizontal axis is the integral
area and the vertical axis is the number of occurrence of integral
area. This histogram will be used to compare the corresponding
closed-loop test data later.
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Figure 13: Histogram of open-loop valve lift bench test data
points for9mm target lift at5000rpm in 200 cycles

Open-loop Low Valve Lift Bench Data The EPVA is capable
of providing a valve lift as low as3mm. This subsection studies
statistical property at low valve lift to determine if the low valve
lift operation mode is acceptable for engine control. Sincethe
valve lift repeatability improves as engine speed increases (from
the previous analysis), we are going to study the low valve lift
operation only at low engine speed (1200rpm). Five bench tests
were conducted using the same experimental setup as high lift
case at1200rpm engine speed except the lag between the ac-
tivation of two solenoids was reduced to3.4ms to obtain the
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Table 1: Statistical study of open-loop valve actuation data with9mm target lift at1200rpm
Engine configuration Data group ymax = µ ± 3σ (mm) yarea = µ ± 3σ

80psi air supply pressure #1 9.691 ± 0.43783 1 ± 4.639%
90psi oil pressure #2 8.8256 ± 0.80343 1 ± 10.87%

100ms valve operation period #3 9.1609 ± 0.85785 1 ± 10.063%
25ms valve opening duration #4 9.354 ± 0.5068 1 ± 6.7673%
5ms lag of S2 (with holding) #5 9.5495 ± 0.71124 1 ± 8.0833%

Table 2: Statistical study of open-loop valve actuation data with9mm target lift at5000rpm
Engine configuration Data group ymax = µ ± 3σ (mm) yarea = µ ± 3σ

80psi air supply pressure #1 9.1424± 0.26838 1 ± 6.1233%
90psi oil pressure #2 9.1281± 0.17305 1 ± 4.4528%

24ms valve operation period #3 9.0284± 0.39827 1 ± 8.339%
6ms valve opening duration #4 8.8649± 0.6346 1 ± 11.7%

5ms lag of S2 (without holding) #5 8.5943± 0.42403 1 ± 5.545%

targeted valve lift at3mm. The statistical results were shown in
Table 3. The mean valve lift varies from2.68mm to 3.51mm.
The largest valve lift3σ value is2.5mm from data group#3
and the3σ value is not less than0.8mm among the rest of the
data groups. Consequently, data group#3 has a3σ integral
area value as high as73.196%. Although the actuator is capa-
ble of providing a lift as low as3mm, its repeatability is not
good enough to deliver a stable air flow when engine is oper-
ated at light load conditions. For this engine control project, the
valve lift operational range is to be limited between5mm and
11mm to ensure the desired repeatability. When the required
valve lift is below5mm at light load condition, a flap valve or
a throttle would be used to reduce the intake air flow.

CLOSED-LOOP VALVE LIFT CONTROL EXPERIMEN-
TAL RESPONSES

The closed-loop valve control algorithms were verified on the
valve test bench utilizing the same engine head as open-loop
cases. The experimental responses at both low and high en-
gine speeds are presented in this section. Since both closed-
loop valve opening and closing timing controls are similar to
the valve lift control case, the results are not presented. Air
and oil supply pressure for all tests are80psi and90psi respec-
tively. The experimental parameter is100ms solenoid period
with 25ms solenoid active duration (25% duty cycle) corre-
sponding to1200rpm in the low engine speed tests and24ms
solenoid period with6ms solenoid active duration (25% duty
cycle) corresponding to5000rpm in the high engine speed tests.
The initial lag between the activation of solenoids1 and2 dur-
ing the open-loop parameter identification period was5ms at
both low and high speed tests.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AT LOW ENGINE SPEED
2500 cycles of valve responses were recorded with various ref-
erence valve lift points. The estimated parameter was converged
in the first25 cycles (or2.5ms). The reference valve lift varies
every500 cycles from9mm to 6mm, from 6mm to 10mm,
from 10mm to 7mm, and from7mm to 9mm. Their steady
state responses are presented in Figures (16), (18), (20) and
(22). On the top diagram of every figure, the black line is the
reference valve lift, and the grey line is the actual valve lift. The

bottom diagram shows the lift error between the reference and
the actual valve lifts. They start at50 cycles before the refer-
ence valve lift step change and end right before the next refer-
ence valve lift change. The top diagrams of Figures (17), (19),
(21) and (23) display the nominal inputδ̂1o

(solid line) calcu-
lated based on the estimatedCf1

against the controlled input̂δ1

(dotted line) which is the output of the PI feedback controller.
Their enlarged transient responses are presented in the bottom
diagrams, where the dark lines are the reference valve lift and
the grey lines are the true valve displacement.

Open-loop Parameter Identification Valve ResponsesFig-
ure (14) enlarges the first80 cycle valve lift tracking responses.
Cf1

identification error (the bottom diagram) converges to a
set tolerance in about25 cycles. It can be observed from the
top diagram that the system switched from the open-loop to
closed-loop control at the65th cycle where the lift error jumps
from zero to0.7mm (the dark grey line in the top diagram).
This indicates that the closed-loop controller is engaged.
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identification at1200rpm

Steady state responses of valve lift trackingDuring the
steady state operations, the valve lift tracks the reference valve
lift and oscillates around the reference values. The responses
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Table 3: Statistical study of open-loop valve actuation data with3mm target lift at1200rpm
Engine configuration Data group ymax = µ ± 3σ (mm) yarea = µ ± 3σ

80psi air supply pressure #1 2.6751± 0.89005 1 ± 15.71%
90psi oil pressure #2 3.3175± 0.79791 1 ± 18.745%

100ms valve operation period #3 3.3581± 2.4954 1 ± 73.196%
25ms valve opening duration #4 3.5056± 0.94671 1 ± 18.803%

3.4ms lag of S2 (with holding) #5 3.1683± 1.432 1 ± 41.194%

show good repeatability at high valve lifts. The maximum
absolute valve lift error was bounded by0.4mm at 10mm lift
and0.5mm at9mm lift. The repeatability is relatively lower at
low lift, however, the valve lift error falls mostly in the region
of ±0.5mm at 6mm and7mm lift. This is partially due to the
fact that the pneumatic valve actuator has a higher sensitivity
at the low valve lift, which results in a high steady state lift
error. The maximum absolute steady state error at these four
set points are listed in Table 4.

Table 4: Maximum SS absolute valve lift error (1200rpm)
Reference valve lifts (mm) 6 7 9 10

Max. absolute lift error (mm) 0.75 1.3 0.5 0.4

The statistical performance of the valve lift responses with the
closed-loop controller is also important to study. The statisti-
cal characteristics of the open-loop valve lift are analyzed in
the earlier section of Statistical Analysis of Open-Loop Valve
Bench Data. The results of the valve lift statistical study shown
in both Figure (12) and Table (1) provide the worst lift3σ value
at0.86mm and the worst integral area3σ value at10.87% with
the valve lift at9mm using five test data groups. The same
statistical analysis is conducted for the closed-loop liftcontrol.
Five 200 cycle steady state valve lift responses at9mm were
used to calculate the means and standard deviations of the valve
lift and its integrated area. These results are compared with the
open-loop results. The diagrams displayed in Figure (15) depict
the histograms of the lift and integral area of the valve liftpro-
file. They are obtained from the data group with the largest vari-
ations among all five data groups (see group#1 in Table (5)).
Note that the axes ranges and the bin width of the valve lift
(top) and integral area (bottom) histograms in Figure (15) are
the same as those in Figure (12) for an easy comparison.

The five sets of means and3σ values of valve lift and integral
area were summarized in Table (5). The worst3σ value of the
valve lift reduced from the open-loop0.86mm to the closed
loop 0.45mm, and the worst integral area3σ value reduced
from 10.87% to 5.45% (see both Table (5) and Table (1)). In
other words, the worst case3σ values of both valve lift and in-
tegral area were reduced by about45%. This indicates that the
closed-loop valve lift control reduces the valve lift variation,
and hence, improves its lift repeatability.

Transient responses of valve lift trackingThe feedforward

nominal input̂δ1o
remains steady due to the fact that the param-

eter identification convergence is preserved in the closed-loop
lift control operation. It takes about one cycle for the valve to
reach the reference valve lift with less than0.5mm of lift error.
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Figure 15: Histogram of closed-loop valve lift control testdata
points for9mm reference lift at1200rpm in 200 cycles

This is critical for transient air charge control. The controlled
input δ̂1 is close to the nominal input̂δ1o

which is sufficiently
accurate to bring the valve lift close to the reference valvelift
in the first cycle. In all four cases, the actual valve lift is within
0.5mm lift error region of the reference lift in one cycle.
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Figure 16: Steady state valve lift tracking responses from9mm
to 6mm lift at 1200rpm

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AT HIGH ENGINE SPEED
The high speed closed-loop valve lift tracking results are pre-
sented and discussed in this subsection. Similar to the low speed
case, 2500 cycles of valve responses were collected with mul-
tiple reference valve lift set points the same as these in thelow
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Table 5: Statistical study of closed-loop valve actuation data at1200rpm
Engine configuration Data group ymax = µ ± 3σ (mm) yarea = µ ± 3σ

80psi air supply pressure #1 9.2358 ± 0.454 1 ± 5.4534%
90psi oil pressure #2 9.2495± 0.3478 1 ± 2.9224%

100ms valve operation period #3 9.0984± 0.38628 1 ± 4.8195%
25ms valve opening duration #4 9.0549± 0.44419 1 ± 5.1670%

9mm reference valve lift (with holding) #5 9.1015± 0.41092 1 ± 4.1833%
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Figure 17: Controlled input and transient valve lift tracking re-
sponses from9mm to 6mm lift at 1200rpm
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Figure 18: Steady state valve lift tracking responses from6mm
to 10mm lift at 1200rpm
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Figure 19: Controlled input and transient valve lift tracking re-
sponses from6mm to 10mm lift at 1200rpm
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Figure 20: Steady state valve lift tracking responses from
10mm to 7mm lift at 1200rpm
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Figure 21: Controlled input and transient valve lift tracking re-
sponses from10mm to 7mm lift at 1200rpm
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Figure 22: Steady state valve lift tracking responses from7mm
to 9mm lift at 1200rpm
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Figure 23: Controlled input and transient valve lift tracking re-
sponses from7mm to 9mm lift at 1200rpm

engine speed case. The entire2500 cycle lift tracking responses
and two enlarged transient responses are shown in Figure (24).
The top diagram displays the reference valve lift in black line,
the actual valve lift in light grey and the lift error in dark grey;
the middle diagram shows the transient response at the reference
lift change from10mm to 6mm, and the bottom diagram shows
the transient response at the reference lift change from7mm to
9mm. All the horizontal axes are the number of engine cycles.
The vertical axes are the valve lifts inm. The estimated param-
eter was converged within100 cycles (or2.4ms) which was
indicated by a small jump on the reference valve lift on the top
diagram. In most of cases, it takes about one cycle for the valve
to reach the reference valve lift with less than0.5mm of lift er-
ror. However, when the reference lift has a relatively largedrop,
the actual lift would have a big undershoot during the transient
response (see the transient response from10mm to 7mm in the
top diagram of Figure (24)). The undershoot is about1.9mm in
this case for the first step, and0.5mm after the first step. This
is partially due to the supply air pressure variations of different
lift conditions at high engine speed. The high air flow require-
ment at high valve lift operational conditions reduces the actual
supply air pressure close to the actuator, and supply air pressure
increases as the valve lift reduces. When the valve is transient
from high lift to low lift, the supply air pressure increasesgrad-
ually, causing larger undershoot since the feedforward control
assumes higher supply air pressure than actual one. This prob-
lem can be resolved by increasing the volume of the planum at
the supply air manifold of the actuator cylinder.

The maximum absolute steady state error at these four set points
are listed in Table 6. The steady state lift errors are less than
0.8mm at high valve lift and less than1.1mm at low lift.
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Figure 24: Valve lift tracking responses with multiple reference
lift at 5000rpm

Table 6: Maximum SS absolute valve lift error (5000rpm)
Reference valve lifts (mm) 6 7 9 10

Max. absolute lift error (mm) 0.8 1.1 0.8 0.7

The results of the valve lift statistical study at5000rpm engine
speed shown in both Figure (13) and Table 2 provide the worst
lift 3σ value at0.63mm and the worst integral area3σ value at
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Table 7: Statistical study of closed-loop valve actuation data at5000rpm
Engine configuration Data group ymax = µ ± 3σ (mm) yarea = µ ± 3σ

80psi air supply pressure #1 9.0439± 0.45208 1 ± 9.4497%
90psi oil pressure #2 9.0832± 0.28338 1 ± 5.1215%

100ms valve operation period #3 9.1641± 0.313 1 ± 7.4794%
25ms valve opening duration #4 8.9544± 0.24869 1 ± 6.69%

9mm reference valve lift (without holding) #5 9.091± 0.37342 1 ± 8.2682%

11.7% with the target lift at9mm using five test data groups.
The same statistical analysis is performed for the closed-loop
lift control. Five200 cycle steady state valve responses at9mm
reference lift were used to calculate the means and standardde-
viations of the valve lift and its integral area. These results are
compared with the open-loop results. The diagrams displayed
in Figure (25) depict the histograms of the valve lift and integral
area with the largest variations (data group#1 in Table 7). For
easy comparison, the axes ranges and the bin width of the valve
lift (top) and integral area (bottom) histograms in Figure (25)
are the same as those in Figure (13). The five sets of means and
3σ values of valve lift and integral area were summarized in Ta-
ble (7). The worst3σ value of the valve lift reduced from the
open-loop0.63mm to the closed-loop0.45mm which was re-
duced by about29%. The worst integral area3σ value reduced
from 11.7% to 9.45% which was reduced by about19% (see
both Table (7) and Table (2)). The low engine speed closed-loop
lift control data showed a reduction of about45% on both the3σ
values of the valve lift and integral area in their worst case. The
reduction on the cycle to cycle lift variation at5000rpm seems
lower than that at1200rpm. We believe that low improvement
at high engine speed is mainly due to the fixed control sample
rate which reduces the valve control resolution as engine speed
increases.
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CONCLUSION

A nonlinear mathematical model called the level one model
was developed for the electro-pneumatic valve actuator based
on Newton’s law, mass conservation and thermodynamic prin-
ciples. A control oriented model, called level two model, was

established using the physics based nonlinear model for model
reference parameter identification. This level two model re-
duces computational throughput and enables real time imple-
mentation. A model reference adaptive scheme was employed
to identify two key nonlinear system parameters. The identi-
fied parameters are then used to construct the feedforward con-
trol as part of the closed-loop valve PI controller. The closed-
loop valve lift tracking, and valve opening and closing timing
control strategies were developed and validated on an electro-
pneumatic valve actuator test bench. The test data covers multi-
ple reference lift points at both1200rpm and5000rpm engine
speeds for both steady state and transient operations. The exper-
iment results showed that the actual valve lift reached the refer-
ence lift within0.5mm of lift error in one cycle at1200rpm and
in two cycles at5000rpm. The maximum steady state lift errors
are less than0.4mm at high valve lift and less than1.3mm at
low valve lift. Furthermore, the closed-loop valve lift control
improved valve lift repeatability with more than30% reduction
of standard deviation over the open-loop control.
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Adaptive Control of a Pneumatic Valve Actuator for an Intern al
Combustion Engine

Jia Ma*, Guoming Zhu**, Harold Schock* and Jim Winkelman**

Abstract— Electro-pneumatic valve actuators are used to
eliminate the cam shaft of a traditional internal combustion
engine. They are used to control the opening timing, duration,
and lift of both intake and exhaust valves. A control oriented
model was developed to reduce computational throughput
for real-time implementation. The developed control oriented
model was validated by experimental data. An adaptive valve
lift control strategy was developed to improve lift repeatability.
A model reference adaptive system identification techniquewas
employed to calculate system parameters needed for generating
closed-loop control signals. The convergence of the derived
adaptive parameter identification algorithm was verified using
the valve test bench data. The bench test data covers engine
speed from 1200RPM and 5000RPM. Parameter identification
convergence was achieved within 40 cycles. Error between the
model and plant outputs were converged to given tolerances.
Finally, a closed-loop control strategy was developed and
validated in simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Variable intake and/or exhaust valve actuation is capable
of significantly improving the fuel economy, emissions,
and power output of Internal Combustion (IC) engines.
Variable valve actuation can be achieved with mechanical
(cam-based), electro-magnetic (electric mechanical), electro-
hydraulic, and electro-pneumatic valvetrain mechanisms.The
cam based variable valve actuation is able to provide either
a multiple stepping or a continuously changing valve timing
phase shift. Honda mechanism [4] is a multiple-step actuator
that allows a switch between two cams. The Toyota system
[5] allows the intake and exhaust cams to shift continuously
without the flexibility of varying the valve lift and dura-
tion. BWM’s valvetronic system [6] combines variable cam
phasing with a continuously variable valve lift and duration
actuation.

Infinitely variable valvetrain, often referred to camless
valvetrain, includes electro-magnetic, electro-hydraulic, and
electro-pneumatic actuation. The electro-magnetic systems,
such as GM Magnavalve [7], FEV [8], Aura [9], Visteon [10]
systems, are capable of generating variable valve timing and
duration but with fixed lift operation. The electro-hydraulic
systems, such as the Sturman system [12], Ford and GM
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”camless” systems ([11] and [13]), provide infinitely variable
valve timing, duration, and lift. The electro-pneumatic valve
actuator (EPVA) [1] utilizes the supplied air pressure to
actuate either the intake or exhaust valve by electronically
controlling solenoids. For both electro-hydraulic and electro-
pneumatic valves, there is a potential issue of having a
repeatable valve lift over the life of an engine.

Valve lift control for electro-hydraulic valvetrain actuation
has been investigated by number of researchers. Adaptive
peak lift control was presented in [14], and digital valve tech-
nology was applied to control of an hydraulic valve actuator
in [15]. This paper proposed an adaptive lift control scheme
for the electro-pneumatic valve actuator to improve the
EPVA lift repeatability. A control oriented electro-pneumatic
valve model was developed and used for adaptive parameter
identification; and a closed-loop control scheme of valve
lift was developed, utilizing the identified parameters. The
main control techniques used in the process include model
reference adaptation and MIT rule that can be found in [3].

The paper is organized as follows. First, a control oriented
model is presented in Section II. Next, the valve actua-
tor parameter identification and its closed-loop control are
discussed in Section III. Third, the experimental validation
results are shown in Section IV where the adaptive parameter
identification convergence was verified with test bench data.
Finally, conclusions are drawn.

II. MODELING

A physics based mathematical model, called level one
model, was built component by component where the flow
and fluid dynamics were considered. The details of the level
one model and its verification can be found in [1]. This model
provides an insight into the hydraulic-mechanical system.
The profound understanding of the system gained from this
modeling process helped to develop a simplified model for
control development purpose in the next step.

A. Level Two Model

The level one model is a sophisticated nonlinear model
which requires heavy computational throughput and is almost
impossible to be implemented in real time. A control oriented
model, called level two model, is needed in this case.

1) System dynamics:EPVA consists of an actuator piston,
a hydraulic latch (damper), inlet and outlet port valves,
two solenoids and two spool valves. The actuator piston
is driven by compressed air. It sits on the back of the
valve stem, hence, its motion is equivalent to the valve
motion. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of an EPVA.



A detailed description of EPVA dynamics and level one
model can be found in [1]. The level two modeling work
concentrates on the piston (end actuator) dynamics and omits
the nonlinear flow dynamics. As illustrated in Figure 2, the
valve operation process can be divided into three stages. They
are opening stage I, dwell stage II and closing stage III.
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2) System modeling:Opening stage
In this stage the valve actuator is modeled as a second order
mass-spring-damper system with zero initial conditions, see
Equation (1).

Mÿ + Cf1
ẏ + Kp(y + δp) = F (t) − F (t − δ1) (1)

F (t) =

{

0, if t < 0
ApPp + AcapPoil − (Ap + Acap)Patm if t ≥ 0

wherePp = Poil ≈ Psupply , and

- M = Mpiston + Mvalve + 1

3
Mspring + Mcap, where

Mpiston is the mass of the actuator piston,Mvalve is
the mass of the intake valve andMspring is the mass of
the valve spring. The effective spring mass equals one
third of the total spring mass [2], andMcap is the mass
of the cap on the top of the valve stem;

- Ap = πr2

p − πr2

oil with rp as the radius of the actuator
piston androil as the radius of the oil passage;

- Cf1
is the damping ratio approximating energy dissipa-

tion due to flow loss and frictional loss;
- Kp is the stiffness of the valve spring;
- δp is the preload of the valve spring;
- Pp is the in-cylinder air pressure,Poil is the oil pressure

and is at the same pressure as air supply, andPsupply

is the air supply pressure;
- Acap is the area of the cap on the top of the actuator

piston stem;
- δ1 is the lag between the activation of solenoid1 and

2 without system delays as illustrated in Figure 2, and
δ2 is the time needed for valve to return to the seat.

Dwell stage
The equation of motion at stage II is described as follows:

Mÿ + Cdwellẏ + Kp(y + δp) = ApPp + AcapPoillock (2)

−(Ap + Acap)Patm

where Pp ≈ Patm since the supply pressure has been
removed and the piston is fully extended at this stage,M
is the total mass of the actuator system as described in
Equation (1),Cdwell is the damping ratio approximating
energy dissipation due to frictional loss at dwell (lock) stage,
andPoillock is the oil pressure applied to piston stem in dwell
stage. The state equationPV c = K = constant is used to
obtain the expression forPoillock where a largec value was
chosen to represent the low compressibility.

PoillockV c = PiV
c
i (3)

SubstitutingV = Acapy andVi = Acapyi into Equation (3)
to obtain:

Poillock =
Piy

c
i

yc
(4)

where yi is the maximum valve displacement,Vi is the
volume of the fluid at the maximum valve displacementyi,
and Pi is the oil pressurePoil at the peak valve lift height
yi.
Closing stage
Dynamic motion in the closing stage was divided into
two sub-stages (sub-stages III-1 and III-2) as illustratedin
Figure 2. Substage III-1 can again be separated into two
segments. The first segment is from point3, where the piston
starts returning, to point4; and the second segment is from
point 4 to point 5 where the hydraulic damper becomes
effective. In the first segment, piston motion is a free return,
however, in the second segment, the piston returns against
certain pressure due to in-cylinder compressed residual air.
For simplicity, both segments were modeled as free returns.



In substage III-2, the piston returns against largely increased
hydraulic damping force that acts on the piston stem. The
governing equations at this stage are described in Equa-
tions (5) and (6). Equation (5) describes the response from
point 3 to 5 (see Figure 2).

Mÿ + Cf2
ẏ + Kpy + Kpδp = 0 (5)

wherey(0) = ymax, and ẏ(0) = 0. The response beyond
point 5 in hydraulic damping region follows the response of
Equation (6).

Mÿ + Cf2
ẏ + Kp(y + δp) = ApPp + AcapPoil (6)

−(Ap + Acap)Patm

wherePoil is a constant in substage III-1. But it is a function
of flow out area in the hydraulic damper in substage III-2.
The detail derivation ofPoil can be found in [1].

B. Level Two Model Validation

The simulation and experimental responses of the level
two model are compared in Figure 3. The thin valve curve is
the experimental response; and the thick one is the simulated
response using level two model. Damping ratio at opening
stage,Cf1

, and damping ratio at closing stage,Cf2
are

identified manually by trial and error in this simulation. Inthe
real time implementation, these damping coefficients will be
adaptively identified online since they vary significantly with
respect to temperature, fluid viscosity and engine operational
conditions. The two curves close to the x axis are the
measured solenoid currents, where the solid line is the
dwell current of solenoid1 and the dash line is that of
solenoid2. There are delays between the activation of the
solenoids and the actual mechanical motions. The total delay
associated with solenoids1 and 2 are defined as∆t1 and
∆t2 respectively. As shown in Figure 3, total delay of each
solenoid rises in two steps. Taking solenoid1 current as an
example, the first rise is from the starting point to the first
peak which represents the electrical delay; and the second
rise is from the first peak to the second peak which represents
the magnetic delay. Algorithms were developed to detect
∆t1 and∆t2 at each cycle.∆t1 is used to follow reference
opening timing by compensating the valve opening delay.
Both ∆t1 and∆t2 are used to modify the pulse width of air
pressure force inputδ1 associated with the valve lift control.
This will be discussed in the next section.

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

The control strategy of valve timing, duration, and lift
is addressed in this section. An adaptive parameter identi-
fication algorithm using model reference technique and MIT
rule [3] played an important role in the control process. The
identified parameters are then used to modify parameters
in the closed-loop controller. Some approximations are in-
troduced to obtain analytical solutions of control input in
terms of the estimated parameters. To further reduce the
computational efforts, only stages I and III of level two
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Fig. 3. Level two model simulation and experiment responses

model were used in the controller. (see Figure 2). Parameters
involved in the control process were investigated and defined
for three possible cases. The closed-loop control scheme
is proposed and the concept is validated in simulation for
closed-loop valve lift control. The closed-loop valve open
and close timing control portion is similar to the valve lift
control, and the results are not repeated in this section.

A. Parameter Definition

Figure 4 defines the parameters involved in control strat-
egy. At low engine speed, the valve lift profile has all three
stages as shown in the left diagram, where the holding
period exists. This kind of response is categorized in case
1 (with holding). As engine speed increases, the holding
period reduces. At certain engine speed, the holding period
disappears, and the valve lift profile consists of only the
opening and closing stages as shown in the right diagram.
That is named as case 2 (without holding). In this case,
solenoid 1 was deactivated shortly after its activation. It
discharges the cylinder and allows valve to return before
the hydraulic latch is engaged. In these two cases, both
solenoids1 and 2 are needed to control the valve event.
There is another special case in which only solenoid1 was
used. The cylinder was simply charged with supply air when
solenoid1 is energized and discharged when solenoid1 is
de-energized. This occurs when the engine speed is so high
that the activation duration of solenoid1 becomes very small.
The valve lift control is implemented by regulating air supply
pressure in this case. Note that in both cases 1 and 2, the air
supply pressure remains unchanged throughout the process.
This special case is not the subject of discussion in this paper.
As displayed in the left diagram of Figure 4, control pulses
of solenoids1 and 2 are generated based uponDefA and
DefB pulses that are synchronized with engine crank angle.
DefB appeared to be nonzero during the timeDefA was
sent, when the system needs to utilize both solenoids1 and
2. DefA and DefB pulses carry the control information
and they will be converted to solenoid command pulses.

The convention of this transformation is defined as fol-
lows. The first and second rising edges ofDefA correspond
to the activation of solenoids1 and2. The first and second
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falling edges ofDefA correspond to the deactivation of
solenoids1 and2. The first pulse width ofDefA is denoted
as δ̂1 and the second pulse width ofDefA is denoted as
δ2. δ̂1 is the time duration between the activation of two
solenoids. The second falling edge ofDefA, which is also
the falling edge of solenoid2 pulse, is defined to be the
desired valve closing time.δ2 represents the time needed for
the valve to return after the deactivation of solenoid1 (at
valve return point). Activation of solenoids1 and 2 begins
their impact on the system after time delays∆t1 and ∆t2
respectively. The air pressure in the piston cylinder risesand
forms a pulse force input to the system with a pulse width
δ1. Therefore,̂δ1 associates withδ1 through the expression
δ̂1 = δ1 + (∆t1 − ∆t2), given the fact that∆t1 is always
greater than∆t2. The parameter convention described in the
right diagram of Figure 4 for case 2 is similar to case 1. For
both cases, desired valve opening and closing timing and
desired valve lift are known variables.

B. Adaptive Parameter Identification

The architecture of adaptive parameter identification is
illustrated in Figure 5, whereGm(S) is the model andGp(S)
is the plant. The goal of this estimator is to identify the
damping ratiosCf1

andCf2
, whereCf1

is for the opening
stage andCf2

is for the closing stage. The errore between
model and plant outputs reduces as the estimated parameters
converge. The excitation forceu is a pulse input with PE of
order infinity that meets the persistent excitation condition in
the adaptive identification. The identification controllerbased
on MIT rule utilizes the error between the model and plant
outputs and generates the estimatedCf1

or Cf2
, whereCf1

andCf2
update at every step during the identification period.

1) MIT rule: MIT rule states as follows.

J(θ) =
1

2
e2 =

1

2
[y(t) − ym(t)]2 (7)

θ̇ = −γ∇θJ(θ) = −γe∇θe = −γe
∂e

∂θ
(8)

wherey, valve displacement, is the plant output andym is the
model output of valve displacement,e is the error between

Gm(S)

Gp(S)

zm

z θ=−γ e

∆

C
f

e 1

s

u Cfm Cfe

model reference adaptive parameter estimator

MIT rule

plant

model

Fig. 5. Model reference adaptive parameter identification scheme

the model and plant outputs,θ is the estimated parameter,
andγ > 0 is the adaptive gain. In this case,

θ =

{

Cf1
, for opening stage

Cf2
, for closing stage

2) Adaptive law at opening stage:In this section and the
following section, the adaptive law at opening and closing
stage is developed based on the MIT rule. The governing
equation of the system at this stage is expressed in Equa-
tion (9).

Mÿ + Cf1
ẏ + Kpy + Kpδp = u(t) (9)

wherey(0) = −δp, ẏ(0) = 0, andu(t) = F (t) − F (t − δ1)
by Equation (1). To change the coordinate, let

z = y + δp (10)

Equation (9) can be re-written inz coordinate as below:

Mz̈ + Cf1
ż + Kpz = u(t) (11)

wherez(0) = ż(0) = 0. Laplace transform of Equation (11)
results in Equation (12):

MS2 + Cf1
SZ(S) + KpZ(S) = U(s) (12)

The transfer function takes the following form:

G(S) =
Z(S)

U(S)
=

1

MS2 + Cf1
S + Kp

(13)

The error between the model output and the plant output
in Laplace domainE(S) can be expressed in the equation
below:

E(S) = Z(S) − Zm(S) =
1

MS2 + Cf1
S + Kp

U(S) (14)

−
1

MS2 + Cfm1
S + Kp

U(S)

where Z and Zm are the plant and model outputs, and
Cf1

andCfm1
are the plant and model damping ratios. Let

P (S) = ∂E(S)

∂Cfm1

. We obtainP (S) by taking partial derivative
of E(S) with respect toCfm1

:

P (S) =
U(S)

MS2 + Cfm1
S + Kp

S

MS2 + Cfm1
S + Kp

(15)



Since U(S)

MS2+Cfm1
S+Kp

= Zm(S) by Equation (14), Equa-
tion (15) can be rearranged into Equation (16) :

P (S) = Zm(S)
S

MS2 + Cfm1
S + Kp

(16)

= Zm(S)
1

MS + Cfm1
+

Kp

S

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of Equation (16) to
obtain the adaptation law oḟp(t) results in Equation (17).

ṗ(t) =
1

M

(

zm(t) − Cfm1
p(t) − Kp

∫

p(t)dt
)

(17)

The adaptation law ofCf1 at opening stage is summarized
below:







Ċfm1
= −γ1p(t)e

ṗ(t) = 1

M

(

zm(t) − Cfm1
p(t) − Kp

∫

p(t)dt
)

e = z − zm = y − ym

with γ1 > 0 chosen to be an adaptive gain. The adaptation
takes place between point1 and the first peak on the valve
response as indicated in Figure 2.

3) Adaptive law at closing stage:The adaptive law of
Cf2 at the closing stage can be derived in a similar way to
the opening stage, and the result is presented below.






Ċfm2
= −γ2q(t)e

q̇(t) = 1

M

(

zm(t) − Cfm2
q(t) − Kp

∫

q(t)dt −
∫

z(0)dt
)

e = z − zm = y − ym

with γ2 > 0 being an adaptive gain andCfm2
being the

model damping ratio. The adaptation occurs between points
3 and4 as indicated in Figure 2, since the valve experiences
a pure free return in this portion of the response.

C. Closed-Loop Control Scheme

Valve opening timing control can be achieved by com-
pensating the identified solenoid1 delay∆t1 at every cycle.
Controller design in this subsection focuses on the valve lift
and closing timing control. These involve the adjustment of
δ̂1 andδ2.

1) Closed-loop valve lift and closing timing control:Since
the estimated damping ratios are available due to adaptive
parameter identification, the closed-loop valve timing and
lift control scheme is developed based upon the identified
parameters and the lift control algorithm is validated in sim-
ulation. The structure of the closed-loop controller with the
parameter estimator is shown in Figure 6. The control goal is
to let the plant outputy track the desired inputydesire and the
desired closing timing. The nominal values ofδ̂1o

andδ2o
are

computed based on the estimatedCf1
andCf2

. They are the
feedforward control signals to the system. The error between
ymax andydesire passes through an integrator and then adds
onto the nominal̂δ1o

. That produceŝδ1 as a feedback signal
to the system for valve lift control. The integral action is
added to achieve the zero steady state tracking error and
at the same time to reject the step type of disturbance.
u(δ̂1o

, δ2o
) can be depicted as a function that convertsδ̂1o

and δ2o
to the force inputu. In the same manner,δ2 is

constructed as a feedback signal. This allows the closed-loop
controller to track the desired closing timing.K1 and K2

are two closed-loop gains. The control system operates in an
open loop using pre-determined̂δ1i

andδ2i
until the param-

eter identification algorithm converges, and then, switches
to closed-loop control to minimize the tracking error. A

Gp(S) C1

k1

k2

δ1(Cf1)

δ2(Cf2)

model reference 

adaptive parameter

estimator
u(δ1,δ2)

Cf1

Cf2

δ1o

δ2o

e2

e1

u

u

ydesire

tcdesire

δ1

δ2

closed-loop valve lift and closing timing control signal generation

Fig. 6. Closed-loop valve lift and timing control scheme

detailed control scheme is presented in Figure 7. System
inputs include valve displacement, solenoids1 and2 current
feedback, and supply pressurePsupply . Desired outputs are
valve opening crank angle, valve closing crank angle, and
valve lift height. This diagram includes the adaptive estimator
that identifies bothCf1

andCf2
, and an algorithm developed

to detect critical points including maximum valve lift height,
valve opening and closing locations and peak displacement,
etc. These results are used by the following algorithm to
identify ∆t1, ∆t2, δ̂1 and δ2. These four parameters are
used to generatesDefA and DefB pulses.DefA and
DefB are then converted to solenoid commands sent to the
valve actuator. It is critical to provide a suitable adaptation

level two model

plant

valve displacment

current feedback

detect:  ymax, 
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closing, etc
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ypeak

open/close
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Fig. 7. Control scheme with parameter identification based on model
reference adaptation method

window which determines the start and end of adaptive
identification at opening and closing stages. Moreover, the
returning point at closing stage could be affected by a number



of factors. It greatly depends on hydraulic latch performance,
for instance, when the latch is released or whether there is
certain oil leak in the latch. Inaccurate locations of the start
point at opening stage and the return point at closing stage
may cause instability of parameter identification. Algorithms
were designed to allocate these locations automatically.
This increases the robustness of parameter identification.
The adaptive parameter identification algorithm is used to
generate feedforward control signals. The feedback closed-
loop control will be applied in real time to obtain the initial
conditions close enough to the true values so that small
adaptive gains can be used to acquire stability.

2) Solutions ofδ̂1o
and δ2o

: In order to computêδ1o

and δ2o
, analytical solutions need to be established. It was

found that the system damping ratio is between over-damped
and slightly under-damped cases based upon the identified
values. Therefore, two first order systems are employed to
approximate the second order systems for both opening and
closing stages in the region of interest. The closed-form
analytical solutions are developed based on the first order
system. The formulas of computinĝδ1o

in terms ofCf1
are

provided by Equations (18), (19) and (20).

δ̂1o
= δ1 − (∆t1 − ∆t2) (18)

δ1 =
2

σ
ln(

a

a − ymax

) (19)

a =
f0

Kp

− δp (20)

wheref0 = ApPp +AcapPoil − (Ap +Acap)Patm is defined
by Equation (1). The formula of solvingδ2o

in terms ofCf2

is provided in Equation (21).

δ2o
=

100

Cf2
σ

ln(
δp

ymax + δp

) (21)

In Equations (19) and (21),σ is derived accordingly for
three cases as follows:

σ =















Cf

2M
, C2

f < 4KpM underdamped
Cf

2M
, C2

f = 4KpM critically damped

|
−Cf+

√

C2
f
−4KpM

2M
|, C2

f > 4KpM overdamped

with Cf = Cf1
at opening stage orCf = Cf2

at closing
stage.

3) Open-loop parameter estimation and Closed-loop lift
control simulation: The adaptive parameter estimation al-
gorithm was simulated for40 cycles and the results are
presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The system was sim-
ulated with 80psi air supply pressure,5ms lag between
the activation of solenoids1 and2, 100ms solenoid period
(equivalent to 1200RPM) and25ms solenoid active duration.
Figure 8 shows thatCf1

and Cf2
converge to 80 and 85

respectively. Note that these values are the damping ratios
set in the plant model which served as the control target for
simulation purposes. The error between the model and the
plant outputs converges to a set tolerance in less than ten
cycles. Figure 9 shows that afterδ̂1o

andδ2o
were evaluated

with the solution based upon the identifiedCf1
andCf2

, they
converge to5ms (top) and3ms (bottom) approximately. The
estimated̂δ1o

is close to the true lag (5ms) used in the plant,
and δ2o

is also approached to the3ms model plant closing
duration.
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The closed-loop lift controller is validated in a40 cycle
simulation using the level two model. The simulation results
are presented in Figure 10. The system was simulated with
80psi air supply pressure,5ms lag between the activation of
solenoids1 and2 during the open-loop parameter identifica-
tion period,100ms solenoid period (equivalent to 1200RPM)
and 25ms solenoid active duration. The desired valve lift
ydesire is 5mm. The top diagram in Figure 10 displays
the valve lift converging to the5mm set point with zero
tracking error. It can also observed from the middle diagram
that that the nominal control input̂δ1o

is estimated to be
3.6ms based on the desired valve lift. As displayed in the
bottom diagram of this figure, the plant is operated in an open
loop condition to achieve the parameter convergence in the
first ten cycles. The closed-loop control inputδ̂1 dropped
from its initial value to3.68ms at the eleventh cycle. This
indicates the beginning of the closed-loop control and the
system detects the reference input at this point. In the next
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Fig. 10. Closed-loop valve lift control at 1200RPM

cycle, the valve lift was brought down to5mm. This one
cycle transient response is one of the design criteria.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. Control System Hardware Configuration

An Opal−RT TM real-time control system was employed
as a real time controller for the hardware-in-loop bench
tests. This system consists of two 3.2GHz CPU’s equipped
with two 16 channel A/D and D/A boards and one 16
channel digital I/O board. The communication between the
two CPU’s is a high performance serial bus IEEE 1934 fire
wire with the data transfer rate at 400MHz per bit. CUP#1
is used for engine controls and CPU#2 is dedicated for
controlling the EPVA.

B. Valve Actuator Driving Circuit

The solenoid driving circuit was designed to amplify the
signal from the D/A outputs of the real time controller and to
sense the solenoid current. The circuit is required to have a
short solenoid release time and fast switching capability with
low noise. The circuit was made of switching MOSFETs
(Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor) and
NPN BJT (Bipolar Junction Transistors).

C. Verification of Parameter Identification Convergence

EPVA bench tests were conducted using a cylinder head
of 5.4 liter 3 valve V8 engine. 200 cycle data was recorded
at different engine speeds. The convergence of adaptive
parameter identification algorithm was verified using the
bench test data. There are two sets of data equivalent to
engine speed at 1200RPM and 5000RPM. At 1200RPM,
the test parameters are80psi air supply pressure,100ms
solenoid period with25ms solenoid active duration. The lag
between the activation of solenoids1 and 2 was 5ms. The
parameter identification resulting at 1200RPM are presented
in Figures 11, 12 and 13. Figure 11 shows thatCf1

and
Cf2

converge to55 and65, where the error between model
and plant outputs reduce to less than the given tolerance.
Figure 12 displayŝδ1o

andδ2o
computed with the estimated

Cf1
andCf2

. Both parameters converges to about5.8ms and
3ms respectively and they are close to the true lag of5ms

and the measured return time of3ms. The last cycle of valve
response with the model response is displayed in Figure 13.
The two rectangular windows are the parameter identifica-
tion regions for opening and closing stages. The adaptive
algorithm is inactive outside these two windows. The test
parameters at 5000RPM are80psi air supply pressure and
24ms solenoid period with6ms solenoid active duration.
The lag between the activation of solenoids1 and 2 was
5ms. The parameter identification resulting at 5000RPM is
presented in Figures 14, 15 and 16. Again, Figure 14 shows
the convergence ofCf1

and Cf2
. Figure 15 shows that̂δ1o

and δ2o
reach steady state values that are quite close to

the true values. Figure 16 presents the last valve lift with
reference model outputs and the identification windows.

The closed-loop lift control algorithm was implemented in
a prototype controller, and validated on a valve test bench
with multiple reference valve lift set points at both1200rpm
and 5000rpm engine speeds. The experiment results are
shown in [16].
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V. CONCLUSION

A control oriented model called level two model was
developed for model reference parameter identification. This
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level two model is a piece wise linearized model based
upon a previously developed nonlinear model which was
built using Newton’s law, mass conservation and thermody-
namic principles. The level two model reduces computational
throughput and enable real time implementation. A model
reference adaptive scheme was employed to identify valve
parameters required to generate real time control signals.The
convergence of adaptive parameter identification algorithms
was experimentally verified using the test bench data at
1200RPM and 5000RPM engine speed. Parameter conver-
gence was achieved within 40 cycles. Error between the
model and plant outputs were converged to set tolerances.
Closed-loop lift control strategy was developed and validated
in simulation. One cycle transient response and zero steady
state tracking error was achieved in simulation.
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Model-Based Predictive Control of an Electro-Pneumatic Exhaust Valve
for Internal Combustion Engines

Jia Ma, Guoming Zhu, Andrew Hartsig, and Harold Schock

Abstract— Variable valve actuation of Internal Combustion
(IC) engines is capable of significantly improving their per-
formance. Variable valve actuation can be divided into two
main categories: variable valve timing with cam shaft(s) and
camless valve actuation. For camless valve actuation, research
has been centered in electro-magnetic, electro-hydraulic, and
electro-pneumatic valve actuators. This research studies the
control of the electro-pneumatic valve actuator. The modeling
and control of intake valves for the Electro-Pneumatic Valve
Actuators (EPVA) was shown in early publications and this
paper extends the EPVA modeling and control development
to exhaust valves for both valve timing and lift control.
The control strategy developed utilizes model-based predictive
techniques to overcome the randomly variable in-cylinder
pressure against which the exhaust valve opens.

I. INTRODUCTION
Variable intake valve timing and lift can be used to

optimize engine performance over a wide operating range,
for instance, to reduce engine pumping losses, deactivate
selected cylinder(s), and control flame speed by manipu-
lating in-cylinder turbulence. Exhaust valve timing and lift
control makes it possible to vary the amount of Residual Gas
Recirculation (RGR) and control valve overlap when com-
bined with intake valve control. Variable valve timing and
lift control is also a key technology for HCCI (Homogenous
Charge Compression Ignition) combustion control.

Variable valve actuation can be achieved with mechanical
(cam-based), electro-magnetic (electric mechanical), electro-
hydraulic, and electro-pneumatic valvetrain mechanisms.
The cam-based variable valve actuation is able to provide
either a multiple stepping or a continuously changing valve
timing phase shift. See [1], [2] and [3]. Infinitely variable
valvetrain, often referred to as camless valvetrain, includes
electro-magnetic ([4], [5], [6], [7], and [8]), electro-hydraulic
([9] [10] and [11]), and electro-pneumatic actuation ([12]).
The electro-pneumatic valve actuator (EPVA) utilizes the
supplied air pressure to actuate either the intake or exhaust
valve by electronically controlling solenoids that control the
motion of the actuator’s piston. For both electro-hydraulic
and electro-pneumatic valves, there is a potential issue of
having a repeatable valve lift over the life of an engine.

Valve lift control for electro-hydraulic valvetrain actuation
has been investigated by a number of researchers. Adaptive
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peak lift control was presented in [15], and digital valve
technology was applied to control of a hydraulic valve
actuator in [17]. The modeling and control of intake valves
for the electro-pneumatic valve actuators was shown in [12],
[13] and [14].

Unlike the intake valve, the exhaust valve opens against
an in-cylinder pressure that varies as a function of the en-
gine operational conditions with cycle-to-cycle combustion
variations. This pressure disturbance slows down the valve
actuator response and as a result, it increases the variation
of valve opening delay. In fact, this disturbance makes it
difficult to maintain repeatable valve opening timing and
lift. As a result, unrepeatable valve lift affects the closing
timing control which is critical for RGR control. Therefore,
this work addresses exhaust valve lift control.

A mathematical in-cylinder pressure model at exhaust
opening was developed and integrated with the exhaust
valve model for control development. The thermodynam-
ics data was obtained using WAVETM simulation [20].
The WAVETM model was calibrated and validated using
experimental in-cylinder pressure data. The mathematical
in-cylinder pressure model is then used to develop the
model-based predictive control scheme for exhaust valve
lift. The controller consists of two parts: feedforward and
closed loop controls. The feedforward control is used to
provide a nominal lift control based upon the predicted
valve opening trajectory, while the closed loop controller
is used to minimize the mean control error. The closed-loop
control strategy was developed and verified in simulation
using the combined mathematical model of exhaust valve
and in-cylinder pressure.

The paper is organized as follows. First, an exhaust
valve dynamic model is presented in Section II. Next, the
feedforward and closed loop control strategies are discussed
in Section III. Third, the simulation validation results are
shown in Section IV, and finally, conclusions are drawn.

II. EXHAUST VALVE DYNAMIC MODEL

A physics-based nonlinear model, called a level one
model, was built component-by-component based upon the
flow and fluid dynamics. The details of the level one model
and its verification can be found in [12]. This model pro-
vides an insight to the operation of the pneumatic/hydraulic
mechanical actuation system. A piecewise linearized level
two model was then created based on the level one model
to reduce the computational throughput for control system
development purposes. The details of the level two model
are described in [13]. The level two model was used as



the actuator model for the intake valve in the previous
studies. Here, it is used for the exhaust valve actuator
modeling. The exhaust valve opens against a high in-cylinder
combustion pressure with large cycle-to-cycle variations.
This in-cylinder pressure produces a force on the face of
the exhaust valve that affects the valve dynamics. This
in-cylinder pressure is modeled and integrated with the
exhaust valve actuator model to capture the exhaust valve
dynamics. The system dynamics illustrated here focuses
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Fig. 1. Valve lift profile with the solenoid command chart and exhaust
valve lift control strategy

on the relationship between the solenoid control commands
and the exhaust valve response. It follows the same analysis
as that of the level two model which simplifies the system
dynamics used for the level one model analysis. As shown in
Figure 1, the valve response can be divided into three stages.
They are the opening stage (I), dwell stage (II), and closing
stage (III). Solenoid #1 is activated at point 0 first. It induces
a high air pressure force to push the valve open at point 1
after ∆t1. Solenoid #2 is then activated (point 2) with a
time lag δ̂1. It removes this air pressure force ∆t2 time after
solenoid #2 is activated (point #3). Note that the interplay
between two solenoids results in a pulse force input to the
actuator valve piston with pulse width δ1 between points 1
and 3. The increment of the pulse width increases valve lift.
Now, with zero input, the valve movement continues until
it reaches its peak lift at point #4, the valve equilibrium.
This ends the open stage. Next, the valve enters the dwell
stage where it is held open by a hydraulic latch mechanism.
At the end of the dwell stage, solenoid #1 is deactivated at
point #5. After ∆t3 time, the valve starts to return (point
#6). The close stage starts at point #6 and ends at point #9
where the valve is considered closed. The returning duration
is δ2 between these two points.

The two solenoids have electro-mechanical delays after
their activation and de-activation (see Figure 1). ∆t1 is
defined as the delays for solenoid #1 at activation. ∆t2 is
defined as solenoid #2 delay at activation. The de-activation
delay for both solenoids are ∆t3. The solenoid commands
direct the valve motion after the delays. The time lag applied
between the activation of two solenoids is denoted as δ̂1.
This differs from the time lag between two delayed solenoid
activations which is denoted as δ1 since two solenoid delays,

∆t1 and ∆t2, are not equal. The exhaust valve lift control
algorithm is to determine when to activate solenoid #2
during exhaust valve opening for each cycle with the varying
in-cylinder pressure at the face of the valve and its activation
delay in presence. It is impossible to remove the input force
Fa instantly upon the activation of solenoid #2 due to
its activation delay. An model-based predictive lift control
algorithm is developed to make this possible. The details are
described in the control strategy section.

The exhaust valve closing timing control requires knowl-
edge of δ2, the amount of time that the valve takes to close.
To guarantee the exhaust valve closing at the desired time
requires de-activating solenoid #1 by time δ2 before exhaust
valve closing. δ2 can be predetermined from the different
valve lift set points. In other words, the closing timing
control relies on a repeatable valve lift control. Developing a
lift control system is the primary emphasis of work described
in this paper.

The opening stage exhaust valve actuator model and
the in-cylinder pressure model are employed to formulate
the model-based predictive lift control scheme. In order to
validate the exhaust valve lift control algorithm, the level
two model integrated with the in-cylinder pressure model
is used as a plant model in simulation. The opening stage
exhaust valve actuator model and the in-cylinder pressure
model are introduced in the following two subsections.

A. Actuator Model

The opening stage exhaust actuator model with the in-
cylinder pressure is studied in this section. This model is
expanded based on the level two model [13] to include
the in-cylinder pressure dynamics. Figure 2 shows the
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Fig. 2. Actuator piston model

schematic diagram of a single actuating piston for this
system. At the opening stage, the valve actuator is modeled
as a second order mass-spring-damper system with zero
initial conditions. See Equation (1). All pressures used in
modeling and control formulation process are gauge pressure
in this article.

Mẍ + Cf ẋ + Kp(x + δp) = Fa(t)− Fb(x) (1)

Fa(t) = F (t)− F (t− δ1), F (t) =
{

0, t < 0
ApPp, t ≥ 0 (2)



where, Pp is supply air pressure; Fb(x) is the in-cylinder
pressure force applied at the back of the exhaust valve; M
is the equivalent mass of actuator piston, effective valve
spring mass [18], exhaust valve and cap; Ap is the sum
of actuator piston and oil passage areas; Cf is the damping
ratio approximating energy dissipation due to flow loss and
frictional loss; Kp and δp are the stiffness and preload of the
valve spring respectively; δ1 is the lag between the activation
of solenoids #1 and #2 after solenoid delays as shown in
Figure 1.

B. In-cylinder Pressure Model

The in-cylinder pressure Fb(x) needs to be modeled and
evaluated in Equation (1). Figure 3 illustrates the dynamics
in the combustion chamber with an exhaust valve. A control
volume is drawn above the piston, where mcyl, Tcyl and Pcyl

are the mass, temperature and pressure inside the combustion
cylinder. Acyl is the engine piston area. ṁex is the mass
flow rate at the exit when the exhaust valve opens. Tatm

and Patm are the atmospheric temperature and pressure. x
and y are the exhaust valve displacement and cylinder piston
displacement respectively. The mass flow rate equations at

y

x

valve

cylinder piston

Tcyl Pcyl Acyl

Tatm

Patm
mex

C.V.

mcyl

Fig. 3. In-cylinder pressure model

the exit are written for both choked and unchoked flow cases
through Equations (3) to (5) following their derivation in
[16].

ṁex = CdexγPcylAex(x)

√
k

RTcyl
, Aex = 2πrvalvex, (3)

where, Aex is the flow area with rvalve being the valve
radius; Cdex is the flow coefficient at the exit; and R is the
residual gas constant. Cp and Cv are the specific heat of
the residual gas at constant pressure and constant volume
respectively; and k = Cp

Cv
. When Pcyl ≥ (k+1

2 )
k

k−1 Patm,
the flow is choked at the exit. In this case, γ is shown in
Equation (4)

γ =

√
(

2
k + 1

)
k+1
k−1 . (4)

When Pcyl ≤ (k+1
2 )

k
k−1 Patm, the flow is unchoked and γ

is expressed in Equation (5).

γ =

√
2

k − 1
(
Patm

Pcyl
)

k+1
2k [(

Patm

Pcyl
)

1−k
k − 1]. (5)

The mass of the residual gas inside the combustion cylinder
in Equation (6) can be obtained by integrating the calculated
mass flow rate. The initial mass m0 is derived using ideal
gas law in Equation (6):

mcyl = −
∫ t

0

ṁexdt + m0, m0 =
P0V0

RTcyl0

. (6)

where P 0, V0, R0 and Tcyl0 are the initial in-cylinder
gas pressure, volume, gas constant and temperature at the
exhaust valve opening. Using the ideal gas law again with
the obtained mcyl results in an expression of in-cylinder
pressure as shown in Equation (7).

Pcyl =
mcylRTcyl

Vcyl
, Vcyl = Acyly, (7)

where, k, R and Tcyl are variables acquired from the
WAVETM simulation with the same engine configuration
and parameters; and y is the piston displacement derived
from the cylinder geometry in Equation (8).

y = r[1 +
L

r
− cos(θ)−

√
L

r
− sin2(θ)], (8)

where
- Acyl = π( 1

2 × bore)2 = 0.0401m2 (bore = 90.2mm) ,
- L is the connecting rod length (L = 169.2mm),
- r is the crank shaft radius (r = 1

2stroke = 52.9mm),
- θ is the engine crank angle.

Therefore, Fb(x) can be expressed in Equation (9) below.

Fb(x) = PcylAvalve, (9)

where Pcyl is defined in Equation (7).

C. Validation of In-cylinder Pressure Model by Simulation

The in-cylinder pressure force Fb is a function of the
effective flow out area Aex which varies as the exhaust valve
displacement cahnges.
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In order to validate the in-cylinder pressure model, com-
bustion experiments were conducted using a 5.4L 3 valve
V8 engine with in-cylinder pressure measurement and a
conventional camshaft at 1500RPM. The pressure model



was simulated using the conventional cam profile as the
valve displacement input. The modeled in-cylinder pressure
was then compared with the measured in-cylinder pressure
as shown in Figure 4. The top diagram of this figure
shows the modeled pressure (solid line) in the rectangular
windows and measured in-cylinder pressure (dash line) with
satisfactory modeling accuracy. The bottom diagram shows
the exhaust cam profile used in the simulation and exper-
iments. The in-cylinder pressure model is then integrated
into the pneumatic exhaust valve model and the responses
are shown in Figure 5. Here, the pressure model uses the
EPVA valve displacement to calculate the corresponding in-
cylinder pressure. The modeled pressure (solid line in top
diagram) and the associated EPVA valve lift profile (solid
line in bottom diagram) are compared with the experiment
pressure (dash line) and the cam profile (dash line). The
simulation result demonstrates that the in-cylinder pressure
drops rather quickly with the EPVA exhaust valve actuation
since the EPVA valve opens faster than the conventional
cam-based valve. This simulated in-cylinder pressure is used
to construct the control signals. The exhaust valve model
is used as a plant model and it is integrated with the in-
cylinder pressure model in simulations to validate the control
algorithm. The modeled in-cylinder pressure is one of the
two inputs to the plant (exhaust valve), and the actuation
force Fa commanded by the two solenoid control signals is
the other input.
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III. CONTROL STRATEGY
Since the in-cylinder pressure on the face of the exhaust

valve varies significantly from cycle-to-cycle, the valve lift
control needs to be adjusted as a function of the current in-
cylinder pressure for each individual cycle. As explained
in the actuator dynamics section, the exhaust actuator is
modeled as a second order mass-spring-damper system at
the opening stage. Activating solenoid #1 applies the force
Fa on the valve and moves the exhaust valve. Activating
solenoid #2 removes the force and the valve continues to
open until it reaches the maximum displacement. Solenoid
#2 activation timing determines the maximum valve lift.

Therefore, the key for valve lift control is to find when to
activate solenoid #2. Figure 1 illustrates the idea of the
exhaust valve lift control strategy. Solenoid #1 is activated
at time 0. After the delay of ∆t1, the input force Fa acts on
the system and the exhaust valve starts to open at point 1.
Solenoid #2 is then activated at point 2. After ∆t2 delay,
force Fa is removed at point 3. The valve moves further
until its velocity decreases to 0 at point 4. The second order
valve system response from points 3 to 4 can be calculated
with zero input and nonzero initial conditions at point 3. In
other words, the valve peak displacement at point 4 can be
calculated if the initial displacement and velocity at point
3 are known. Once the calculated displacement at point 4
reaches the reference maximum valve lift, point 3 is found to
be the right time to remove force Fa. If activating solenoid
#2 could turn off the input force Fa immediately, we would
only need to activate it whenever the calculated displacement
of point 4 reaches the reference lift. But the solenoid delay
requires the activation to take place at point 2 with ∆t2
amount of time before point 3. This means that if point 3
is the time to eliminate input force, point 2 is the time to
activate solenoid #2. However, the initial conditions at point
3, where the peak displacement of the valve is calculated,
are not yet available at point 2. Therefore, an algorithm is
derived to predict initial conditions of point 3 at point 2. This
strategy of initial condition prediction can be implemented
as long as the delay ∆t2 of solenoid #2 is less than the lag
δ̂1 between the activation of two solenoids. The predictive
algorithm needs to know both states, valve displacement and
velocity, at point 2. A Kalman state estimator was used to
estimate them with minimized effect of measurement noise.
Now we can determine the time to activate solenoid #2
(point 2), which is served as a feedforward control of the
valve actuator. A proportional and integral (PI) scheme is
used as a closed-loop feedback lift control system to reduce
the steady state lift tracking error.

The flow chart of the feedforward control scheme is
shown in Figure 6. First, solenoid #1 is activated. Secondly,
the Kalman state estimator provides the current states. Fi-
nally, a model-based prediction algorithm uses the estimated
states to calculate the states after solenoid #2 delay ∆t2,
which is then used to calculate the peak valve displacement.
If the calculated peak displacement is greater than or equal to
the reference valve lift, solenoid #2 is activated, otherwise,
the process repeats until the condition is satisfied. The
details of the derivations are discussed in the following four
subsections.

A. Peak Displacement Calculation (PDC)

This section describes the solution for the peak displace-
ment at point 4 based on the initial conditions at point 3.
Recall that the governing equation of the exhaust valve at
the opening stage is presented in Equation (1). The back
pressure force Fb(x) equals the product of the exhaust valve
area and the modeled in-cylinder pressure. The in-cylinder
pressure used in the control algorithm development here is
piece-wisely linearized between points 1 and 4 according
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to the simulated in-cylinder pressure against EPVA exhaust
valve profile. Three lines were used for piecewise approxi-
matation of the in-cylinder pressure data, and Fb(x) = px+q
(p ≤ 0 and q ≥ 0) with





p = p1, q = q1, x ≤ 0.002m
p = p2, q = q2, 0.002m < x ≤ 0.008m .
p = p3, q = q3, x > 0.008m

Substituting Fb(x) with its linearized expression into
Equation (1) results in Equation (10) below.

Mẍ + Cf ẋ + Kpx = Fa − (px + q)−Kpδp. (10)

Move the px term to the left resulting in Equation (11):

Mẍ + Cf ẋ + (Kp + p)x = Fa − q −Kpδp. (11)

Let K = Kp + p and Fa = 0, since it is assumed that input
force Fa is turned off, to obtain Equation (12) in a general
format given the initial condition x(0) = x0, ẋ(0) = v0.

Mẍ + Cf ẋ + Kx = −Q, Q = Kpδp + q. (12)

Recall that p takes three different values, p1, p2 and p3 in
three valve displacement regions. K could be either negative,
zero or positive depending on the value of p. When K is
positive, Equation (12) can be rewritten into Equation (13)
as below:

ẍ + 2ζωnẋ + ω2
nx = − Q

M
, (13)

where ωn =
√

K
M and ζ = Cf

2

√
1

MK . In this case, the solu-
tion can be categorized into under damped, critically damped
and over damped scenarios depending on the value damping
ratio ζ, damping coefficient Cf , mass M and equivalent
stiffness K in Equation (13). The peak displacement solution
derivation of Equation (12) proceeds separately in four cases.
They are K > 0 with 0 < ζ < 1 (case #1), K > 0 with

ζ = 1 (case #2), K > 0 with ζ > 1 (case #3) and K ≤ 0
(case #4). The initial condition denoted as x(0) = x0 and
ẋ(0) = v0 in this section are derived in the next section of
model-based initial condition prediction.

For under damped PDC case #1 (K > 0 and 0 < ζ < 1),
we start with solving Equation (13) for all three cases where
K > 0. The homogenous solution xh can be expressed in
Equation (14)

xh = e−ζωnt(a1e
iωdt+a2e

−iωdt), ωd =
√

1− ζ2ωn. (14)

Solving for the particular solution xp of Equation (13) results
in Equation (15)

xp = −Q

K
. (15)

The complete solution x(t) = xp(t)+xh(t) can be expressed
in Equation (16).

x(t) = e−ζωnt(a1e
iωdt + a2e

−iωdt)− Q

K
. (16)

We apply Euler formula eiα = cos(α) + isin(α) and
trigonometric identities to the equation above to obtain
Equation (17)

x(t) = Ae−ζωnt sin(ωdt + θ)− Q

K
, (17)

where A and θ are determined by the initial conditions as
follows:{

x(0) = A sin(θ)− Q
K = x0

ẋ(0) = −ζAωn sin(θ) + ωdA cos(θ) = v0,




A =
√

(v0+ζωnχ0)2+χ2
0ω2

d

ω2
d

, χ0 = x0 + Q
K

θ = tan−1( ωdχ0
v0+ζωnχ0

).

The peak displacement xp = x(tp) is solved at ẋ(tp) = 0
with tp being the time the valve takes to travel to its
maximum displacement (see Figure 1). Taking the time
derivative of x(t) and setting it to zero at tp results in
Equation (18).

ẋ(tp) = −ζωnAe−ζωntp sin(ωdtp + θ) = 0. (18)

Solving Equation (18) yields:

tp =





1
ωd

(
tan−1(

√
1
ζ2 − 1)− θ

)
, tan−1

√
1
ζ2 − 1 > θ

1
ωd

(
tan−1(

√
1
ζ2 − 1)− θ + 2π

)
, otherwise.

We substitute tp into Equation (17) to obtain the peak
displacement x(tp). The solution of the peak displacement
is summarized below:

PDC Summary K > 0 with 0 < ζ < 1

x(tp) = Ae−ζωntf sin(ωdtp + θ)− Q
K

Q = Kpδp + q, K = Kp + p, θ = tan−1( ωdχ0
v0+ζωnχ0

)
where, x0 = x(td), v0 = ẋ(td), x(td) and ẋ(td)
are from model-based initial condition prediction

For PDC cases #2, #3, and #4, the results can be derived
similarly and are omitted in this paper.



B. Model-Based Initial Condition Prediction (ICP)

The previous section solves for the peak displacement
x(tp) using the displacement and velocity at point 3 as initial
conditions (Figure 1). This section derives the formulas to
predict the displacement x(td) and velocity ẋ(td) at point
3, given the displacement and velocity at point 2. The
displacement and velocity at point 2 are initial conditions
denoted as x(0) = x0 and ẋ(0) = v0 in this subsection.
Their values are estimated by the Kalman state estimator
described in the next subsection. Solenoid #2 delay, ∆t2,
is the time input and Fa is a constant force input between
points 2 and 3. Consider the governing equation again in
Equation (1). Given Fb(x) = px + q, Equation (1) becomes

Mẍ + Cf ẋ + Kpx = Fa − (px + q)−Kpδp. (19)

Rearrange the equation above to obtain

Mẍ + Cf ẋ + (Kp + p)x = Fa − q −Kpδp. (20)

Let K = Kp + p and W = q + Kpδp − Fa, Equation (20)
becomes Equation (21).

Mẍ + Cf ẋ + Kx = −W. (21)

It is clear that Equations (12) and (21) have the same form.
Previously, Equation (12) was evaluated for the maximum
displacement given initial conditions. Now, Equation (21) is
evaluated for the displacement and velocity in td amount
of time with given initial conditions, where td = ∆t2 (see
Figure 1). Equation (21) can be solved in a similar way to
Equation (12) by replacing Q with W , and the solutions are
omitted in this paper.

C. Kalman Filter State Estimation (KFE)

The displacement and velocity at point 2 (see Figure
1) are needed as initial conditions in the previous section.
The system is equipped with a displacement sensor which
measures the exhaust valve displacement. The velocity ob-
tained through taking a time derivative of the measured
displacement is unreliable due to the measurement noise.
The observer formulated in this section performs the optimal
estimations of both the displacement and velocity at point 2
in the presence of noise using the Kalman state estimator.
The estimated displacement and velocity are denoted as x̂
and ˙̂x respectively. The state space notation of the system
is expressed below:

ẋ = Ax + Bu + Gw(t)
y = Cx + v(t)

where A =
[

0 1
−K
M

−Cf

M

]
, B =

[
0
1

]
, C =

[
1 0

]

and xT = [x1, x2]; w(t) and v(t) represent the process
noise and measurement noise. Note that u = −W is
the input to the system, x1 = x and x2 = ẋ are the
states representing the valve displacement and velocity. The
Kalman state estimator takes the following forms:

˙̂x = Ax̂ + Bu + L(y − cx̂)
y = Cx̂, x̂(0) = 0,

where L is the observer gain acquired through solving the
algebraic Riccati Equation (22); and x̂ is the estimated
displacement x1 and velocity x2; and G is an identity matrix.

AP + PAT + GWGT − PCT V −1CP = 0, (22)

L = PCT V −1, where W ≥ 0 and V > 0, (23)

where W and V are covariance matrices of w and v,
respectively. If (C, A) is observable, the algebraic Riccati
equation has a unique positive definite solution P, and the
estimated state x̂ asymptotically approaches true state x.

D. Closed-Loop Control Scheme

The feedforward solution of solenoid #2 activation timing
is obtained by implementing the formulas from the peak
displacement calculation, model-based initial condition pre-
diction and Kalman filter state estimation subsections. This
solution combined with the displacement error compensation
from the proportional and integral (PI) feedback scheme
forms a closed-loop control signal of solenoid #2 as il-
lustrated in Figure 7.

Feed forward

control signal

PI
Plant

model
+

+-+
xref xmax

Closed-loop exhaust valve lift control scheme

Fig. 7. Closed-loop exhaust valve lift control scheme

IV. SIMULATION RESULT

The developed control algorithms are validated by simu-
lation using the combined valve actuator and the in-cylinder
pressure model as the plant model. The three segments of
the feedforward control strategy and the closed-loop control
scheme are evaluated in sequence.

A. Simulation of Peak Displacement Calculation

Figure 8 demonstrates the simulation results in four out
of 80 cycles, where the solenoid #2 is activated when the
calculated peak displacement reaches the reference valve
peak lift of 11mm. This tests the open loop feedforward
peak displacement calculation algorithm. The model valve
displacement and velocity are employed as the known initial
condition in this simulation. The top diagram shows that
the peak valve lift is maintained at 11mm, rejecting the in-
cylinder pressure variation at the back of the exhaust valve
(shown in the bottom diagram) when the feedforward peak
displacement calculation is applied.
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B. Simulation of Model-Based Initial Condition Prediction

Figure 9 presents the simulation results of the model-
based displacement prediction. The solenoid #2 delay (∆t2
or td) is assumed to be 2ms in the simulation. White noise
is injected to the plant displacement output to simulate
the measurement noise. The plant displacement (solid line)
without measurement noise and the predicted displacement
(dash line) in the prediction active region are displayed in
the top diagram for one cycle. The middle diagram displays
the error between the two. The bottom diagram shows the
tracking error between the plant and predicted displacement.
The lift set points were selected as 11mm, 6mm, 8mm, and
again 11mm. The absolute error is less than 0.7mm. The
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Fig. 9. Simulation validation of displacement prediction x0p

simulation results of the model-based velocity prediction are
shown in Figure 10. The absolute error between the plant and
predicted velocity is less than 0.25m/s over 80 simulated
cycles using the closed-loop lift tracking control with four
lift set points.

C. Simulation of Kalman Filter State Estimation

Figure 11 and Figure 12 present the simulation results
of the Kalman filter state estimation with the measurement
noise present. The top and middle graphs show one cycle
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response and the estimation error, and the bottom one
shows the error over 80 engine cycles. The absolute error
over 80 cycles between the plant displacement and the
estimated displacement is less than 0.3mm. The absolute
error between the plant and estimated velocity is less than
0.38m/s over 80 simulated cycles using the closed-loop lift
tracking control with four lift set points.
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D. Simulation of Closed-Loop Exhaust Valve Lift Tracking

Finally, Figure 13 presents the entire closed-loop lift
tracking simulation results with all three feedforward control
sequences assembled at four reference lift set points in the
presence of measurement noise. The dark and gray lines
in the top diagram represent the reference and model valve
lift respectively. The bottom diagram demonstrates that the
absolute lift tracking error is below 0.6mm at steady state.
The exhaust valve tracks the reference lift within one engine
cycle with the lift error less than 0.6mm.

It is clear that model-based predictive control is compu-
tationally intense. In order to reduce on-line calculation of
PDC and ICP algorithms, off-line PDC simulations were
conducted for a range of initial displacements and velocities.
The simulation results were converted into lookup tables of
displacement and velocity as inputs to ICP lookup table
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which is calibrated using off-line simulation data. Only
the Kalman filter algorithm needs to run on-line. This
strategy was implemented into a real-time controller with
40 microsecond sample rate [19].

V. CONCLUSION

A mathematical exhaust valve actuator model and an in-
cylinder pressure model have been developed for a model-
based predictive lift control of an exhaust valve. The exhaust
valve model was approximated by a piecewise-linearized
second order spring-mass-damper system. The in-cylinder
pressure was modeled during the exhaust valve opening
stage. This model was integrated with the exhaust valve ac-
tuator model for control development. The thermodynamics
data used in this model was obtained with the WAVETM

simulation which was calibrated using experimental in-
cylinder pressure data. The in-cylinder pressure model was
validated using experimental data and demonstrates satisfac-
tory model accuracy.

A model-based predictive control strategy was developed
for feedforward control. This strategy contains three seg-
ments; peak displacement calculation, model-based initial
condition prediction and Kalman state estimation. Simula-
tions were carried out with the white measurement noise

to evaluate the performance of each individual segment
and the integrated feedforward algorithm. A proportional
and integral controller was used for closed loop control.
The closed loop valve lift control system was integrated
with model-based predictive feedforward control. Evaluation
simulations were conducted at different reference lift set
points with the white measurement noise based upon the
developed exhaust valve and in-cylinder pressure models.

Simulation results show good robustness against measure-
ment noise. The steady state valve lift error is below 0.6mm
and the closed loop valve lift control system is able to track
the step reference lift within one engine cycle with a lift
error less than 0.6mm.
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ABSTRACT
Variable valve actuation of Internal Combustion (IC) en-

gines is capable of significantly improving their performance.
It can be divided into two main categories: variable valve tim-
ing with cam shaft(s) and camless valve actuation. For camless
valve actuation, research has been centered in electro-magnetic,
electro-hydraulic, and electro-pneumatic valve actuators. This
research studies the control of the electro-pneumatic valve actu-
ator. The modeling and control of intake valves for the Electro-
Pneumatic Valve Actuators (EPVA) was shown in early publi-
cations and this paper extends the EPVA modeling and control
development to exhaust valves for the lift control which is the
key to the exhaust valve control since an accurate and repeatable
lift control guarantees a satisfactory valve closing timing control.
Note that exhaust valve closing timing is a key parameter for con-
trolling engine residual gas recirculation. The exhaust valve lift
control challenge is the disturbance from the randomly varying
in-cylinder pressure against which the exhaust valve opens. The
developed strategy utilizes model based predictive techniques to
overcome this disturbance. This exhaust valve lift control al-
gorithm was validated on a 5.4 Liter 3 valve V8 engine head
with a pressurized chamber to imitate the in-cylinder pressure.
The experimental results demonstrated that the exhaust valve lift
tracked the step reference in one cycle with the lift error under
1mm and the steady state lift error was kept below 1mm.

1 INTRODUCTION
Variable intake valve timing and lift can be used to optimize

engine performance over a wide operating range, for instance,
to reduce engine pumping losses, deactivate selected cylinder(s),

and control flame speed by manipulating in-cylinder turbulence.
Exhaust valve timing and lift control makes it possible to vary the
amount of Residual Gas Recirculation (RGR) and control valve
overlap when combined with intake valve control. Variable valve
timing and lift control is also a key technology for HCCI (Ho-
mogenous Charge Compression Ignition) combustion control.

Variable valve actuation can be achieved with mechani-
cal (cam-based), electro-magnetic (electric mechanical), electro-
hydraulic, and electro-pneumatic valvetrain mechanisms. The
cam based variable valve actuation is able to provide either a
multiple stepping or a continuously changing valve timing phase
shift (see [1], [2] and [3]). Infinitely variable valvetrain, of-
ten referred to as camless valvetrain, includes electro-magnetic
([4], [5], [6], [7], and [8]), electro-hydraulic ([9], [10] and [11]),
and electro-pneumatic actuation ([12]). The electro-pneumatic
valve actuator (EPVA) utilizes the supplied air pressure to actu-
ate either the intake or exhaust valve by electronically control-
ling solenoids that regulate the motion of the actuator’s piston.
For both electro-hydraulic and electro-pneumatic valves, there is
a potential issue of having a repeatable valve lift over the life of
an engine.

Valve lift control for electro-hydraulic valvetrain actuation
([22]) has been investigated by a number of researchers. Adap-
tive peak lift control was presented in [16], and digital valve tech-
nology was applied to control of an hydraulic valve actuator in
[18]. The modeling and control of intake valves for the electro-
pneumatic valve actuators were shown in [12], [13] and [14].
Model-based control scheme has been used to regulate the cylin-
der air charge of a camless multi-cylinder engine for throttleless
operations (see [19]).

Unlike the intake valve, the exhaust valve opens against an
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in-cylinder pressure that varies as a function of the engine opera-
tional conditions with cycle-to-cycle combustion variations. This
pressure disturbance slows down the valve actuator response and
as a result, it increases the variation of valve opening delay. In
fact, this disturbance makes it difficult to maintain repeatable
valve opening timing and lift. As a result, unrepeatable valve
lift affects the closing timing control which is critical for RGR
control. Therefore, this work addresses exhaust valve lift con-
trol.

A mathematical in-cylinder pressure model during exhaust
valve opening period was developed and integrated with the
exhaust valve dynamic model for control development. The
thermodynamics data was obtained using WAVET M simulations
(www.ricardo.com). The WAVET M model was calibrated and
validated using experimental in-cylinder pressure data. The
mathematical in-cylinder pressure model is then used to develop
the model based predictive control scheme for exhaust valve lift
control. In this paper, the model-based predictive control scheme
is used to predict the control required to reach desired valve lift
under varying exhaust pressure. This is the key to achieve accu-
rate valve lift control since the valve control signal needs to be
sent to actuator solenoid before the valve reaches its desired lift
due to solenoid electro-magnetic delay. The controller consists
of two parts: feedforward and closed loop controls. The feedfor-
ward control is used to provide a nominal lift control based upon
the predicted valve opening trajectory, while the closed loop con-
troller is used to minimize the mean control error. The closed-
loop control strategy was developed and verified in simulation
using the combined mathematical model of exhaust valve and in-
cylinder pressure, and then, demonstrated on a 5.4 Liter 3 valve
V8 engine head with a pressurized chamber.

The paper is organized as follows. First, an exhaust valve
dynamic model is presented in Section 2. Next, the feedforward
and closed loop control strategies are described in Section 3.
Third, the experimental validation results are shown in Section
4, and finally, conclusions are drawn.

2 EXHAUST VALVE DYNAMIC MODEL
A physics based nonlinear model, called a level one model,

was built component-by-component based upon the flow and
fluid dynamics. The details of the level one model and its ver-
ification can be found in [12]. This model provides an insight to
the operation of the pneumatic/hydraulic mechanical actuation
system. A piecewise linearized level two model was then cre-
ated based on the level one model to reduce the computational
throughput for control system development purpose. The details
of the level two model are described in [13]. The level two model
was used as the actuator model for the intake valve in the pre-
vious studies (see [13] and [14]). In this study, it is used for
the exhaust valve actuator modeling. The exhaust valve opens
against an in-cylinder combustion pressure with certain cycle-to-

cycle variations. This in-cylinder pressure produces a force on
the face of the exhaust valve that affects the valve dynamics. This
in-cylinder pressure is modeled and integrated with the exhaust
valve actuator model to capture the exhaust valve dynamics.
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Figure 1. Valve lift profile with the solenoid command chart

The system dynamics illustrated here focuses on the rela-
tionship between the solenoid control commands and the exhaust
valve displacement. It follows the same analysis as that of the
level two model. As shown in Figure 1, the valve response can
be divided into three stages. They are the opening stage (I), dwell
stage (II), and closing stage (III). Solenoid #1 is activated at point
0 first. It induces a high air pressure force to push the valve open
at point 1 after ∆t1. Solenoid #2 is then activated (point 2) with
a time lag δ̂1. It removes this air pressure force ∆t2 time after
solenoid #2 is activated (point #3). Note that the interplay be-
tween two solenoids results in a pulse force input to the actuator
valve piston with pulse width δ1. Note that this pulse width is
proportional to the valve lift. Now, with zero input, the valve
movement continues until it reaches its peak lift at point #4, the
valve equilibrium. This ends the open stage. Next, the valve en-
ters the dwell stage where it is held open by a hydraulic latch
mechanism. At the end of the dwell stage, solenoid #1 is de-
activated at point #5. After ∆t3 time, the valve starts to return
(point #6). The close stage starts at point #6 and ends at point #9
where the valve is considered closed. The returning duration is
δ2 between these two points.

The two solenoids have electro-mechanical delays after their
activation and de-activation (see Figure 1). ∆t1 is defined as the
delays for solenoid #1 at activation. ∆t2 is defined as solenoid
#2 delay at activation. The de-activation delay for both solenoids
are ∆t3. The solenoid commands direct the valve motion after
the delays. The time lag applied between the activation of two
solenoids is denoted as δ̂1. This differs from the time lag between
two delayed solenoid activations which is denoted as δ1 since two
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solenoid delays, ∆t1 and ∆t2, are not equal. The exhaust valve
lift control algorithm is to determine when to activate solenoid
#2 during exhaust valve opening for each engine cycle with the
varying in-cylinder pressure at the surface of the valve and its
activation delay in presence. It is impossible to remove the input
force Fa instantly upon the activation of solenoid #2 due to its
activation delay. An model based predictive lift control algorithm
is developed to make this possible. The details are described in
the control strategy section.

The exhaust valve closing timing control requires knowl-
edge of δ2, the amount of time that the valve takes to close. To
guarantee the exhaust valve closing at the desired time requires
de-activating solenoid #1 by time δ2 before exhaust valve clos-
ing. δ2 can be predetermined from the different valve lift set
points. In other words, the closing timing control relies on a re-
peatable valve lift control. Developing a lift control system is the
primary emphasis of work described in this paper.

The opening stage exhaust valve actuator model and the in-
cylinder pressure model are employed to formulate the model
based predictive lift control scheme. In order to validate the ex-
haust valve lift control algorithm, the level two model integrated
with the in-cylinder pressure model is used as a plant model in
simulation. The opening stage exhaust valve actuator model and
the in-cylinder pressure model are introduced in the following
two subsections.

2.1 Actuator Model
The opening stage exhaust actuator model with the in-

cylinder pressure as external disturbance is studied in this sub-
section. This model is expanded based on the level two model
[13] to include the in-cylinder pressure dynamics. Figure 2

piston
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outlet port inlet port
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pMspring

Mvalve

Psupply

Ain

Aout

x

Fa

Poil

Fb(x)

Figure 2. Actuator piston model

shows the schematic diagram of a single actuating piston for this
system. At the opening stage, the valve actuator is modeled as
a second order mass-spring-damper system with zero initial con-
ditions, see Equation (1). All pressures used in modeling and

control formulation process are gauge pressure in this article.

Mẍ+C f ẋ+Kp(x+δp) = Fa(t)−Fb(x) (1)

Fa(t) = F(t)−F(t−δ1),F(t) =
{

0, t < 0
ApPp, t ≥ 0 (2)

where, Pp is supply air pressure; Fb(x) is the in-cylinder pres-
sure force applied at the exhaust valve surface; M is the sum of
equivalent mass of actuator piston, effective valve spring mass,
exhaust valve and cap; Ap is the sum of actuator piston and oil
passage areas; C f is the damping ratio approximating energy dis-
sipation due to flow loss and frictional loss; Kp and δp are the
stiffness and preload displacement of the valve spring respec-
tively; δ1 is the lag between the activation of solenoids #1 and #2
after solenoid delays as shown in Figure 1.

2.2 In-cylinder Pressure Model
The in-cylinder pressure force Fb(x) needs to be modeled

and evaluated in Equation (1). Figure 3 illustrates the dynamics
in the combustion chamber with an exhaust valve. A control vol-
ume is drawn above the piston, where mcyl , Tcyl and Pcyl are the
mass, temperature and pressure inside the combustion cylinder.
Acyl is the engine piston area. ṁex is the mass flow rate at the exit
when the exhaust valve opens. Tatm and Patm are the atmospheric
temperature and pressure. x and y are the exhaust valve displace-
ment and cylinder piston displacement respectively. The mass

y

x

valve

cylinder piston

Tcyl Pcyl Acyl

Tatm

Patm
mex

C.V.

mcyl

Figure 3. In-cylinder pressure model

flow rate equations at the exit are written for both choked and
unchoked flow cases through Equations (3) to (5) following their
derivation in [16].

ṁex = Cdex γPcylAex(x)

√
k

RTcyl
, Aex = 2πrvalvex, (3)
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where, Aex is the flow area with rvalve being the valve radius; Cdex

is the flow coefficient at the exit; R is the residual gas constant.
Cp and Cv are the specific heat of the residual gas at constant
pressure and constant volume respectively; and k = Cp

Cv
. When

Pcyl ≥ ( k+1
2 )

k
k−1 Patm, the flow is choked at the exit. In this case,

γ is shown in Equation (4)

γ =

√
(

2
k +1

)
k+1
k−1 . (4)

When Pcyl ≤ ( k+1
2 )

k
k−1 Patm, the flow is unchoked and γ is ex-

pressed in Equation (5).

γ =

√
2

k−1
(

Patm

Pcyl
)

k+1
2k [(

Patm

Pcyl
)

1−k
k −1]. (5)

The mass of the residual gas inside the combustion cylinder in
Equation (6) can be obtained by integrating the calculated mass
flow rate. The initial mass m0 is derived using ideal gas law,
where P0, V0, R0 and Tcyl0 are the initial in-cylinder gas pres-
sure, volume, gas constant and temperature at the exhaust valve
opening.

mcyl =−
∫ t

0
ṁexdt +m0, m0 =

P0V0

RTcyl0
. (6)

Using the ideal gas law again with the obtained mcyl results in an
expression of in-cylinder pressure as shown in Equation (7).

Pcyl =
mcylRTcyl

Vcyl
, Vcyl = Acyly, (7)

where, k, R and Tcyl are variables acquired from the WAVET M

simulation with the same engine configuration and parameters;
and y is the piston displacement derived from the engine geome-
try in Equation (8).

y = r[1+
L
r
− cos(θ)−

√
L
r
− sin2(θ)], (8)

where

- Acyl = π( 1
2 ×bore)2 = 0.0401m2 (bore = 90.2mm) ,

- L is the connecting rod length (L = 169.2mm),
- r is the crank shaft radius (r = 1

2 stroke = 52.9mm),
- θ is the engine crank angle.

Therefore, Fb(x) can be expressed in Equation (9) below.

Fb(x) = PcylAvalve, (9)

where Pcyl is defined in Equation (7).

2.3 In-cylinder Pressure Model Validation
The in-cylinder pressure force Fb is a function of the exhaust

valve displacement since the flow out area Aex is a function of the
exhaust valve displacement.
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Figure 4. In-cylinder pressure model validation by simulation

In order to validate the in-cylinder pressure model, combus-
tion experiments were conducted using a 5.4L 3 valve V8 en-
gine with in-cylinder pressure measurement and a conventional
cam shaft at 1500RPM. The pressure model was simulated us-
ing the conventional cam profile as the valve displacement input.
The modeled in-cylinder pressure was then compared with the
measured in-cylinder pressure as shown in Figure 4. The top
diagram of this figure shows the modeled pressure (solid line)
in the rectangular windows and measured in-cylinder pressure
(dash line). The bottom diagram shows the exhaust cam profile
used in the simulation and experiments. The in-cylinder pres-
sure model is then integrated into the pneumatic exhaust valve
model and the responses are shown in Figure 5. Here, the pres-
sure model uses the EPVA valve lift profile to calculate the corre-
sponding in-cylinder pressure. The modeled pressure (solid line
in top diagram) and the associated EPVA valve lift profile (solid
line in bottom diagram) are compared with the experiment pres-
sure (dash line) and the cam profile (dash line). The simulation
results demonstrated that the in-cylinder pressure reduces rather
quickly with the EPVA exhaust valve actuation since the EPVA
valve opens much faster than the conventional cam based valve.
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This simulated in-cylinder pressure is used to construct the con-
trol signals. The exhaust valve model is used as a plant model
and it is integrated with the in-cylinder pressure model in simula-
tions to validate the control algorithm. The modeled in-cylinder
pressure is one of the two inputs to the plant (exhaust valve) and
the actuation force Fa commanded by the two solenoid control
signals is the other input.
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Figure 5. In-cylinder pressure model integrated into exhaust valve model

3 CONTROL STRATEGY
Since the in-cylinder pressure on the face of the exhaust

valve varies significantly from cycle-to-cycle, the valve lift con-
trol needs to be adjusted as a function of the current in-cylinder
pressure for each individual cycle. As explained in the actuator
dynamics section, the exhaust actuator is modeled as a second
order mass-spring-damper system at the opening stage. Activat-
ing solenoid #1 applies the force Fa on the valve and moves the
exhaust valve. Activating solenoid #2 removes the force and the
valve continues to open until it reaches the maximum displace-
ment. Solenoid #2 activation timing determines the maximum
valve lift. Therefore, the key for valve lift control is to find when
to activate solenoid #2. Figure 1 illustrates the idea of the ex-
haust valve lift control strategy. Solenoid #1 is activated at time
0. After the delay of ∆t1, the input force Fa acts on the system
and the exhaust valve starts to open at point 1. Solenoid #2 is
then activated at point 2, after ∆t2 delay, force Fa is removed at
point 3. The valve moves further until its velocity decreases to 0
at point 4. The second order valve system response from points
3 to 4 can be calculated with zero input and nonzero initial con-
ditions at point 3. In other words, the valve peak displacement at
point 4 can be calculated if the initial displacement and velocity
at point 3 are known. Once the calculated displacement at point

4 reaches the reference maximum valve lift, point 3 is found to
be the right time to remove force Fa. If activating solenoid #2
could turn off the input force Fa immediately, we would only
need to activate it whenever the calculated displacement of point
4 reaches the reference lift. But the solenoid delay requires the
activation to take place at point 2 with ∆t2 amount of time before
point 3. This means that if point 3 is the time to eliminate input
force, point 2 is the time to activate solenoid #2. However, the
initial conditions at point 3, where the peak displacement of the
valve is calculated, are not yet available at point 2. Therefore,
an algorithm is derived to predict initial conditions of point 3 at
point 2. This strategy of initial condition prediction can be im-
plemented as long as the delay ∆t2 of solenoid #2 is less than the
lag δ̂1 between the activation of two solenoids. The predictive
algorithm needs to know both states, valve displacement and ve-
locity, at point 2. A Kalman state estimator was used to estimate
them with minimized effect of measurement noise. Now we can
determine the time to activate solenoid #2 (point 2), which is
served as a feedforward control of the valve actuator. A propor-
tional and integral (PI) scheme is used as a closed-loop feedback
lift control system to reduce the steady state lift tracking error.

The flow chart of the feedforward control scheme is shown
in Figure 6. First, solenoid #1 is activated. Secondly, the Kalman
state estimator provides the current states (valve displacement
and its velocity). Finally, a model based prediction algorithm
uses the estimated states to calculate the states after solenoid #2
delay ∆t2, which is then used to calculate the peak valve displace-
ment. If the calculated peak displacement is greater than or equal
to the reference valve lift, solenoid #2 is activated, otherwise, the
process repeats until the condition is satisfied. The details of the
derivations are discussed in the following four subsections.

3.1 Peak Displacement Calculation (PDC)
This section describes the solution for the peak displace-

ment at point 4 based on the initial conditions at point 3. Recall
that the governing equation of the exhaust valve at the opening
stage is presented in Equation (1). The back pressure force Fb(x)
equals the product of the exhaust valve area and the modeled in-
cylinder pressure. The in-cylinder pressure used in the control
algorithm development here is piece-wisely linearized according
to the simulated in-cylinder pressure against EPVA exhaust valve
profile, where Fb(x) = px+q (p≤ 0 and q≥ 0) with





p = p1, q = q1, x≤ 0.002m
p = p2, q = q2, 0.002m < x≤ 0.008m .
p = p3, q = q3, x > 0.008m

Substituting Fb(x) with its linearized expression into Equa-
tion (1) results in Equation (10) below.

Mẍ+C f ẋ+Kpx = Fa− (px+q)−Kpδp. (10)
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Figure 6. Feedforward exhaust valve lift control strategy

Move term px to the left resulting in Equation (11):

Mẍ+C f ẋ+(Kp + p)x = Fa−q−Kpδp. (11)

Let K = Kp + p and Fa = 0, since it is assumed that input force
Fa is turned off, to obtain Equation (12) in a general format given
the initial condition x(0) = x0, ẋ(0) = v0.

Mẍ+C f ẋ+Kx =−Q, Q = Kpδp +q. (12)

Recall that p takes three different values, p1, p2 and p3 in three
valve displacement regions. K could be either negative, zero or
positive depending on the value of p. When K is positive, Equa-
tion (12) can be rewritten into Equation (13) as below:

ẍ+2ζωnẋ+ω2
nx =−Q

M
, (13)

where ωn =
√

K
M and ζ = C f

2

√
1

MK . In this case, the solution
can be categorized into under damped, critically damped and
over damped scenarios depending on the value damping ratio ζ,
damping coefficient C f , mass M and equivalent stiffness K in
Equation (13). Based upon the system dynamic equations shown
in (13), the peak displacement solution can be derived for four
cases (see [15] for details). They are K > 0 with 0 < ζ < 1 (case
#1), K > 0 with ζ = 1 (case #2), K > 0 with ζ > 1 (case #3) and
K ≤ 0 (case #4). The initial condition denoted as x(0) = x0 and
ẋ(0) = v0 in this section are derived in the next section of model
based initial condition prediction.

3.2 Model Based Initial Condition Prediction (ICP)
The previous section solves for the peak displacement x(tp)

using the displacement and velocity at point 3 as initial condi-
tions (Figure 1). This section derives the formulas to predict the
displacement x(td) and velocity ẋ(td) at point 3, given the dis-
placement and velocity at point 2. The displacement and velocity
at point 2 are initial conditions denoted as x(0)= x0 and ẋ(0)= v0
in this subsection. Their values are estimated by the Kalman state
estimator described in the next subsection. Solenoid #2 delay,
∆t2, is the time input and Fa is a constant force input between
points 2 and 3. Consider the governing equation again in Equa-
tion (1). Given Fb(x) = px+q, Equation (1) becomes

Mẍ+C f ẋ+Kpx = Fa− (px+q)−Kpδp. (14)

Rearrange the equation above to obtain

Mẍ+C f ẋ+(Kp + p)x = Fa−q−Kpδp. (15)

Let K = Kp + p and W = q+Kpδp−Fa, Equation (15) becomes
Equation (16).

Mẍ+C f ẋ+Kx =−W. (16)

It is clear that Equations (12) and (16) have the same form.
Previously, Equation (12) was evaluated for the maximum dis-
placement given initial conditions. Now, Equation (16) is evalu-
ated for the displacement and velocity in td amount of time with
given initial conditions, where td = ∆t2 (see Figure 1). Equa-
tion (16) can be solved in a similar way to Equation (12) by re-
placing Q with W , and the solutions are omitted in this paper.
The techniques of solving analytical solutions for a second order
mass-spring-damper system can be found in [21].

3.3 Kalman Filter State Estimation (KFE)
The displacement and velocity at point 2 (see Figure 1) are

needed as initial conditions in the previous section. The system
is equipped with a displacement sensor which measures the ex-
haust valve displacement. The velocity obtained through taking a
time derivative of the measured displacement is unreliable due to
the measurement noise. The observer formulated in this section
performs the optimal estimations of both the displacement and
velocity at point 2 in the presence of noise using Kalman state
estimator (see [20]). The estimated displacement and velocity
are denoted as x̂ and ˙̂x respectively. The state space notation of
the system is expressed below:

ẋ = Ax+Bu+Gw(t)
y = Cx+ v(t)

6 Copyright c© 2008 by ASME



where A =
[

0 1
−K
M

−C f
M

]
, B =

[
0
1
M

]
, CT =

[
1
0

]
, x =

[
x1
x2

]
, and

G is an identity matrix; w(t) and v(t) represent the process noise
and measurement noise. Note that u = −W is the input to the
system, x1 = x and x2 = ẋ are the states representing the valve
displacement and velocity. The Kalman state estimator takes the
following forms:

˙̂x = Ax̂+Bu+L(y− cx̂)
ŷ = Cx̂, x̂(0) = 0,

where L is the observer gain acquired through solving the alge-
braic Riccati Equation (17); and x̂ is the estimated displacement
x1 and velocity x2.

AP+PAT +GWpGT −PCTV−1CP = 0, (17)

L = PCTV−1,where W ≥ 0 and V > 0, (18)

where Wp and V are covariance matrices of w and v, respec-
tively. If (C,A) is observable, the algebraic Riccati equation has
a unique positive definite solution P, and the estimated state x̂
asymptotically approaches true state x.

3.4 Closed-Loop Control Scheme
The feedforward solution of solenoid #2 activation timing is

obtained by implementing the formulas from the peak displace-
ment calculation, model based initial condition prediction and
Kalman filter state estimation subsections. This solution com-
bined with the displacement error compensation from the propor-
tional and integrator (PI) feedback scheme forms a closed-loop
control signal of solenoid #2 as illustrated in Figure 7.

Feed forward

control signal

PI
Plant

model
+

+-+
xref xmax

Closed-loop exhaust valve lift control scheme

Figure 7. Closed-loop exhaust valve lift control scheme

4 EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
The developed control algorithms was validated in simu-

lation using the combined valve actuator and the in-cylinder

pressure model as the plant model (see [14]), where the three-
segment feedforward control strategy and the closed-loop control
scheme are evaluated in sequence. In this section, the closed-
loop lift control strategy was implemented in a prototype con-
troller and evaluated by experiments. The feedforward lift con-
trol signals were precalculated and implementation in a form
of lookup tables to reduce the real-time calculation throughput.
Note that both ICP and PDC calculations require only system
initial states, and they can be precalculated to reduce realtime
processing throughput.

4.1 Experiment Setup
4.1.1 Mechanical system configuration Experi-

ments were conducted on a 5.4L 3 valve (2 intake valves and
1 exhaust valve) V8 engine head. As displayed in Figure 8, the
cam and cam shaft were removed from the engine head. Three
electro-pneumatic actuators were installed on the top of each
valve to manage both intake and exhaust valve events. Micro-
EpsilonT M point range sensors were mounted under each valve
to measure the valve displacements (see Figure 9).

Figure 8. Top view of EPVA installed on the 5.4L 3V V8 engine head

To test the exhaust valve control system, a pressurized cham-
ber was build and installed under the cylinder head, which imi-
tates the in-cylinder pressure acting at the back of the exhaust
valve. The pressure chamber is shown in Figure 9. It was
pressurized with the supplied compressed air at 4.48× 105Pa
(65psi). The pressure inside chamber drops quickly when the
exhaust valve opens and builds up when it closes. The exhaust
lift control experiments were performed at 600RPM that is lower
enough to ensure that the chamber pressure can recover close to
4.14×105Pa (60psi) at every cycle. An optical window was built
underneath the exhaust valve on the bottom of the chamber. The
exhaust valve laser sensor sends and receives laser beam through
this optical window to measure the exhaust valve displacement
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(see Figure 9). A pressure transducer was mounted on the cylin-
der head close to the exhaust valve.

Figure 9. Pressure chamber under the valves

4.1.2 Control system hardware configuration A
realtime Opal-RTT M prototype control system was employed for
the EPVA exhaust valve bench tests. The system consists of:

- Two 3.2GHz CPU’s
- An IEEE 1934 fire wire serial bus with the data transfer rate

at 400MHz per bit
- Two 16 channel A/D and D/A boards with less than 1 µs

conversion rate
- One 16 channel digital I/O board at 50 ns sampling rate

CPU#1 CPU#2

3.2GHz

engine

control

valve

control

3.2GHz

16 D

I/O

50 ns

16 ch

A/D

1 us

16 ch

D/A

2 us

16 ch

A/D

1 us

16 ch

D/A

2 us

1 ms 40 us

IEEE 1934 firewire
400MHz/bit

ignition timing

fuel control

cam phaser

charge motion control

injector

Def A

Def B

valve displacement

solenoids

chamber pressure

cam position

crank angle

gate signal

(syn)

throttle position

mass air flow

manifold pressure

and temperature

coolant

temperature

air fuel ratio

UEGO

Engine Control

(Visteon)

Valve Control

(ARES)

solenoid currents

Figure 10. Modular control system configuration

Figure (10) displays the hardware configuration of the system.
CPU #1 is used for engine controls and CPU #2 is dedicated to
the valve actuator (EPVA) control. An IEEE 1934 fire wire serial
bus is used for communication between CPU #1 and CPU #2.

CPU #1 is configured to be updated every 1ms and to execute the
engine control strategy every combustion cycle. This means that
this CPU updates input and updates analog outputs every 1ms,
but calculates the engine control parameters every engine com-
bustion event. The digital inputs and outputs of CPU #1 are syn-
chronized with the engine crank angle with one-third crank de-
gree resolution. The crank angle calculation is completed within
the digital I/O card of CPU #1 utilizing digital inputs from cam
sensor, gate and crank signals from an encoder. The CPU #1
digital outputs are spark pulse, fuel injection pulse, charge mo-
tion control, and intake and exhaust valve timing pulses, espe-
cially the pulses De f A and De f B that synchronize the valve con-
trol between the engine and valve control system. The inputs of
the 16 channel analog I/O board include ionization signal, pres-
sure signal, throttle position, mass air flow rate, coolant temper-
ature, manifold pressure and temperature, and air-to-fuel ratio
from universal exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO) sensor.

The valve control CPU #2 is configured to operate at 40µs
sample rate, which is close to one-sixth crank degree at 600RPM.
CPU #2 executes most of the valve control algorithms and gen-
erates the control signals for the pneumatic valve actuators. A 16
channel A/D board reads crank synchronized De f A and De f B
pulse signals from CPU #1, valve lift signal from valve lift point
range position sensors, solenoid current signals from their drive
circuits, and supply air pressure signal. The solenoid control
pulses and the exhaust valve pressure (which is needed to cal-
culate the feedforward lift control inputs in simulation) are the
output from a 16 channel D/A board.

The solenoid driving circuit for the exhaust valve used the
peak and hold scheme to minimize the solenoid electro-magnetic
delays. The total solenoid delay including the electro-magnetic
and mechanical delays was kept below 2ms.

4.2 Feedforward Lift Control Input Calculation
The damping ratio of the exhaust valve model at the open-

ing stage is needed in constructing the feedforward lift control
signal using the developed model based predictive lift control
strategy. To identify this model parameter, open loop lift control
tests were conducted on the exhaust valve test bench at 600RPM.
The maximum pressure at the back of exhaust valve was set to
be 4.14× 105Pa (60psi), the supply air and oil pressure was at
8.28× 105Pa (120psi) and the target lift was 10mm. The valve
back pressure varies randomly from cycle to cycle with the vari-
ation as large as 105Pa (14.5psi). The measured valve back pres-
sure was used in the exhaust valve model simulation. The lag
between the activation of two solenoids remained unchanged in
both simulations and tests for parameter identification purpose.
The experiment and simulation valve responses are displayed in
Figure 11. The bottom diagram shows the model (dot line) and
the measured (solid line) valve lift profiles in five cycles. The top
diagram shows the corresponding pressure against with the ex-
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haust valve opens. The damping ratio was chosen in such a way
that the model valve responses agree with the experimental valve
responses as demonstrated in this figure. The developed model
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Figure 11. Exhaust valve model identification

based predictive control strategy can be used to determine the
activating timing of the second solenoid and use this timing as a
feedforward lift control input in realtime. In order to reduce real-
time computational throughput, the developed strategy was used
to calculate the lag between the activation of the first and the sec-
ond solenoids for different lift set points in off-line simulations to
precalculate for all possible initial conditions. In realtime appli-
cations, this lag was the feedforward lift control input, combined
with the feed back PI compensation, to form a closed-loop lift
control input. The measured valve back pressure in the pressur-
ized chamber was piecewisely linearized and used in the feed-
forward control input calculation. The measured pressure was
multiplied by the area of the exhaust valve to obtain the pressure
force applied at the exhaust valve surface. This force was plot-
ted in Figure 12 (grey curves) against the valve displacement for
20 cycles. As shown in this figure, they were linearized in three
segments (solid lines) during the exhaust valve opening to ap-
proximate the averaged forces. The coefficients, p1,q1, p2,q2, p3
and q3, were used to construct the feedforward lift control input
through the model based predictive control algorithm.

¿From Figure 12 we can observe that the pressure force ap-
plied to the face of exhaust valve varies between 260N and 410N.
This is equivalent to that the exhaust back pressure varies be-
tween 2.28× 105Pa (33.1psi) and 3.57× 105Pa (51.7psi). The
control strategy was developed based upon the averaged exhaust
pressure profile, but the experimental validation using the pres-
surized chamber simulates a variable in-cylinder pressure, that
the exhaust valve opens against, between 2.28×105Pa (33.1psi)
and 3.57× 105Pa (51.7psi). Therefore, even though the control

strategy is based upon a mean pressure model, the control strat-
egy is demonstrated under certain cycle-to-cycle pressure varia-
tions. Evaluation of this controller against cycle-to-cycle varia-
tion is going to be part of our future study.

Simulations were performed to determine the lags between
the activation of two solenoids according to the given reference
lifts. The exhaust valve model was identified earlier and used as
the plant in the simulations. The measured back pressure during
exhaust valve opening was used to make the simulation consis-
tent with experimental results. The Riccati equation was solved
off-line with three different stiffness coefficient K. The results
are displayed in Figure 13. The diagrams in the left column are
the valve lift output from the exhaust valve model. Those in the
right column are the calculated feedforward lift control inputs
which are the calculated lags between the activation of the first
and second solenoids. The lag was found to be about 3.8ms (top
right), 4.1ms (middle right) and 4.8ms (bottom right) to achieve
the target lift of 6mm (top left), 8mm (middle left) and 10mm
(bottom left).
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Figure 12. Piecewise linearized valve back pressure force

4.3 Experimental Results of Closed-Loop Exhaust
Valve Lift Tracking

Finally, Figures 14 to 17 present the closed-loop lift track-
ing control results with the feedforward control. 150 cycles of
valve responses were recorded with sequences assembled at three
reference lift set points in Figure 14. The reference valve lift
varies every 50 engine cycles from 8mm to 6mm, 6mm to 10mm,
and 10mm to 8mm. The complete sequences of lift tracking re-
sponses are presented in Figures (14). The responses at every
set point were enlarged through Figures 15 to 17 to illustrate
their transient and steady state performance. On the top dia-
gram of every figure, the black line is the reference valve lift,
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and the grey line is the actual valve lift. The bottom diagram
shows the lift error between the reference and the actual valve
lifts. Figure 15 shows that the exhaust valve follows the refer-
ence lift of 6mm in two engine cycles with the lift error less than
0.7mm. Figures 16 and 17 show that the exhaust valve tracks
the reference lift of 10mm and 8mm in one engine cycle with
the lift error less than 0.7mm. It can also be observed from Fig-
ures 16 and 17 that steady state errors were not converged to
zero. This is mainly due to small integration gain used for this
set of the tests. The enlarged responses display that the absolute
steady state lift tracking errors of all three set points are below
1mm. Here, an accurate feedforward controlled input ensures a
fast transient responses. The valve responses at low lift is more
sensitive to the error in the calculated feedforward controlled in-
put, which has relatively greater fraction in the entire input (the
lag between the activation of solenoid #1 and #2). A slight error
in the feedforward input calculation due to the model uncertainty,
measurement inaccuracy or numerical error leads to a significant
deviation of the actual valve lift from its desired lift in transi-
tion. Therefore, the valve at low reference lift exhibits a slower
transient response than that at high reference lift.

5 CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical exhaust valve actuator model and an in-

cylinder pressure model have been developed for a model based
predictive lift control of an exhaust valve. The exhaust valve
model was approximated by a piece-wisely linearized second or-
der spring-mass-damper system. The in-cylinder pressure was
modeled during the exhaust valve opening stage. This model
was integrated with the exhaust valve actuator model for control
development. The thermodynamics data used in this model was
obtained using WAVET M simulation which was calibrated using
experimental in-cylinder pressure data. The in-cylinder pressure
model was validated using experimental data and demonstrated
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satisfactory modeling accuracy.
A model based predictive control strategy was developed

for feedforward control. This strategy contains three segments:
peak displacement calculation, model based initial condition pre-
diction and Kalman state estimation. The acquired feedforward
input combined with the closed loop proportional and integral
control forms the closed-loop lift control signal to accomplish
the exhaust valve lift tracking. The exhaust valve model was
calibrated using the measured exhaust valve back pressure sig-
nal to obtain piecewisely linearized parameters required for the
feedforward input calculation. Experiments were conducted on a
5.4L 3 valve V8 engine head at 600RPM to evaluate the closed-
loop lift control system. A pressurized chamber was installed un-
der the cylinder head which imitates the in-cylinder pressure act-
ing at the back of the exhaust valve. The actual chamber pressure
that the exhaust valve opens against varies between 2.28×105Pa
(33.1psi) and 3.57× 105Pa (51.7psi). Therefore, even though
the control strategy is based upon a mean pressure model, the
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control strategy is demonstrated with certain cycle-to-cycle pres-
sure variations. The experimental results with three lift reference
points showed that the steady state valve lift error is below 1mm.
The exhaust valve tracks the reference lift in a single engine cycle
at high reference lift (greater than 8mm) and two engine cycles
at low reference lift (6mm) with a lift error less than 0.7mm.
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ABSTRACT 

In developing a direct injection gasoline engine, the in-
cylinder fuel air mixing is key to good performance and 
emissions.  High speed visualization in an optically 
accessible single cylinder engine for direct injection 
gasoline engine applications is an effective tool to reveal 
the fuel spray pattern effect on mixture formation The 
fuel injectors in this study employ the unique multi-hole 
turbulence nozzles in a PFI-like (Port Fuel Injection) fuel 
system architecture specifically developed as a Low 
Pressure Direct Injection (LPDI) fuel injection system.  In 
this study, three injector sprays with a narrow 40° spray 
angle, a 60° spray angle with 5° offset angle, and a wide 
80° spray angle with 10° offset angle were evaluated.  
Image processing algorithms were developed to analyze 
the nature of in-cylinder fuel-air mixing and the extent of 
fuel spray impingement on the cylinder wall.  Test data 
reveal that for a given cylinder head, piston configuration 
and intake air port flow characteristics, injector spray 
pattern plays a dominating role in how the fuel-air 
mixture is formed.  If an appropriate injector spray 
pattern is chosen, the in-cylinder fuel mixing can be 
enhanced by minimizing fuel impingement on cylinder 
wall, piston top, and intake valves, thus producing a 
more homogeneous fuel-air mixture prior to the ignition.  
Engine designers can select a specific spray pattern to 
improve the fuel-air mixture optimized for specific 
parameters such as engine head, piston, valve 
configuration, intake air flow characteristics, fuel injection 
strategy, injector mounting and operating conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Developing a high efficiency and clean combustion 
engine with enhanced combustion performance, 
improved fuel economy and reduced engine emissions 

has been a principal goal of vehicle manufacturers and 
component suppliers.  Among many enablers advancing 
the current internal combustion engine technology to 
achieve such goals is the development of direct injection 
(DI) gasoline engines.  As fuel is injected directly into the 
engine cylinder, this engine technology offers great 
flexibility to control the fuel injection strategy with respect 
to various engine operation modes.  In particular, the 
fuel-air mixture preparation in the combustion chamber 
has also been identified as one of the key factors that 
greatly influence the combustion characteristics of the 
engine performance [1].  Hence, optimizing the fuel 
mixture homogeneity is a key engine design parameter. 

Recently, there has been a resurgent effort by various 
vehicle manufacturers and suppliers to develop and 
manufacture a second generation DI gasoline engines 
which overcome the challenges of the first generation 
production engines [2].  The main focus has been shifted 
to the stoichiometric homogeneous-charge engines 
which are designed particularly for the North American 
automobile markets [3].  For homogeneous combustion 
mode, the injection timing occurs during the intake stroke 
and a homogeneous fuel-air mixture is generally formed.  
The mixture is therefore maintained at stoichiometric 
condition in the cylinder prior to the ignition event.  A 
homogeneous mixture can generally be formed by 
creating a spray with moderate to wide cone angle, well-
atomized drops, and an appropriate level of spray tip 
penetration for optimizing the fuel-air mixing.  In addition, 
the fuel injection timing window has to be precisely 
controlled in order to minimize any cylinder wall and/or 
piston wetting while maintaining the charge homogeneity 
in the cylinder.   

When developing combustion systems for DI gasoline 
engines, it is important to achieve optimal fuel-air mixture 
for ignition.  Depending upon the combustion chamber 



configuration and the engine operating modes, the fuel 
mixture strategy may require different levels of control 
over key spray characteristics including spray pattern, 
cone angle, penetration, and drop size.  If the injectors 
can be designed to offer spray tailoring flexibility, engine 
designers may utilize the injectors to deliver the specific 
flow and spray requirements without major compromises 
and limitations when running the engine at its optimized 
configuration.   

High speed imaging has evolved as a primary optical 
diagnostic technique for investigating the characteristics 
of ultra-fast motion events.  The short time duration 
between frames and high image quality with good image 
resolution make high speed imaging an ideal optical tool 
to study the highly transient fuel spray characteristics 
applicable in an engine configuration.  Earlier research 
by Hamady et al. [4] studied the fuel spray characteristics 
from various injector nozzles using a high speed imaging 
system.  Using a similar technique, Kawajiri et al. [5] 
were able to investigate the interaction between spray 
and air motion in a cylindrical vessel with swirling intake 
gas motion similar to that in an engine.  In addition, high 
speed imaging visualization from consecutive cycles was 
also applied to study fuel distribution, ignition, and 
combustion characteristics [6-8] under realistic engine 
speed and load configurations.  More recently, Hung et 
al. [9] combined high speed imaging with time-resolved 
laser diffraction to characterize the transient nature of the 
gasoline pulsing sprays under atmospheric condition.  
Transient characteristics such as drop sizing, intra-pulse 
and pulse-to-pulse interactions throughout and in 
between consecutive injection cycles were readily 
resolved. 

Hardware improvement has also been a key contributor 
to the major advances in imaging technology over the 
past decade.  The technology of high speed camera 
systems has also shifted from a traditional 16 mm film 
camera such as a rotating prism cine camera at a 
maximum rate of around 10,000 frames per second to 
advanced CMOS or CCD based sensors with digital 
image format at a frame rate exceeding 100,000 frames 
per second with kilo pixel resolution.  Visible and ultra-
violet laser light sources have also been advanced to 
operate at repetition rates as high as 50 kHz.  These 
powerful illumination sources work very well with the 
intensified or regular cameras, enabling visible imaging 
or planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) imaging on 
fuel spray to be performed.  Timing devices have also 
been improved significantly such that the timing of the 
injection events can be reliably synchronized with the 
camera and light source.  In addition, sophisticated 
algorithms and innovative analysis techniques have also 
been developed.  Large quantities of digitized images 
can be stored and analyzed efficiently, thus allowing both 
qualitative and quantitative information to be extracted.  
For example, mechanisms of fuel film formation on the 
cylinder wall have been identified as a potential source of 
smoke and hydrocarbon emissions from DI gasoline 
engines.  Various studies have been performed [10, 11] 
to focus on investigating the mechanisms of the fuel film 
formation.  In particular, Drake and Fansler [12] used 

high speed imaging at a rate of 4,500 frames per second 
to visualize the fuel film deposition on piston top from two 
different types of fuel injectors.  Using a RIM (Refractive 
Index Matching) technique, they were able to process the 
images and quantify the fuel film area, thickness and 
volume deposited on piston top as a function of engine 
crank angle.  They concluded that the spray structure 
could be a dominant factor in affecting the amount of film 
deposited on piston for stratified charge combustion 
during late injection.   

The objective of this paper is to investigate how spray 
pattern would affect the fuel mixture preparation in a DI 
gasoline engine under realistic speed and load 
conditions.  Several key parameters including the injector 
spray pattern, injection timing, and fuel pressure are 
evaluated.  The observations are based upon the fuel 
distribution in the combustion chamber as well as fuel 
impingement on the cylinder wall as a function of crank 
angle degree.  Further, imaging analysis techniques are 
presented to reveal cylinder wall impingement.  The 
results will be used to correlate the engine combustion 
and emissions performance in the subsequent single 
cylinder dynamometer combustion testing, which will be 
reported in a future study. 

LPDI FUEL SYSTEM AND MULTI-HOLE FUEL 
INJECTORS 

The multi-hole fuel injectors are developed as part of a 
patented Low Pressure Direct Injection (LPDI) fuel 
delivery system for DI gasoline engines [13, 14].  The 
LPDI fuel delivery architecture is very similar to the 
current port fuel injection (PFI) fuel system in production, 
i.e., no engine driven pump is required.  This LPDI fuel 
system is designed for an engine to run in stoichiometric 
homogeneous-charge combustion mode and to achieve 
improved combustion, better fuel economy, and reduced 
emissions.  It consists of a high-efficiency in-tank positive 
displacement pump and motor module, fuel injectors and 
fuel rail with an integral pulse damping feature and 
controls.  The in-tank fuel pump delivers a nominal fuel 
pressure of 2 MPa to the fuel injectors connected to a 
common-rail through a chassis fuel line.  An injector 
driver integrated into a powertrain control module (PCM) 
controls the fuel injection, timing and duration.  A 
pressure sensor mounted on a fuel rail provides fuel 
pressure feedback to the PCM and the fuel pump 
controller to regulate fuel flow and fuel rail pressure 
using a closed-loop control. 

One of the key components in this fuel system is the 
multi-hole high turbulence fuel injectors that inject fuel in 
relatively well-atomized drops directly into the cylinder at 
much lower pressures than competing high pressure DI 
fuel systems.  It has been shown in a previous study [15] 
that multi-hole fuel injectors offer the spray pattern 
tailoring flexibility over other existing fuel injectors using 
either the swirl or slit nozzles.   This is because the hole 
pattern, hole orientation, internal flow cavity, and number 
of holes on a multi-hole nozzle can all be precisely 
designed to control individual spray plumes and the 



overall spray distribution. This injector utilizes a novel 
high-turbulence multi-hole nozzle to produce a soft spray 
at 2 MPa fuel system pressure with relatively well-
atomized drops.  Since this pressure is significantly lower 
than that of other existing high pressure gasoline DI 
systems, it enables an attractive cost effective solution 
for DI fuel system implementation by eliminating the 
expensive high-pressure fuel pump and related parts.   

The fuel spray characteristics of current production intent 
injectors used in this study are produced by an eight-hole 
nozzle configuration.  The internal nozzle geometry and 
geometrical parameters have been designed to offer 
different spray characteristics.  Prior to running these 
injectors in the optical engine, injector spray tests were 
performed to evaluate the spray geometry, drop sizing, 
and injector dynamic flow characteristics in a test bench.  
Whenever possible, the spray measurement and 
characterization were carried out according to the test 
setup, procedure and reporting guidelines based on the 
SAE Gasoline Fuel Injection Standards Committee 
recommendations [16].  Images of spray pattern 
formation were recorded using a spray imaging system.  
Direct illumination on the spray was provided by a strobe 
light located at a slight angle from the direction of the 
camera.  Spray geometrical parameters such as spray 
angle, offset angle, and spray trip penetration were 
extracted from the Mie-scattered spray images.  The 
spray drop sizing was performed using Phase Doppler 
Interferometry.  Statistical drop diameters and volume 
flux were measured and reported.  In addition to the 
spray characteristics, an automated injector flow stand 
was used to measure the dynamic flow rate of the 
injector as a function of the injection pulse width.  The 
static flow rate was extracted from the dynamic flow 
curve.  The test fuel used in the spray characterization 
tests was n-Heptane and the fuel pressure was set at 2 
MPa.  The injection pulse width for the spray 
characterizations was set to 1.5 ms.   

Figures 1 to 3 show the spray images of three spray 
patterns produced with various multi-hole nozzle 
configurations.  These images were recorded at the 
same time delay of 1.5 ms after the start of the injection 
(SOI) pulse.  Each spray is shown as an ensemble 
average image by averaging ten individual images. The 
image size in these figures is approximately 55 mm wide 
by 65 mm high.  The baseline narrow spray with a spray 
angle 40° and 0° offset angle (denoted as 40/0) is 
depicted in Figure 1.  As expected, this spray exhibits a 
strong symmetry along the injector axis.  Figure 2 shows 
a wider spray with the spray angle of 60° and a 5° offset 
angle (denoted as 60/5).  The offset angle of this spray is 
achieved by designing the valve seat and nozzle 
configurations without distorting the basic symmetry of 
the spray.  Similar to the narrow spray, the spray pattern 
is also symmetric with respect to the injector axis, tilted 
by the designed offset angle of 5°.  The front end of the 
spray is relatively uniform across the spray tip.  The 
overall spray angle is wider because each inclined spray 
plume from an individual hole is increased proportionally 
from that of the baseline nozzle.  As a result, the spray is 
hollower in the inner core region.  Using the similar 

design principle, a spray with a much larger spray angle 
of 80° and a 10° offset angle (denoted as 80/10) can be 
produced, as shown in Figure 3.  It is worth mentioning 
that even though these sprays are generated using the 
same basic eight-hole nozzle configurations, the fact that 
different spray patterns can be achieved due to different 
internal geometrical configurations in the nozzles 
demonstrates the capability to tailor the spray pattern by 
using the multi-hole nozzles.   

 
Figure 1. Spray with 40° spray angle / 0° offset angle 

 
Figure 2. Spray with 60° spray angle / 5° offset angle 

 
Figure 3. Spray with 80° spray angle / 10° offset angle  

Figure 4 shows the axial penetrations of three different 
injector sprays.  The penetration length was determined 
as the axial location of the spray tip from the injector 
axis.  As expected, the 40/0 spray penetrates longer than 
the other two sprays with larger spray angles.  Both 60/5 
and 80/10 sprays have very similar penetration 
characteristics.  Figure 5 shows the volume flux and 
Figure 6 depicts the sauter mean diameter (SMD) 
distribution of three injector sprays.  The measurements 
were achieved along a line scan perpendicular to the 
injector axis at 30 mm below the injector tip.  Each scan 
was made at a 2 mm spatial step.  The narrow spray 
shows a Gaussian-like flux distribution with the peak flux 
along the centerline of the injector axis while the other 
two wider sprays depict a similar dual peak distribution 



near the edges of the spray with less flux distribution 
(hollow) along the injector axis.  The peaks on the line 
scan also show the locations of the plumes which 
somewhat correspond to the spray angle.  The peak-to-
peak distance of the volume flux is largest for the 80/10 
spray.   The SMD values of the 40/0 spray range from 28 
to 44 microns; whereas for the 60/5 and 80/10 sprays, 
the SMD values are between 20 and 42 microns. To 
convert the radial scan point-wise SMD measurements 
into a single, line-of-sight value, the SMD was re-
processed by weighing the measurement at each 
location with its corresponding flux density and then 
normalized.  Calculated SMD values for all three sprays 
are quite similar: that of the 40/0 is about 33.1 microns, 
whereas the SMD for the 60/5 and 80/10 are 33.4 and 
31.8 microns, respectively.  
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Figure 4. Axial spray tip penetration 
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Figure 5. Volume flux distribution 
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Figure 6. Sauter mean diameter distribution 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND TEST CONDITION 

SINGLE CYLINDER OPTICAL ENGINE AND FLOW 
VISUALIZATION DIAGNOSTICS 

The 5.4 liter V8 engine rig studied is shown in Figure 7.  
A production intake air manifold is used and the cylinder 
head has been modified to accept the low pressure 
direct injector. Three of the four cylinders on this half 
cylinder head bank have been deactivated by grinding off 
their lobes on the camshaft.  The head is mounted on 
top of a single cylinder crank case that has been re-
stroked to 105.7 mm to match the crankshaft geometry 
of the engine as well as to utilize the original connecting 
rod.  Located between the cylinder head and the 
reciprocating assembly are the quartz cylinder and piston 
with a quartz insert.  Both the cylinder and piston are 
designed to provide optical access to the inside of the 
engine cylinder while retaining the original cylinder bore 
of 90.2 mm. The engine is held at speed by a 15 hp AC 
motor with a variable speed drive.  An optical shaft angle 
encoder is used to determine crankshaft orientation for 
the fuel injection control which is accomplished through 
the use of a timing controller.  Both the high speed 
camera and the fuel injector are triggered from the 
output signal of the controller.   

 

Figure 7.  View of the single cylinder optical engine 

Figure 8 shows the geometry of the single cylinder head 
and port configuration.  This cylinder head has two intake 
valves and one exhaust valve.  The spark plug is located 
near the center of the roof.  Figure 9 shows the middle 
section view of the cylinder head.  This view shows both 
the orientation and mounting locations for the injector 
and the spark plug.  The outlines of the three injector 
spray orientation are also depicted in the same figure.  
The injector was side-mounted onto the cylinder head at 
an angle of 35° from the horizontal axis.  The mounting 
location was selected such that there was no 
interference between the fuel injector and the existing 
coolant passage surrounding the cylinder head. 



 

Figure 8. Single cylinder head configuration with intake 
and exhaust ports 

 

Figure 9.  Placement of spark plug and fuel injector   
(with spray configurations outlined)  

 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

All fuel spray imaging tests were performed with the 
engine motored only.  A Mie scattering technique was 
used to visualize the liquid phase of the fuel dispersion 
inside the combustion chamber through the quartz 
cylinder liner wall as well as the quartz piston insert.  The 
fuel spray was imaged with a non-intensified high speed 
digital video camera.  The camera was set to operate at 
10 kHz which provides an image resolution of 512 by 512 
pixels to cover a spatial imaging area of approximately 
123 by 123 mm.  A high repetition rate pulsed copper 
vapor laser, synchronized with the high speed camera 
and the fuel injection timing logic, was used to illuminate 
the liquid fuel dispersion.   A fiber optics cable was used 
to direct the laser pulse through the quartz piston insert 
into the cylinder, as shown in Figure 10.  This 
arrangement maximized the illumination quality inside 
the cylinder and minimized much of the secondary 
scattering from the internal reflection of the quartz wall.  
The 20 Watt laser provided the high intensity short pulse 
duration (about 25 ns) for visualization.  This equates to 
an energy level of approximately 2 mJ per laser pulse.  

For this series of optical engine tests, a laboratory type 
fuel supply system was used which consisted of a fuel 
bladder, pressure regulator, and compressed nitrogen 
bottle.  Premium grade gasoline was used as test fuel 

and it was delivered to the fuel injector at which the 
injection pressure was regulated to either 2 or 3 MPa, 
which was dictated by different fuel flow and fuel charge 
mixing requirements at various engine load conditions.  
Two engine speed and load points were selected for this 
study: a part load, 1500 RPM point at a manifold air 
pressure (MAP) of 45.5 kPa absolute, and a full load, 
2500 RPM at wide open throttle (WOT).  For each test 
condition, the engine was first motored to reach the 
desired RPM.  Once the engine was stabilized, a signal 
from the controller was sent out to the fuel injector to 
trigger the start of injection (SOI) at a specific crank 
angle of piston location. The same signal was also used 
to trigger the high speed camera to start recording the 
image sequence.  Based on the previous test data of fuel 
flow and lambda calculation on this firing engine, the fuel 
injection duration was adjusted at each load condition to 
achieve a stoichiometric air fuel ratio.  For each imaging 
test, 300 consecutive frames from each injection cycle 
were recorded to visualize the fuel dispersion during the 
intake and compression strokes.  Five injection cycles 
were normally filmed to allow for a quick assessment of 
cycle-to-cycle variation.  The optical chamber was 
cleaned periodically to ensure that there was no debris 
remained in the chamber to affect the image background 
quality.  The test matrix in Table 1 summaries the key 
parameters studied in this investigation.  In addition, an 
in-depth in-cylinder flow field investigation on this engine 
head and cylinder configuration was made using the 
Molecular Tagging Velocimetry (MTV) as previously 
demonstrated by Schock et al. [17].  This investigation 
will be reported in a future study. 

 

Figure 10. Illumination of the cylinder through the quartz 
piston insert 

Parameter Description 
Fuel Injector Type 40 / 0 (spray angle / offset angle) 

60 / 5 
80 / 10 

Fuel Injection 
Pressure 

2 MPa 
3 MPa 

Injection Timing 330° CA BTDC (Intake Stroke) 
300° CA BTDC (Intake Stroke) 
270° CA BTDC (Intake Stroke) 

Engine Load Part Load: 1500 RPM / 45.5 kPa MAP  
Full Load: 2500 RPM / WOT 

Injection Pulse 
Width 

Part Load: 1 – 2 ms (nominal) 
Full Load:  4 – 7 ms (nominal) 

Table 1 Test parameters for the optical study 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

SPRAY PATTERN EFFECT ON IN-CYLINDER FUEL 
MIXTURE FORMATION 

Figure 11 shows the comparison of three injector sprays 
on fuel mixture distribution in the combustion chamber at 
the engine part load condition of 1500 RPM and a MAP 
pressure of 45.5 kPa absolute.  If the single cylinder 
engine was combusting, this MAP pressure would 
correspond to about 3.3 Bar IMEP (Indicated Mean 
Effective Pressure).  Previous test data on this single 
cylinder engine of 3.3 Bar IMEP at 1500 RPM 
corresponded to a 2.62 Bar BMEP (Brake Mean 
Effective Pressure), which is normally referred to as the 
World Wide Mapping Point (WWMP).   The injection 
pressure was regulated to a baseline level of 2 MPa.  
The SOI was set at 300° crank angle (CA) before top 
dead center (BTDC).  With the adjusted cam phasing 
timing, the intake valve was lifted to about 8 mm at this 
SOI.  The injection pulse width (duration) was set to 
correspond to lambda one (stoichiometric) condition.  
These images were recorded within an injection cycle at 
different crank degrees.  It is worth mentioning that the 
injector driver has a 1 ms pre-charge delay, and so it 
corresponded to the delay of either 9 CAD/ms (at 1500 
RPM) or 15 CAD/ms (at 2500 RPM) before the fuel spray 
was observed at the top of the cylinder.  The first image 
of the sequence was shown at 277.5° BTDC, where the 
initial portion of the spray entering the cylinder was found 
to be about the same for all three sprays.  The intake air 
did not have much effect on the beginning of the spray.  
The narrow spray of 40/0 showed a slightly stronger axial 
penetration along the injector axis into the cylinder.  At 
255° BTDC, the fuel charge started to show some 
noticeable differences in the fuel distribution.  The 40/0 
spray penetrated more directly across the cylinder 
towards the liner wall while the 60/5 and 80/10 sprays 
were moving more towards the central region of the 
cylinder. They produced very minimal fuel impingement 
on the opposite side of the liner wall.  It also shows that 
at this SOI timing, the leading portion of the sprays 
impinged slightly on the piston top.  However, as the 
cycle progressed to 210° BTDC, the fuel distributions 
among all three sprays were quite similar.   

The fuel distribution at 2500 RPM with full load WOT is 
displayed in Figure 12.  The SOI was again set at 300° 
BTDC.  In this case, the fuel injection pressure was 
increased to 3 MPa.  At full load, the images show that 
both the spray angle and offset angle were critical factors 
to affect how fuel was dispersed.  In addition, the effect 
of intake air on fuel mixing was more dominant when the 
engine was running at full load condition.  When the 
intake valves opened, the intake air diverted the spray 
slightly towards the direction of moving piston.  The initial 
spray dispersion at an early CA of 262.5° BTDC seemed 
to be quite similar for all three sprays.  However, as the 
cycle progressed to 225° BTDC, the liquid fuel of the 
40/0 spray moved directly towards the opposite side of 
the cylinder wall.  The 60/5 spray penetrated more 
towards the central region of the cylinder and less on the 

cylinder wall.  The spray was tilted more towards the 
piston and it created a slightly better fuel dispersion 
within the cylinder.  The impinging location of fuel on the 
cylinder wall was further away from the top of the cylinder 
along the stroke than the previous 40/0 spray. It is 
believed that the enhanced dispersion is due to two 
factors: Firstly, a wider spray angle improves the fuel 
dispersion; and secondly, the additional spray offset 
angle of 5° from the injector axis moves the spray even 
more towards the piston direction.  As expected, the 
80/10 spray directed the fuel dispersion even more 
towards the central region of the cylinder without any 
noticeable fuel impingement on the cylinder wall.  At 
197.5° BTDC, the fuel impingement of the 40/0 spray 
was very pronounced.  At 150° BTDC, both intake valves 
were almost fully closed.  The fuel dispersion of the 40/0 
spray was quite localized in the upper half of the cylinder 
closer to the exhaust valve.  The 60/5 spray improved 
the fuel distribution slightly, but the 80/10 spray seemed 
to provide the best fuel air mixing in the cylinder.   

The images, particularly at high load point, confirm that 
the spray pattern has a dominant effect on how fuel is 
dispersed inside the cylinder. The narrow spray of 40/0 
created a significantly reduced core dispersion of fuel 
droplets in the central region of the cylinder.  A narrower 
spray usually has a higher axial spray penetration.  Since 
the spray penetration was along its injector axis which 
was mounted at an angle of 35° inclined from horizontal, 
the tip of the spray penetrated directly across the cylinder 
along the injector mounting axis and impinged on the 
opposite side of the cylinder wall at a location 
somewhere near the middle of the cylinder.  This 
impingement location was found to be closely related to 
the geometrical mounting of the injector.  A wider angle 
of fuel spray not only produced a more homogeneous 
fuel-air mixture by dispersing the mixture formation more 
in the upper to central region of the cylinder, it also 
reduced the penetration along its injector axis.  In 
addition, since the spray was designed to bend towards 
the piston by either 5° or 10°, the spray was able to 
propagate more directly towards the piston.  However, 
for all three sprays, it was also noticed that there was a 
lack of fuel distribution in the upper half of the cylinder 
closer to the intake valves.  It is believed that the lack of 
fuel dispersion was partially due to the constraint of the 
injector mounting orientation.   

For an existing configuration of injector mounting 
orientation and cylinder geometry in this engine, a wider 
spray angle with an offset angle bent towards the piston 
made the spray less likely to impinge on the cylinder wall.  
It is likely to reduce any liquid fuel film formation on liner 
walls which usually leads to a high level of unburned 
hydrocarbon and other smoke particulates.  The fuel 
impingement on the piston top is strongly dependent 
upon the SOI timing. The potential fuel impingement on 
the piston top may also be minimized if the injection 
timing can be retarded further up to a reasonable level 
without degrading the fuel mixture quality.   



 

Figure 11. In-cylinder fuel mixture formation at 1500 RPM / 45.5 kPa MAP / 2 MPa fuel pressure / SOI at 300° CA BTDC 

 

 

Figure 12. In-cylinder fuel mixture formation at 2500 RPM / WOT / 3 MPa fuel pressure / SOI at 300° CA BTDC 



The 80/10 spray produced a better fuel mixture in the 
cylinder.  However, it was also found that due to the 
close proximity of the injector tip to the intake valves, the 
larger spray angle also caused a slight amount of fuel 
spray impingement on the inner side of both intake 
valves, as shown in Figure 13.   

   

Figure 13. Slight fuel impingement on intake valves due 
to larger spray angle 

 

FUEL IMPINGEMENT ANALYSIS ON CYLINDER 
LINER WALL 

Based on the distinct features depicted in Figures 11 and 
12, it is possible to identify and extract more information 
on the mixture formation from these images with image 
processing.  Therefore, image processing algorithms 
have been developed to measure the semi-quantitative 
information such as the magnitude of fuel spray 
impingement on cylinder wall and piston top, and fuel-air 
mixture homogeneity.  

For example, to analyze the fuel impingement magnitude 
on the cylinder wall, a fuel impingement index on the 
cylinder wall can be defined based upon the illumination 
intensity of the location (pixel) on the image near the 
cylinder wall.  The methodology of the fuel impingement 
on the cylinder wall is briefly outlined next.  Figure 14 
depicts the measurement areas shown as a gray bar 
along the cylinder wall where the illumination intensity of 
each pixel in the image is extracted.  The size of this 
area depends on the image orientation and 
measurement location of interest.  For the analysis of 
fuel impingement on cylinder wall, a thin area band was 
chosen to be 5 pixels (ith) wide by 300 pixels (jth) long.  
Then, an average intensity is computed by averaging the 
pixel intensity across the width (i.e., across the ith 
direction) of the area at each jth pixel as follows: 
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where jiI ,  is the intensity of an individual pixel in the 

measurement area. N is the number of pixels along the 
width and it is equal to 5 for this analysis. 

   

Figure 14. Location of the fuel impingement analysis 
(illustrated by the measurement region)                       

(Left: 40/0 spray; Right: 80/10 spray) 

Figure 15 shows the comparison of the average intensity 
between the two spray patterns along the measurement 
line.  For both sprays, there was no fuel impingement 
near the top of the cylinder wall.  However, it can be seen 
that for the 40/0 spray, the average intensity along the 
cylinder wall started to increase abruptly at about one-
third of the stroke distance, and it peaked at about 
halfway of the cylinder.  After the peak, the intensity 
continued to decrease toward the bottom of the cylinder.  
Fuel impingement was found to spread more on the 
lower half of the cylinder wall.  Conversely, for the wider 
spray of 80/10, there was almost no impingement of fuel 
along the cylinder wall.  The average intensity remained 
very minimal and constant along the entire analysis 
location. 
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Figure 15. Comparison of ensemble average intensity on 
wall impingement when piston is at BDC 

Since the fuel impingement is strongly transient and it is 
rapidly changing at different crank angles within an 
engine cycle, an overall fuel impingement index (FII) at a 
specific crank angle can also be defined based on the 
ensemble average intensity over the entire location along 
jth direction of the measurement domain: 
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where M is the number of pixels along the length of the 
measurement domain.  M is equal to 300 for this 
analysis. 

This index can be used to track and analyze the extent of 
fuel impingement at each crank angle degree over the 
injection cycle.  Figure 16 shows such a plot of crank 
angle resolved fuel impingement index on the cylinder 
wall.  This figure also reveals several useful facts about 
the characteristics of such as the sequence and the 
duration of the fuel impingement.  The injection logic 
pulse started at 270° BTDC when the image sequence 
was commenced.  Taking the injector driver pre-charge 
delay into account, the fuel spray entered the cylinder at 
about 246° BTDC.  The spray then propagated directly 
across the cylinder and started to impinge on the cylinder 
wall at about 210° BTDC.  The impingement index 
started to increase as the piston continued to sweep 
downwards.  For both sprays, even though the peak of 
impingement was observed to be between 140° and 
130° BTDC, the narrow spray with 40/0 resulted in 
substantially higher cylinder wall impingement than the 
wider spray of 80/10.  Impingement continued to 
decrease for both sprays as the piston reached about 
100° BTDC.  Beyond this crank angle, the fuel 
impingement for both sprays was found to be very 
minimal. 
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Figure 16. Crank angle resolved fuel impingement index 
on cylinder liner wall 

Similar to any other image analysis methods based on 
light intensity extracted from the pixels of an image, it is 
important to realize that this fuel impingement analysis 
technique mentioned above also requires a consistent 
light illumination and background in the region of interest 
in order to minimize any possible inaccuracy or 
uncertainty.  For example, any fuel droplets populated in 
the bottom of the liner wall or in the shadow of the piston 
quartz insert may not be accounted for equally due to the 
uneven light intensity distribution inside the cylinder.  In 
addition, any residual fuel left behind from previous 
cycles may remain in the cylinder or be deposited on the 
walls as the cycle progresses.  This could potentially 
over-estimate the quantity and location of the fuel 

impingement at a particular crank angle.  Therefore, a 
proper background subtraction may be needed to 
eliminate any contribution of the residual fuel from 
previous cycles.   

Even though this fuel impingement index cannot be used 
directly to correlate the amount of fuel impinged on the 
wall, this value indicates the extent as well as the 
location of the fuel impingement at a specific crank angle 
within a cycle.  Since it is based on the illumination 
intensity of the pixel, once the images are properly 
adjusted to correct for any illumination deviation in the 
imaging setup, it may be useful for comparing other fuel 
mixing quality between different conditions. 

CONCLUSION 

High speed imaging was performed to visualize the spray 
pattern effect on fuel mixture formation as a function of 
crank angle in a single cylinder engine for direct injection 
gasoline applications.  With the use of the imaging 
diagnostics to differentiate the fuel mixing characteristics 
produced by three different spray patterns, it was found 
that the spray angle, offset angle, and injector mounting 
orientation had pronounced effects on the fuel mixture 
preparation.  The fuel mixture inside the combustion 
chamber was affected more by the spray pattern at full 
load than on part load condition.  A narrow spray with 40° 
spray angle was not able to create a homogeneous fuel 
mixture in the cylinder.  Fuel was found to impinge on the 
cylinder wall.  The location of the impingement was 
strongly dependent on how the injector was mounted in 
the cylinder head.  However, the widest spray angle of 
80° with 10° offset angle produced a better fuel mixture 
in the cylinder with more homogeneous distribution and 
less cylinder liner wall impingement.  Due to the wide 
spray angle, a small amount of fuel was also found to 
impinge on the intake valves.  Moreover, for all three 
spray patterns, there was still a lack of fuel dispersion in 
the upper part of the region near the intake valves.  It is 
believed that the lack of fuel dispersion was partially due 
to the constraint of the injector mounting orientation.  For 
this cylinder head configuration, a steeper (more vertical) 
injector mounting angle may help improve the fuel 
mixture distribution and overall homogeneity. 

Fuel impingement on cylinder liner walls was also 
investigated by using image processing and analysis 
algorithms.  Using high speed imaging, the transient 
nature of fuel impingement was resolved as a function of 
crank angle degree.  If a consistent light intensity through 
the image was ensured, the location and extent of fuel 
impingement of various spray patterns could be 
differentiated and compared.  Similar image analysis 
methods may also be applied to evaluate the fuel 
impingement on the top of the piston.  A new injector 
spray pattern is currently being revised which will not only 
minimize the fuel impingement on liner wall and intake 
valves, but enhance the overall fuel distribution.  These 
results will be used to correlate the engine combustion 
and emission performance in the subsequent single 
cylinder dynamometer combustion testing. 
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BDC Bottom Dead Center 
BMEP Brake Mean Effective Pressure 
BTDC Before Top Dead Center 
CA Crank Angle  
CAD Crank Angle Degree 
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
CCD Charge Coupled Device 
DI Direct Injection 
FIICA Fuel Impingement Index 
IMEP Indicated Mean Effective Pressure 
LPDI Low Pressure Direct Injection  
MAP Manifold Air Pressure 
MTV Molecular Tagging Velocimetry 
PCM Powertrain Control Module  
PFI Port Fuel Injection 
PLIF Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence 
RPM Revolution Per Minute 
SOI Start of Injection 
SMD Sauter Mean Diameter 
WOT Wide Open Throttle 
WWMP World Wide Mapping Point 
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Numerical Study of the Mixture Preparation Process in a 5.4L V8 GDI Engine
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A KIVA-3V based numerical simulation has been performed to study the in-
cylinder flow field and fuel mixture formation process in a 5.4L V8 3-valve low 
pressure direct injection gasoline engine. GRIDGEN®, which is a commercial 
grid generator software program, was used to build a fine mesh for the single 
cylinder with over a half million computational cells configured in 50 blocks.  
To resolve the problems of fine moving mesh in KIVA-3V, a new rezoner
methodology was implemented.  Simulation results show that the effect of 
injector spray pattern, enabled by the use of multi-hole fuel injectors to 
achieve spray tailoring flexibil ity, is a key factor to improve the
fuel charge homogeneity in the cylinder. 
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SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
•The GRIDGEN-KIVA simulation of the internal combustion engine was 
more complicated than the commercial CFD 3-dimensional software 
analysis tools.
•The original κ−ε model included in KIVA3V could not provide 
simulation accuracy like LES.
•Local mesh quality was carefully checked in the block building process 
to avoid the failing of convergence for specific cells, which results in 
negative internal energy or unrealistic temperature point. Considerable 
work was done to improve the spray region mesh quality.
•K3 prep was modified to detect and export inverted and non concaved 
cells in PLOT3D format.
•Reshaping was done in the GRIDGEN mesh building process.
•Local manual adjustments on specific cells were widely practiced.
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*MTV: Molecular Tagging Velocimetry
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